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FOREWORD .
HESCOMP, the Helicopter Sizinq and Performance Computer
Program, provides helicopter designers with the same capabil-
ity for sizing and performance calculations that VASCOMP II
provides for fixed-wing aircraft designers.
Since in time the program will change to reflect new thinking
and grow to include more sophisticated methods of simulating
advanced helicopters, this User's Manual is loose-leaf bound
to facilitate updating of the program.
The following NASA and Boeing personnel developed the HESCOMP
program:
NASA Ames Research Center
Thomas Galloway, Aeronautical Systems Branch, Systems
Studies Division
Boeing-Ver tol Company
Program Formulation and Data Development:
S. J. Davis Research and V/STOL Aerodynamics
Unit
E. M. Low, II Helicopter Performance Unit
C. A. Widdison Helicopter Performance Unit
A. H. Schoen Preliminary Design
J. S. Wisniewski R & D Weights Unit
Pro@ran_min@
R. Knopf
H. Shah
Inquiries regarding the program should be directed to the
pertinent individuals.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
i.i BACKGROUND
HESCOMP is a helicopter sizing=and performance computer
program very similar in format and operation to VASCOMP II,
the V/STOL Aircraft Sizing and Performance Computer Program,
described in Reference i. This similarity is dictated by the
requirement to obtain C0mpatibiii£y in both usage and results
when Using HESCOMP and VASCOMP II in helicopter-V/STOL air-
craft comparative design studies. The program's purpose is to
rapidly provide helicopter sizing and mission performance data.
The program Can be used to define design requirements, such as
weight breakdown, required propulsive power, and physical di-
mensions of aircraft which are designed to meet specified
mission requirements. It is also useful in sensitivity
studies involving both design trade-offs and performance
trade-offs.
During formulation of the program, the following guidelines
have been followed:
i. The program should maintain _enerality and flexibility -
A program of this type must be comprehensive and flexible
in order_to permit an accurate simulation of many types of
helic0pter configurations. It must be capable of approxi-
mating the design process involved in layout and sizing of
a wide variety of helicopters and synthesizing the per-
formance of these aircraft.
2. The program should be easy to use - In order to minimize
hand CQ_putation of input data, the input to the program
_imar_iy consists of a series of single point values
_specifying_ for example, main rotor disc loading, solidity,
twist, aspect ratio, taper ratio, etc. of the wing, tail,
and rotor pylons (where applicable), the geometry of the
fuselage, the type of propulsion system, a description of
the mission profile, and weights of fixed equipment, fixed
useful load and payload. Where necessary to adequately
describe certain functional relationships, the input is in
tabular form. However, since preparation of data for
tabular input is generally more cumbersome and time con-
suming, this form of input has been kept to a minimum.
3. The program should minimize computation time - In order to
minimize computation time, the program makes ample use of
optional computation paths. To eliminate large quantities
of null arithmetic, it avoids calculations which do not
apply to the particular aircraft being studied. This is
accomplished by means of a series of input indicators that
specify the calculations to be performed.
i-i
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The program should be well balanced - The program should
not be extremely sophisticated in one detail and yet ex-
tremely simple in another. To offset the possibility of
this occurrence, great care has been taken to examine
methods used to describe the helicopter and its operation.
The program should be compatible with VASCOMP II - In
order to insure program compatibility, care has been exer-
cised in planning the input/output format. The input
sheets are similar (and in a few cases - identical) to
those of VASCOMP II. The output format is the same except
for the additions of those output quantities peculiar to
helicopter performance. Further, this User's Manual is
identical in format to the VASCOMP II User's Manual. In
addition, HESCOMP utilizes (unchanged) the engine cycle
library, propeller tables, and propeller short form per-
formance method developed for VASCOMP II.
1.2 APPLICATION
The program has two primary independent applications and a
third which is a combination of the first two. It may be used
for the sizing of helicopters for which the type of aircraft
and the mission profile are specified. Alternatively, it may
be used for mission calculations for aircraft for which sizing
details (gross weight, fuel available, engine power and fuel
consumption, etc.) are known. As a combination of these two
capabilities, the program may be used to first size a heli-
copter for a given mission and then calculate the off-design
point performance for other missions. The option of calcula-
tion to be used is specified to the program by means of an
input "option indicator."
The program has been written in a manner to make it directly
applicable to sensitivity studies to determine the effect of
variations in weight, drag, engine characteristics, etc. This
is accomplished by use of incremental multiplicative and addi-
tive factors applied to the gross weight, component drag and
fuel required equations. For the most part, the multiplicative
factors are nominally equal to unity and the additive factors
are nominally equal to zero. However, to determine the effect,
for example, of a i0 percent increase in drive system weight,
the appropriate multiplicative factor can be set to 1.10 and
the sizing program rerun.
The program contains size trends equations which reflect the
variation of helicopter dimensions with gross weight, detailed
statistical weight trends equations, a routine for sizing of
engines to match airframe requirements, a comprehensive
library of engine cycle data, a library of rotor cycle data,
and a variety of optional procedures for calculating rotor and
propeller (cruise only) performance.
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The program can be used to study any single or tandem rotor
pure, winged, compound, or auxiliary propulsion helicopter
(see Table I-i).
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2.0 SPECIFICATION OF HELiC OPT CHARACTERISTICS
. - _ . _ • •
Specification of aircraft characteristics to the program is
made in a variety of ways: through use of input indicators
which specify the types of calculations to be made; through
use of weights factors and constants; aerodynamics data; pro-
pulsion information; and mostly through use of nondimensional
geometric information.
2.1 HELICOPTER GEOMETRY
It is assumed that a typical sizing analysis starts with known
payload characteristics, both in terms of payload weight and
volume requirements The volume requirements are usually re-
flected in length, height, and width of the constant diameter
(cabin) section of the aircraft. Adding a nose and tail sec-
tion of reasonable fineness ratio onto the cabin sections
would complete the fuselage geometry if this were an airplane
(as sized b_' VASCOMP II). In a helicopter, however, addi-
tional geometric characteristics must be determined before the
external fuselage dimensions are completely defined.
For example, in the case of the single rotor helicopter, the
total fuselage length (in addition to the nose, tail, and con-
stant diameter sections) includes the tail boom, the length of
which, in turn, is established by the tail rotor diameter and
the need to maintain a reasonable gap between the main and
tail rotor discs. Ad_itionally, the tail boom !ength itself
is affected bythe relative position of the main rotor on the
fuselage. Vertical tail geometry is determined both by dimen-
sional constraints and the need to fulfill directional sta-
bility requirements (e.g., sufficient vertical tail area to
counteract main rotor torque in the event of tail rotor loss).
So, although the basic cabin internal dimensions are fixed,
the external overall dimensions can vary widely, depending on
how conflicting requirements are resolved.
In the case of the tandem rotor helicopter, not even the
internal cabin dimensions are necessarily constant. For ex-
ample, the need to require a certain level of external config-
uration compactness (by specifying a high overlap/diameter
ratio) can result in overall fuselage dimensions which
directly conflict with internal volume requirements.
Wing geometry may be dictated by maneuver "g" requirements, a
specified wing loading or aspect ratio, or even propeller tip/
fuselage clearance (in the case of a compound helicopter with
wing-mounted propellers).
Primary and auxiliary independent engine nacelle size is set
2-1
by the type of engine and its size (which, in turn, is
dictated by power requirements).
Figures 2-1 and 2-2 of hybrid single and tandem rotor heli-
copter configurations illustrate the type of information con-
cerning the helicopter geometry which may be required of the
user. Tables 2-1 and 2-2 illustrate typical values of selected
geometric characteristics for various aircraft. A complete
list of input geometric variables is included in Section 5.3.1.
2.2 PROPULSION SYSTEM
This program permits the use of either a single, primary
propulsion system or a combination of a primary system and an
auxiliary independent propulsion system. For the primary sys-
tem, turboshaft cycles are always used. For the auxiliary
independent system, either turboshaft, turbofan, or turbojet
cycles may be used. The program includes the applicable
cycles (shown in Table 2-3) from the standard library of
eighty-one different generalized engine cycles developed for
the VASCOMP II program. The user of the program may either
select the desired engine cycle(s) from the standard library
or input the characteristics of any arbitrary engine cycle he
may choose.
The library engines are unrestricted in performance over their
operating system range (dictated by power setting limits).
However, the user, at his discretion, may include limits on
engine operation by setting maximum values of fuel flow,
torque, or gas generator or power turbine shaft rpm. In addi-
tion, nonlinear scaling effects of real engines may be included
by input of Reynolds number-based correction factors. Degra-
dation in performance of turboshaft engines operating at
nonoptimum power turbine speed will be calculated by the pro-
gram at the option of the user. The library engine cycles may
thus be used with no additional input; or, by appropriate
additional input, may be made to include the effects of multi-
ple operating restrictions and other factors characteristic of
real engine cycles.
During a sizing calculation, the engine cycles may be "scaled"
or fixed in size. That is, if the user desires, the program
will calculate the engine size required to meet the mission
requirements; or, alternatively, he may input engines of
specified size. In the case of helicopters employing multiple
propulsion systems, the primary system may be sized to provide
power to the main rotor(s) for producing lift and part of the
total propulsive thrust required; and the auxiliary independ-
ent system will be sized to provide the remaining propulsive
thrust or power.
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TABLE 2-1. TYPICAL GEO_TRIC C_CTERISTICS - SINGLE
ROTOR HELICOPTERS
! C L:[ J iii _RTIC_ //ll,--
 i=Roe
L-c  -4
CTFp AN - CTvT
XFp - C_T
CRFp
2
hP 1 bVT 2
ARFp = -- AR_ = ,
SFp SVT
WF + hF SVT = Planform area
SFp = Planfo_ area d_ = 2
TYPE AIRCRAFT
BOE BO-I_5
"PURE LIGHT HELICOPTERS
BELL OH-58A
"PURE" LT. TRANSPORT HEL. BELL UH-IB
SZK H-]4A
"P_RE"
MEDIUM TRANSPORT
HELICOPTERS
WINGED HELICOPTEItS
C(_OUND H_LICOFTE_
SIK CH-]C
SIK CH-5)A
SIK H-37A
BELL A_-IG
BIK $-67
LOCK XH-51A
LOCK AH-56A
DATA
i .02 .75 .57
I .12 ,71 .55
.84 .77 .71
.52 .67 .44
.78 _.13 .44
.76 i .47 .42
• 60 .56
2.47 .44 .65
2.22 I+98 .62
1 .29 .98 ,48
1.40 1.36 .62
XM/_B I,TB/dTB ]dTTB."dTB
7.00 .69
8.50 .35
5.55 .32
2.42 ,42
4.45 .64
4.38 .94
2.30 .47
4.91 .42
4.17 .47
5.92 .26
4.43 .52
"FP
.41
.53
.88
.44
.83
.74
,45
.70
.83
.89
.77
A FPIARV 
.30 .33 1,37
.i5 .64 4.37
• 12 .23 i.98
.22 .64 .96
.25 .75 1.72
.21 .62 2.14
.23 .63 3.36
.27 .48 1.53
.27 .48 1.90
.33 .60 .73
.12 .46 1.29
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TABLE 2-2. TYPICAL GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS
TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS
STAGGER
I"_-O/L , _-AX2
GAP
CTFP_hPI
t
I
CRFp
CTFp
lFp - CRFp
hpl2
ARFp = SF P
SFp = planform area
TYPE
"PURE" LIGHT
TRANSPORT
HELICOPTER
"PURE"
MEDIUM - HEAVY
TRANSPORT
HELICOPTERS
AIRCRAFT
B-V HUP-I
B-V H-21
B-V CH-46A
B-V CH-47C
B-V YH-16A
d F -
O/L
£p/d_ _T/d_ --D--
.73 1.03 .37
.64 2.19 .04
.71 1.53 .33
.69 1.29 .34
.84 1.81 .37
.85 1.37 .23
L
C RA P
J
J
]
hP 2
1
CTAp
IAp - CRAp
WF + hF
GAP/STAG
.08
.00
.07
.12
.16
.15
hp22
ARAp = SA P
SAp = planform area
" Xl/;'P "LX2/tT tFP
1.00 1.00 .38
.89 .02 .35
1.16 .51 .63
.85 .59 1.00
.48 .84 I .34
l
.73 .55 I .98
I
ARFp kAp ARAp
.35 .57 .78
.45 .23 .43
.34 .69 .61
1.10 .81 .53
.25 .58 .84
.43 .84 .66
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TABLE 2-3. LIST OF ENGINE CYCLES
1970 Intermediate 1980
Primary Propulsion
Turboshaft
Engine press, ratio
Turb. inlet temp.
Auxiliary Independent Propulsion
Turboshaft
Engine press, ratio
Turb. inlet temp.
Turbojet
Engine press, ratio
Turb. inlet temp.
Turbofan
Engine press, ratio
Turb. inlet temp.
Fan bypass ratio
13, 16
2600°R
13, 16
2600°R
13, 16
2600°F
16, 20
2600°R
2, 4, 6
13, 16,
19
2900°R
13, 16,
19
2900°F
13, 16,
19
2900 °
16, 20,
24
2900°R
2, 4, 6
13, 16,
19, 22
3200°R
13, 16,
19, 22
3200°R
13, 16,
19, 22
3200°R
16, 20,
24, 28
3200°R
2, 4, 6
iz
2.3 HELICOPTER WEIGHT SUMMARY
A detailed helicopter weight summary is provided by the
program through use of statistical weight trend equations. A
description of, and justification for, these equations is
given in Section 4.11. Three major categories of weights are
calculated: the propulsion group, the structures group, and
the flight controls group.
2.4 AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The aerodynamic data which are calculated by the program are
the helicopter drag and (in the case of winged or compound
helicopters) the lift curve slope of the wing (used for cal-
culations of the gust load factor). Drag data may be input
to the program in a variety of forms including a single point
value of flat plate area, drag trends, or by a detailed drag
summary. Scaling effects on drag based upon Reynolds number
corrections are included. Wing spanwise loading efficiency
(Oswald's factor) may be either input to the program or may
be program calculated.
2.5 ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS
Rotor performance may be calculated either by the short form
aerodynamic performance method or by using input rotor maps.
The short form method employs input rotor "cycles". Correc-
tions for the specific rotor and helicopter configuration
geometry,(e.g.; blade twist, number, cut-out, rotor overlap,
etc.) being analyzed are made by the program. Included with
the program is a brief library of currently available "cycles"
(Table 2-4 lists their pertinent characteristics).
Rotor maps may be used in two ways. In the first case,
isolated rotor data derived for a specific rotor configuration
is input and, as in the short form method, blade and config-
uration geometry corrections are applied by the program. In
the second approach, a rotor map generated from total config-
uration rotor power data (e.g. in the case of a single rotor
helicopter, this would be the sum of main and tail rotor
power) is input. No corrections are applied. Thus, the par-
ticular blade and helicopter configuration geometry inherent
in the data from which the map is generated is reflected un-
changed in the calculated rotor performance.
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3.0 PROORAM OPERATION
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3.1 GENERAL
3.1.1 TEe Option Indicator
As previously described, the program has two major options
and a third which is a combination of these two. The specific
option to be used is selected by means of an input "option
indicator" abbreviated OPTIND.
OPTIND = 1
This is an iterative routine whfch determines the aircraft
weight, dimensions_-and required power to satisfy a prescribed
mission flight profile. In addition to the flight profile,
certain characteristics describing the type of aircraft are
specified, such as the wing aspect ratio, thickness ratio, the
wing loading or disc loading, the engine cycle, etc.
OPTIND = 2 Or 3
These options are used to calculate the flight pe_fo_ance of
an aircraft for which the size is fixed. In addition to the
aircraft characteristics described above, the power available,
aircraf£ dimensions,_etc, are input to the progrim'_ A flight
profile is_also specified. The program then calculates the
performance history of the aircraft for the specified mission.
If OPTIND = 2 is selected, the aircraft gross weight is _nput
and the fuel required to fly the specified mission is _4te-r _....
mined. This option is _useful for solving many different per-
formance problems where it is desired to constrain gross
weight, such as calculating climb performance, cruise perform-
ance/or payload_fang4 capability.
If OPTIND = 3 is selected, the operating-weight-empty is input
and takeoff gross Weight and required fuel load is determined.
This option is useful for calculating various overload off-
design weights and for determining ferry performance•
Combined Option
This option permits the user to size an aircraft for a "design-
point" mission and £hen to calculate the off-design-point
performance of the sized aircraft for a variety of additional
missions. Basically, this option causes the program to run
option number one (OPTIND = i), save the sizing data generated
in that option, and then inpu£ this information into the per-
formance option (OPTIND = 2).
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3.1.2 Description of Mission Profile
The performance calculation subprogram in HESCOMP, consisting
of nine individual subroutines, permits the simulation of air-
craft performance for virtually any mission flight profile.
A typical performance analysis is made up of a series of ele-
ments which, in building block fashion, allows the user of the
program to perform a wide variety of studies. The elements of
a typical performance analysis are:
lo Segment - A segment of a mission profile is a unique
portion of the mission such as a cruise or a climb. A
segment starts with a set of initial conditions of one
or more of the variables of state (altitude, range,
weight, etc.) and ends when a terminal condition (or
conditions) has been satisfied.
• Hop - A hop is defined as a set of segments ending at
some logical terminal locations (such as ground level at
the desired range). Thus, a hop might consist of flying
from location "A" to location "B" by means of combining
the following segments: taxi, takeoff, climb, cruise,
descent, landing, and taxi.
m Leg - A leg of a mission is herein defined as a set of
hops ending in a re-fueling of the aircraft. Thus, a leg
might consist of flying from location "A" to "B", then to
"C", at which point the aircraft is refueled.
. Mission - A mission is defined in this program as a set
of legs (or hops or segments) which satisfy some specific
operational requirement. In this program, the mission is
the basic element for which the aircraft is sized.
• Case - A case is a consecutive series of missions for the
same aircraft. This program permits the user to analyze
a case which consists of a mission for which an aircraft
is sized, followed by a different mission which the now-
sized aircraft performs, followed by yet additional
missions.
The performance calculations subprogram consists of nine
individual performance segments, specified by means of an in-
put indicator, SGTIND. The segments are taxi (SGTIND = i),
hover (SGTIND = 2) , climb (SGTIND = 3) , cruise (SGTIND = 4) ,
descent (SGTIND = 5), loiter (SGTIND = 6), an increment in
weight of fuel (SGTIND = 7) or payload (SGTIND = 8), and a
transfer of altitude (SGTIND = 9). The end of the mission is
specified by an input SGTIND = 0. An array of segment indi-
cators is input to the program to specify the mission being
studied• Thus, a typical array might be:
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L__
SGTIND .=
iI,2,3,4_
Segments 4
_-- hop #i hop
leg #I
,2,1,1,2,3,4,3,4,5,2,7,2,3,4,5,4,5,6,2,1,0,
Refueling
#2 _I_ hop #3 _-
_F_ leg #2
mission'
At the end of any leg, the sum of segment fuel required to
perform that leg is stored in the computer. At the end of the
mission, the largest of these stored values is used to deter-
mine the aircraft sizing requirements when OPTIND =- i. An end
of a case is specified by an input SGTIND = i00. Since an
end-of-case is also always an end-of-mission, it is not neces-
sary to end a case by a SGTIND = 0 followed by SGTIND = i00.
SGTIND = 100 always takes precedence over SGTIND = 0. The
distinction between a mission and a case is most useful when
it is desired to size an aircraft for a specified mission
followed by analysis of the off-design-point performance of
the "sized" aircraft on other missions. As an example, with
SGTIND = 1 (sizing option) the following array of SGTIND might
be used : .
0, 2, 0, i, 0, i, i0
I I 3rd missiOn I 4th missiOn
-I
SGTIND =
, 2,
ist mission
F
2nd mission
Case-
The program will size the aircraft for the first mission and
then analyze the performance of the "sized" aircraft for the
second, third and fourth missions. Up to 50 consecutive seg-
ments may be included in a single case, arranged in any arbi-
trary series of hods, leqs, and missions. Up to i0 of any
specific segments may be included in any case. Thus, a case
might consist of several missions, each mission having several
different cruise segments.
Each segment is a discrete element of the mission, independent
of any Other segment _with the exception of the influence on
the altitude, range, weight, and time. That is, the first
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cruise of a case might be at cruise power at standard atmos-
pheric conditions and the second cruise could be at best
specific range for a nonstandard day.
At the start of a case, the user inputs values for initial
conditions of altitude, range, weight, and time. The first
segment of the case uses these values as initial boundary con-
ditions and the segment ends at a specified terminal condition.
The final values of altitude, range, weight, and time then be-
come, in turn, the initial values for the following segment.
The final, or terminal, condition varies depending upon the
segment. Terminal conditions for each segment, input by the
user, are:
Taxi - increment in time
Takeoff, Hover, and Landin@ - increment in time
Climb - altitude at end of climb
Descent - altitude at bottom of descent and, for certain
options, range at end of descent
Loiter - increment in time
Chan@e of Fuel Weight - increment in weight and increment in
time
Chan_e of Pa[load Wei@ht - increment in weight and increment
in time
Transfer Altitude - final altitude
Segments 2 through 6 (takeoff, hover, and landing through
loiter) require, in addition to terminal conditions on one of
the variables of state, an input value for the step size to be
used in the calculations. The step size specifies both the
increment in the primary variable which is used in the calcu-
lations and the increment between successive printouts.
Printouts occur at even integral multiples of the primary
variable. Thus, if an aircraft is required to climb from a
starting value of altitude of 6300 feet to a final value of
29,500 feet, and the step size is specified as i000 feet, the
program will calculate and print at 6300 feet, 7000 feet, 8000
feet, etc. to 29,500 feet. As the step size is decreased, the
program accuracy improves, but the computing time lengthens.
Atmospheric conditions may vary from segment to segment. For
example, the first segment, a climb, may be for a standard
atmosphere; the second segment, a cruise, may use a constant
increment in temperature above standard; and the third segment,
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another climb, may use a nonstandard temperature versus
altitude table. The third atmosphere option requires a tab-
_1iar input of temperature ratio versus altitude. Only one
nonstandard tabular atmosphere may be used in a single case.
Segments 1 through 6 (taXi through loiter) may be used to sim-
ulate an additional requirement for reserve fuel. The reserve
fuel calculated in this manner is used as part of the total
fuel required to size the aircraft. However, the aircraft
weight is not reduced by the amount of the reserve fuel. This
option is specified by inserting a value of i0 x SGTIND for
the particular mission segment indicator where reserve fuel is
to be calculated. For example, if it is desired to calculate
reserve fuel at a specified cruise condition, SGTIND = 40;
i.e., (SGTIND = 4) x i0 is input.
3.1.3 Special Fli_ht Path Control Option
hOPTIND - This indicator will permit the user to fly a mission
at the optimum altitude for best fuel coDsumption. The pro-
gram will automatically determine the best altitude for any
cruise segment which is preceded by either a climb segment or
a transfer of altitude. If the cruise is preceded by a climb,
the program will determine the flight altitude which minimizes
the sum of the fuel for climb and cruise. If the cruise is
preceded by a transfer altitude, the program will determine
the altitude for the best fuel consumption during cruise _°nly"
In addition to _ecifying that optimum altitude flight is de-
sired during the mission, the user may specify a maximum
altitude permitted for each cruise segment. This is specified
by means of the hMA x input for the preceding climb or the
hFINA L input for the preceding transfer altitude. The maximum
altitude specification is useful in studying missions for
which some of the cruise segments are to be optimized while
other cruise segments are to be flown at known altitude such
as the high-low-low-high _issiOn shown beiow inwhich the low
altitude segments represent sea level dashes. For this mission,
the user specified hFINA L = 0 for the transfer altitude segment.
CRUISE
i
CLIMB_
CRUISE
TRANSFER
ALTITUDE
HOVER CLIMB
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3.1.4 Propeller Efficiency
Propeller efficiency can be calculated in three different ways
for compound and auxiliary propulsion helicopters. The option
chosen is specified by means of a propulsive efficiency indi-
cator, _pIND. The options range from (a) input of a set of
point values of efficiency to (b) input of a prop map table
to (c) automatic calculation of propeller performance. The
option chosen will depend on the type of problem being studied
as each of the means of calculating prop performance has fea-
tures which may be desirable under certain conditions. These
options are described in more detail in Section 4.7.
3.1.5 Rotor Power Required Calculation
The method most likely to be used, and certainly the most con-
venient, from the point of view of inputs, is the short form
aerodynamic performanc method. Rotor blade performance data
is input in the form of "cycles", with corrections for the
specific rotor and helicopter configuration under study being
applied by the program.
Two types of rotor maps may be input. The first utilizes
isolated rotor data derived for a specified rotor configura-
tion, but corrected by the program for the specific rotor
and helicopter configurations under study. The second uses
total configuration rotor data (i.e., in the case of a single
rotor helicopter, this would include both main and tail rotor
power) and applies no corrections to the data.
It should be noted that the first two methods are suitable for
use both in sizing and performance only calculations, since
corrections for variations in rotor and helicopter configura-
tions are applied. The third method, however, must be re-
stricted to use only in non-sizing applications. Possible
areas of use could be, for example, the case where (a) it is
inconvenient for the magnitude of the particular application
to generate the data required for creating a rotor cycle or
generalized rotor map, or (b) in calculating the mission per-
formance of existing helicopters (e.g. the HH-43B, WG-13, UH-2,
etc.) utilizing rotor maps derived from Flight Handbooks, etc.
3.2 PROGRAM OPTIONS
Flexibility of operation and generality of approach have been
accomplished by use of many optional computation paths. The
path to be used is selected by the user through use of a series
of input indicators. Besides the option indicator, previously
described, the program indicators fall into seven categories:
propulsion indicators, aerodynamics indicators, size trends
indicators, mission performance indicators, flight path control
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indicators, an atmosphere indicator, and an optional print
indicator. The indicators and their use are described below.
A summary list of all indicators and their values is included
in Section 5.3.2.
3.2.1 Propulsion Indicators _
AIPIND Indicator which differentiates betwe_h_compounds with
and without auxiliary independent engines. AIPIND = 1 denotes
a compound helicopter having i Single set of engines connected
both to the main rotor and auxiliary propulsion systems.
AIPIND = 2 indicates a comp0und helicopter with independent
engines for auxiliary propulsion
ENGIND - Two different classes of crulse englnes are inc
in the program. They are "horsepower producing" engines and
"thrust producing" engines. •T_he horsepower producing engines
which are included in the standard engine library are turbo-
shaft engine cycles. The thurs£ producing engines in the
engine library are either turbojet or turbofan engines. If
ENGIND = 0, a power producing cycle is selected. If ENGIND =
i, a thrust producing cycle is selected.
ESCIND - The program permits the user to size the primary
engines either for takeoff conditions only or for the more
critical choice of takeoff or cruise. This is specified by
means of the engine sizing indicator, ESCIND. If ESCIND = i,
the program will size the engines for takeoff conditions only.
If ESCIND = 2, the program will size the engines for takeoff,
then cross-cneck the engine size required for cruise condi-
tions, and pick the more critical of the two conditions.
FIXIND - Engines seiected for aircraft being studied in the
program may be either "fixed" in size or 'Jrubberized." If the
engines are "rubberized," the engine sizing subroutine caicu-
• fates the maximum power or thrust of the engines required to
satisfy certain specified criteria. If th9 engines are fixed
in size, the user inputs the level of maximum power or thrust
for the engines and the engine sizing subroutine is bypassed.
The user specifies the option of calculation by means of the
input indicator, FIXIND. If FIXIND = 0, the engines are fixed
in size. If FIXIND = i, the engine sizing subroutine is used
to calculate the size of the "rubberized" engines.
FIXINDI - FIXINDI serves the same function for the auxiliary
independent engines that FIXIND does for the primary engines.
POWIND - This indicator specifies the limiting power setting "
to be used in climb, cruise, and for engine sizing at cruise
conditions: maximum (POWIND = 0), military (POWIND = i), and
normal (POWIND = 2). A separate Value of this indicator is
input with each climb and cruise and for engine sizing.
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WDTIND, QIND, NIIND, NISIND, N2IND - These indicators specify
to the program that the primary engine performance is re-
stricted by a maximum level of fuel flow, torque, gas generator
shaft rpm, gas generator referred shaft rpm, or power turbine
(output) shaft rpm. An input zero value for these indicators
will permit operation restricted only by power setting (turbine
temperature) limits. A unity input for any of the indicators
will cause the engine operation to also be restricted by a
maximum level of the appropriate variable. More than one of
these indicators may be set to unity at the same time, thus
simulating performance of an engine operating with multiple
restrictions. N2IND has a third possible value which the user
may input for turboshaft engines, N2IND = 2. This input
specifies that the engine is operating at a known discrete
value of output shaft speed (in general, not the optimum
value). If this option is used, the user inputs the level of
NIl for each flight segment, and the program will calculate
the effect on engine performance.
WDTINDI, QINDI, NIINDI, N18INDI, N2INDI - These indicators
specify to the program that the auxiliary independent engine
performance is restricted by a maximum level of fuel flow,
torque, gas generator shaft rpm, or power turbine (output)
shaft rpm. An input zero value for these indicators will per-
mit operation restricted only by power setting (turbine tem-
perature) limits. A unity input for any of the indicators
will cause the engine operation to also be restricted by a
maximum level of the appropriate variable. More than one of
these indicators may be set to unity at the same time, thus
simulating performance of an engine operating with multiple
restrictions. N2INDI has a third possible value which the
user may input for turboshaft engines, N2INDI = 2. This input
specifies that the engine is operating at a known discrete
value of output shaft speed (in general, not the optimum
value). If this option is used, the user inputs the level of
NIl for each flight segment, and the program will calculate _
the effect On engine performance.
RNOIND - The performance of real englnes is sensitive to
scaling effects. That is, doubling the maximum static power
of the engine at sea level for standard atmospheric conditions
by increasing the physical size of the engine wil! not cause a
corresponding doubling of the power at other operating condi-
tions. This nonlinear behavior is due to the influence of_ _•
variations in the Reynolds number at the compressor inle£. <
RNOIND permits these effects to be accounted for on turboshaft
engines through use of an input table of a correction factor _
on power available. If the indicator is set to unity, the
tabulated correction factor may be input and will be used by
the program to account for scaling effects. A zero input for
the indicator will cause the program to assume that perfect
scaling occurs.
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RNOINDI - This indicator serves the same purpose for the
a'uxiliary independent engines as RNOINDI serves for the
primary engines.
ROTIND - Controls the selection of the rotor performance
computation method. If ROTiND = I, rotor performance is
calculated by the short form aerodynamic performance method
(requiring the input of a rotor "cycle"). If ROTIND = 2, a
rotor map is input with corrections being applied by the pro-
gram for the specific rotor and helicopter configuration
geometry being studied. If ROTIND = 3, a rotor map is input,
with no corrections being applied.
npIND - This indicator permits the user to se!ect one of three
different methods for predicting propeller performance for
compound and auxiliary propulsion helicopters. If _DIND = 0,
the user can specify a set of point value efficienci_s for
each climb and descent and a table of efficiency versus Mach
number for cruise and loiter. An input of _DIND = 1 will
permit the user to load in a propeller performance map to be
used during climb, cruise, and loiter while an input of
nDIND = 2 will permit use of an automatic subroutine within
the program for calculating prop performance. It-iS antici _
pated that this latter option will be used for the majority
of sizing and performance studies. The input prop map option
will typically be used in cases where detailed test data is
available on prop performance and it is desired to closely
represent a specific propeller. The first option, permitting
input of point values, is most useful for sensitivity studies
or where propeller choice has not yet been made and only
representative values of efficiency are desired. A more de-
tailed discussion of these options is contained in Section 4.7.
3.2.2 Aerodynamics Indicators
DRGIND - The method of determining the total parasite drag of
the helicopter _s specified to the program by means of the
indicator DRGIND. If DRGIND = i, configuration parasite drag
is built up in component fashion, with Reynolds number scaling.
If DRGIND = 2, the parasite drag is calculated from a parasite
drag trend derived from the inputs (GW/Fe) and KFE D.
OSWIND - The span loading efficiency factor (Oswald's effi-
ciency factor) may be calculated by the program from an
approximate relationship as a function of wing aspect ratio.
If the user prefers, he may input a fixed value of the effi-
ciency factor to the program. An input of OSWIND = 0 permits
the user to input a fixed value for efficiency. An input of
OSWIND = 1 will cause the program to use the approximate
equation to calculate the value for efficiency.
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3.2.3 Size Trends Indicators
APHIND - The aft rotor pylon height of a tandem rotor heli-
copter is specified by use of this indicator. If APHIND = i,
aft pylon height is input directly in feet. If APHIND = 2,
the tandem rotor gap/stagger (g/s) ratio is input and aft
pylon height is sized accordingly.
AUXIND - Four versions of both the single and tandem rotor
helicopter may be specified through this indicator. They are:
a pure helicopter (AUXIND = i), a winged helicopter only
(AUXIND = 2), an auxiliary propulsion helicopter, only
(AUXIND = 3), and a compound (wings and auxiliary propulsion)
helicopter (AUXIND = 4).
bwIND - For a configuration having wings, this option deter-
nVi-dEE the manner in which wing span is calculated during the
sizing process. If bwIND = i, wing span/rotor diameter ratio
(bw/D) is input. If bwIND = 2, wing aspect ratio (AR) is
input. If bwIND = 3 (used when dealing with wing-mounted
propellers) wing span is determined from propeller tip/
fuselage clearance considerations.
CNFIND - This indicator specifies the helicopter configuration
to be analyzed. These are: the single rotor helicopter
(CNFIND = i) and the tandem rotor helicopter (CNFIND = 2).
FDMIND - Determines the manner is which a tandem rotor heli-
copter fuselage is sized. If FDMIND = I, tandem rotor overlap
((O/L)/D)and forward and aft rotor positions (AXI/I P, AX2/IT)
are specified. If FDMIND = 2, overlap and cabin length (ic)
are input. If FDMIND = 3, cabin length and forward and aft
rotor positions are input.
HTIND - Permits the user to input fixed-size horizontal tail
sur--_ces to the program or, optionally, to have the program
calculate the tail surface size based upon an input tail
"volume" coefficient. If HTIND = 0, the program will assume
no horizontal tail exists. If HTIND = i, the tail area may
be input directly. If HTIND = 2, the program will calculate
the size based upon a tail "volume" coefficient.
MRPIND - Specifies the placement of the main rotor of a single
rotor helicopter on its fuselage. If MRPIND = 0, the user
inputs directly the main rotor position (aft of the nose) as
a fraction of body length (XM/IB). If MRPIND = I, the program
does a simple mass balance calculation and determines the
rotor position relative to the aircraft cg. If MRPIND = 2,
the same procedure is carried out as with MRPIND = 1 with the
exception that the program assumes the auxiliary drive system,
propeller, and auxiliary independent engines (if any) to be
located on the wing.
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RDMIND - Specifies manner in which main rotor is sized. If
RDMIND = i, main rotor diameter and solidity are input di-
rectly. If RDMIND = 2, disc loading and solidity are input,
diameter is calculated. _f RDMIND = 3, diameter and CT/c are
input, solidity is calculated. If RDMIND =4, disc loading
and CT/J are input and both diameter and solidity are
calculated.
SwlND - Specifies options available for wing sizing. These
are: wing area input directly (SWIND = i), wing area sized
based on an input wing loading (SWIND = 2), and wing area
sized by rotor/wing maneuver requirements (SWIND = 3)
TRDIND - Determines manner in Which £_ii= rotor diameter is
sized. If TRDIND -= i, tail r0tor diame£er is calculated from
a trend of DMR/DTR contained in the program. If TRDIND = 2,
tail rotor diameter is input directly. If TRDIND = 3, a value
of net tail rotor disc loading, (T/A)NE T, is input and tail
rotor diameter is determined through an iterative procedure.
TRSIND - Tail rotor solidity sizing indicator. If TRSIND = i,
tail rotor solidity is input directly. If TRSIND = 2, CT/a is
input and tail rotor solidity is sized based on either hover-
antitorque or hovering turn requirements.
VTFIND - Vertical tail area sizing indicator. If VTFIND = i,
vertical tail size is based o n input values of aspect ratio
(ARvT) and tail fin/tail rotor overlap (hVT). If VTFIND = 2,
tail fin/tail rotor overlap and directional stability require-
ments, (sufficient tail area to counteract main rotor torque
in _ruise flight, if tail rotor is lost), dictate vertical
tail area. If VTFIND = 3, the same requirements must be met
as w_th VTFIND = 2, with the exceptions that ARvT is specified
and tail fin overlap is calculated along with vertical tail
area.
[
XMSNIND - Indicator that controls drive system transmission
sizing. If XMSNIND = i, main, tail and auxiliary drive system
ratings are specified as a fraction of primary engine in-
stalled power (in the case of a compound helicopter with aux-
iliary independent propulsion, the auxiliary independent drive
system rating is specified as a fraction of the auxiliary
independent engine installed power). If XMSNIND = 2, main,
tail, and auxiliary drive system ratings are specified at a
fraction of the power required to hover or cruise at design
conditions (more critical of the two conditions is selected).
If XMSNIND = 3, the same applies as in the case where
XMSNIND = 2, except the most critical of the two design con-
ditions is compared to the drive system rating required at an
alternate payload/gross weight hover at the design point con-
ditions, the most critical of these three conditions is
selected.
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3.2.4 Mission Performance Indicators
CLMIND - Four types of climb calculations are permitted: maxi-
mum rate of climb (CLMIND = i), constant equivalent airspeed
(CLMIND = 2), constant Mach number (CLMIND = 3), and constant
true airspeed (CLMIND = 4).
CRSIND - Six types of cruise missions are included in the pro-
gram: cruise at fixed cruise power (CRSIND = i), cruise at con-
stant true airspeed (CRSIND = 2), cruise at airspeed for best
specific range, (CRSIND = 3), cruise at the speed for 99% of
best specific range (CRSIND = 4), cruise-climb (constant W/_)
at the speed for best specific range (CRSIND = 5), or cruise-
climb at the speed for 99% of best specific range (CRSIND = 6).
DESIND - Twelve different descent paths may be calculated by
the program. They are of three major types: descent at con-
stant true airspeed (TAS) (DESIND = i), descent at constant
Mach number (DESCIND = 3). Four variations of each of these
major types of descent are specified by RMAXND. It should be
noted that there are no idle power or autorotative descent
options available. However, depending on the descent flight
conditions specified, it is possible to operate on an auto-
rotative descent boundary (see Section 4.12.5) during a descent.
RMAXND - Used in conjunction with DESIND to specify types of
descent. If RMAXND = 0, the descent flight path ends at a
specified terminal range (cruise segment must be input previous
to descent). If RMAXND = i, the program checks the specified
terminal range, and, if the predicted flight path will end
beyond the specified terminal range value, a spiral descent
path is assumed at that point; if the predicted flight path ends
before reaching the specified terminal range point, the program
prints "SHALLOWER DESCENT REQUIRED". If RMAXND = 2, the
descent ends at a specified minimum altitude, terminal range
requirement not considered. If RMAXND = 3, the fuel used and
time required for descent are calculated but no range credit
given (i.e., spiral descent path).
SGTIND - The mission profile flown by the aircraft may be made
up of an arbitrary sequencing of nine discrete profile seg-
ments. The segment selected is specified by means of the seg-
ment indicator, SGTIND. The segments are: taxi (SGTIND = i),
takeoff, hover and landing (SGTIND = 2), climb (SGTIND = 3),
cruise (SGTIND = 4), descent (SGTIND = 5) loiter (SGTIND = 6),
a change of fuel weight (SGTIND = 7), a change of payload
weight (SGTIND = 8), and a transfer of altitude (SGTIND = 9).
By appropriate sequencing of the input values for the segment
indicator, the mission profile may be made up of any arbitrary
combination of these nine discrete elements. The mission is
terminated by an input value for segment indicator = 0. NOTE:
Segments 1 through 6 can be used for reserve fuel calculat--i_s
(gross weight reset following segment) by inputing i0 times
SGTIND, i.e., SGTIND = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, or 60.
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TOLIND - The indicator TOLIND is input with each takeoff,
hover, and landing segment and dictates the manner in which
power is calculated. If TOLIND =i, the user inputs required
thrust-to-weig_£ ratio and vertical rate of climb (VR/c). If
TOLIND=_'_e user inputs required fractions of maximum power
and vertical rate of cii_ (T/W ratio is computed). Both
TOLIND= 1 and 2 options are calculated, based on the assump-
tions of hover_out-of-ground effect. If TOLIND = 3, the option
is the same as i, but the analysis includes hover-in-ground
effect factors. If TOLIMD_=4, the option is the same as 2,
but the analysis includes hover-in-ground effect factors.
WGTIND - The change fuel and change payload segments may be
used to simulate refueling, unloading or loading of passengers,
or a fuel drop. There is nQ restriction on the amount of fuel
or payload which may be removed at any point in the mission.
However, during a sizing run, it would be undesirable to in-
crease the aircraft weight (by adding fuel or payload) to a
value which exceeds the initial gross weight of the aircraft.
This is becaus6_:_e deslgn gross weight, upon which the sub-
sys£e_weightsdepend, is _ assumed to be the same as the initial
gross weight at the start of the mission. During a performance
run (OPTIND2), this restriction does not apply and the user
is given the option of overloading the aircraft at any point of
the mission. If WGTIND =0, the program will not permit the
maximum weight to exceed the design gross weight. This is use-
ful if it is desired to refuel to capacity at some point in the
mission. If WGTIND =i (and if the performance option is being
run), the program will permit the aircraft weight to exceed the
design gross weight. This is useful for parametric performance
studies. For example, the user can specify an array of SGTIND=
7, 4, 0, 7, 4, 0, 7, 4, 0, up to 7, 4, i00. When this is done,
the program will calculate the performance in cruise at a series
of different aircraft weights. The "7" segment is used to in-
crement the design gross weight to any value of weight desired
for the following cruise.
3.2.5 Fli_ht Path Control Indicators
hOPTIND - By inputting hOPTIND _1.0, the program will auto-
matically determine the cruise altitude for minimum fuel con-
sumption for any cruise which is preceded by a climb or a
transfer altitude. For cruise segments which are preceded by
a climb, the program will find the cruise altitude for which
the sum of climb fuel and cruise fuel is minimized. The user
can also specify a maximum permissible altitude for each cruise
segment. If hOPTIND = 0 is input, the program will not do an
optimum altitude search for the cruise segments.
3.2.6 Atmosphere Indicator
ATMIND - The atmosphere for each individual mission profile
segment and for the engine sizing calculations may be either a
standard or nonstandard atmosphere. Thus, the climb may be run
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on a nonstandard atmosphere followed by a cruise for standard
day conditions. Three options, one for standard atmosphere,
the other two for a nonstandard atmosphere are available. For
the performance calculations, the type of atmosphere to be
used is specified to the program by means of the atmosphere
indicator, ATMIND. If ATMIND = 0, the program will use a
standard atmosphere. ATMIND = 1 specifies a nonstandard, con-
stant increment in temperature above standard while ATMIND = 2
specifies a nonstandard atmosphere requiring a tabular input
of temperature ratio versus altitude.
3.2.7 Optional Print Indicator
Two different forms of printout are available for the mission
performance data. By setting OPTIONAL PRINT INDICATOR = 0, a
standard printout will occur. This consists of time, range,
fuel used, aircraft weight, pressure altitude, true airspeed,
primary engine turbine temperature, an engine code which
specifies the condition which is dictating the primary engine
operating point, and a power fraction which is the instanta-
neous fraction of maximum power which is being used. These
data are printed for all performance segments. In addition,
depending upon which segment is being used, the standard
printout will include such parameters as rate of climb,
equivalent airspeed, specific range, flight path angle, etc.
More detailed data may be obtained by setting the OPTIONAL
PRINT INDICATOR = 1.0. The data printed will then include
main rotor power and tip speed, tail rotor power and tip
speed, auxiliary propulsion power and propeller tip speed,
primary and auxiliary engine fuel flows, etc. The printout
available from the program is described in more detail in
Section 6.1.4.
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3.3 PROGRAM FLOW
_k
: ._. .
=
J_
Figure 3-1 indicates, Concep£ually, the 0peration of the
program. Program flow is monitored by a general control loop
which controls the operation of a series of peripheral pro-
grams. These includeeighteen minor subroutines, four major
subroutines, a major subprogram, and a library of engine cycle
data, and rotor "cycle" data. The characteristics of these
routines are summarized in Table 3-I.
=
_:: J REVISEi ow I
INPUT
DATA
r
SIZE
_- TRENDS
UBR
_,,
J AEROSUBR
ENGINE
SIZING
SUB_
L,,
WEIGHTS
CALC. SUBR
(CALC. FUEL
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MSN
PERF.
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SUBR
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FUEL REQ' D)
TYPICAL INPUTSGW, W/A, PAYLOAD,
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F
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FUEL AVAIL = FUEL REQ'D
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Figure 3-1. Sketch of Program Geometry.
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4.0 DETAILED PROeRAM DESCRIPTION
4.1 _£AIN CONTROL LOOP
Figure 4-1 is a flow chart Of the main control loop for the
computer program. In the sizing option (OPTIND = i), the
program iterates on the aircraft gross weight until the fuel
available and the fuel required are equivalent within a speci-
fied tolerance. If OPTIND = 2 or 3, the program bypasses the
size trends, engine sizing, and weight trends subroutines. If
OPTIND = 3, the program iterates to determine the takeoff
weight and fuel required to fly a specified mission.
4.1.i Input Card Setup
The first five columns of an input card contains information
used by the input routine LOADER. A card with 77777 punched
in the first five columns indicates a title card follows. The
following card is an alpha-numeric title card with information
in columns seven through seventy-eight as shown on the input
sheets in the User's Manual. All input data are assigned a
unique location in the input data file. This is indicated by
the location number of each variable on the input sheets in the
User's Manual. Up to five variables may be input on a card.
Columns 1 through 4 contain the location number of the first
variable on the card and column five the number of variables
on the card. A card with 88888 punched in the first five
columns indicates the end of data for that case and starts
program execution. A card with 99999 in the first five columns
indicates the end of the run and causes program termination.
Cases can be stacked in the following manner.
77777 Card
Title Card
Data Cards
88888 Card
77777 Card
Title Card
New Data Cards
88888 Card
99999 Card
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=4.2 ATMOSPHERE SUBROUTINE
The atmosphere subroutine will calculate the atmospheric
density, pressure, and temperature as a function of altitude.
Three options included below are available. These are speci-
fied by means of an input indicator, ATMIND, which is input
individually for the performance data and the engine sizing
data. Thus, the atmosphere can be calculated differently for
each segment of the flight profile and for the engine sizing.
The options are:
ATMIND = 0: Standard atmosphere
ATMIND = i: Constant increment in temperature above standard
temperature
ATMIND = 2: Nonstandard temperature distribution as a function
of altitude
The flow chart for the atmosphere subroutine is shown in
Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2. Atmosphere Subroutine, Flow Chart.
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4.3 DRAG CALCULATIONS SUBROUTINE
The drag calculations subroutine uses the factors a 5 through
a9, as determined by the aerodynamics calculations subroutine
to calculate the total drag of the helicopter. Besides para-
site drag, in the case of compound or winged helicopters,
total drag includes wing induced drag and rotor/wing inter-
ference drag, the latter being calculated using a simplified
Prandtl Bi-Plane Theory approach. T_he total helicopter pro-
pulsive thrust coefficient (Cx) is calculated as a function of
forward flight helicopter advance ratio (_). The subroutine
flow chart is shown in Figure 4-3. ....
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4.4 ENGINE LIBRARY AND ENGINE CYCLE SUBROUTINES
The basic cycle performance data consists of tabulated values
of four variables: thrust (power), fuel flow, gas generator
shaft rpm, and power turbine_shaft rpm. For the primary
engine cycles, these tables are functions of Mach number and
turbine inlet temperature° For lift engine cycles, the tables
are functions only of turbine inlet temperature. All data are
in referred, normalized format as shown in Table 4-1.
TABLE 4-1
ENGINE CYCLE DATA FORMAT
VARIABLE SYMBOL REFERRED, NORMALIZED FORM
Thrust F N
Power SHP
Gas Generator rpm N I
Power Turbine rpm NII
Fuel Flow Wf
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
T
FN/6F
SHP/6/_SHP*
NII// N{I
Wf/6/_SHP*
T/0
Where: * =
mE
Max. Power Setting, Static, Sea
Level, Standard Day
Ambient Temperature (°R) Divided
by 518.69°R
Ambient Pressure (psia) Divided
by 14.696 psia
The standard engine cycle library consists of forty-five dif-
ferent generalized engine cycles shown in Table 4-2. The data
for each cycle is punched in card form, accessible for input
with the remainder of the input data for a given case. Each
cycle is numbered; and, to guard against selection of an in-
correct cycle, the cycle number is checked against a similar
number input to the program by the user.
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TABLE 4-2
HESCOMPENGINE LIBRARY
Maximum
Turbine
Engine Inlet
Cycle Tempera-
Number ture - OR
Compressor
Design Fan
Pressure Bypass
Ratio Ratio
o
-4
_4
o
@-_
H
X
T
o
_-_
_._
_o_
[
Turboshaft
Engines
1 2600 13
2 2600 16
3 2900 13
4 2900 16
5 2900 19
6 3200 13
7 3200 16
8 3200 19
9 3200 22
i0 2600 13
Turbojet Engines
ll 2600 16
12 2900 13
13 2900 16
14 2900 19
15 3200 13
16 3200 16
17 3200 19
18 3200 22
Turbofan
Engines
19,20,21 2600
22,23,24 2600
25,26,27 2900
28,29,30 2900
31,32,33 2900
34,35,36 3200
37,38,39 3200
40,41,42 3200
43,44,45 3200
16
20
16
20
24
16
20
24
28
2,4,6
2,4,6
2,4,6
2,4,6
2,4,6
2,4,6
2,4,6
2,4,6
2,4,6
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The fuel flow of the basic engine cycle should correspond to
the manufacturer's specification data. Adjustments to the
fuel flow ievel may be made by means of the input multiplier,
KFF.
Because of the normalized, referred format, all data are valid
for any ambient temperature, standard or nonstandard. With
the exception of referred power, none of the tables are depen-
dent upon power turbine speed. By setting N21ND = 2, turbo-
shaft engine power at nonoptimum NII will be calculated by the
program by multiplying power at optimum NII by a correction
factor, KpN, which is a function of NII/NII OPT- The factor
KpN is normally calculated by the program and obeys a second-
order relationship:
J
& _ .... l ' NIl )2][l -
1.0 • NII opt
KP N
0
0 100% 200%
NII/NII opt
Most, but not all, turboshaft engines will obey this relation-
ship. For engine cycles whose performance is not properly
represented by the above curve, the user may input a table of
KpN versus NII/NII OPT- The program user inputs NII/NII MAX
for each flight segment and NII MAx/NII for the engine cycle.
The program Uses this information to establish the value of
NII/NII OPT for each point of flight.
By setting N2IND = 0 or i, the program will assume that the
power turbine is always operating at optimum speed and no cor-
rection will be applied. N2IND = 0 will simulate an engine
cycle which is operating at optimum NII and for which no upper
limit has been placed on NII. For many applications, this
option will be perfectly adequate for preliminary sizing
studies. The adequacy of this assumption can be determined by
consideration of the following factors:
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• It may be desirable; e.g; as in the case of a slowed-rotor
compound helicopter, to reduce the main rotor rpm in
cruise flight.
• For some applications this may, in turn, force the engine
to operate at a very inefficient NII. In general, the
optimum NII increases as output power increases relative
to the maximum level.
N2IND = 1 will simulate operation of an engine cycle at
optimum NII, but with the restriction of a maximum value for
NII. This type of operation is characteristic of airplanes
employing fixed pitch propellers. Care should be taken in
using this option because it may lead to a significant reduc-
tion in power available as shown by the sketch below:
A = Point of operation
for aircraft flying at
optimum NII, limited
by NII MAX. (N2IND = i)
B = Point of operation for
aircraft flying at non-
optimum NII, limited by
same NII MAX. (N2IND = 2)
IIORSEPOWER
B
LOCUS OF
OPTIMUM NII
/ PERMISSIBLE
' TURBINE TEMP
_ TURBINE TEMP
WHICH IS LESS THAN
MAXIMUM PERMTSSIBLE
_" MAXIMUM NII
'- NII
Limitations on engine cycle operation may be input to the
program on any combination of the following: fuel flow,
torque, gas generator speed, gas generator referred rpm, or
output shaft speed. Engine ratings (power settings) are dic-
tated by turbine temperature. Five discrete values of that
parameter are input for the primary engine cycles, one for
each of the following power settings: maximum, military,
normal, flight idle, and ground idle.
The program will print out, during the mission, the value of
turbine temperature and a code that designates which condition
is governing the engine performance at that point: power or
thrust required, turbine temperature, torque limit, N I limit,
referred N I limit, NII limit, or fuel flow limit.
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Manufacturer's data on some engines show significant varia-
tions in both referred power (shp/6/8) and lapse rate with
respect to changes in altitude. These variations are due to
Reynolds' number effects. It has been found that these
effects can be accounted for by means of a multiplicative
factor on power available Which is a function of the Reynolds
number based on compressor inlet conditions, compressor blade
geometry, and tip speed. Figure 4-4 shows a typical curve for
a real engine. The correctionlfactor KpR is input to the pro-
gram as a function of the Reynolds' parameter
=
NI D
The tabular input of power, fuel flow, N I, and NII for engines
which require Reynolds number corrections should be input to
the program at a nominal fixed value of the Reynolds number
parameter. The KpR correction factor will then give the power
at other values of the Reynolds number parameter. In the ex-
ample shown in Figure 4-4, the nominal value of the parameter
was chosen as 9000 seconds/foot.
The referred N I limit is a constraint on the value Of NI/_ 1
where 81 is the temperature ratio at the compressor face.
This limit simulates a restriction on compressor speed. The
user inputs a maximum value of NI/N_ 8_ 1 .
The engine dry weight and dimensions are calculated by means
of the input parameters k 3, k3i, k 4, k4i, _4 and _4i:
Primary
engines
f weight (lb) = k 3 SHP* + k4
Np
[SHP, 7 1/2
diameter (ft)= _4 [-_--pJ
Auxiliary
Independent
Engines
Np = number of primary engines
FN* SHP * i
-- + k 4 or +
weight (ib) = k3i Np i I k3I NP i k4I
diameter (ft) = _41 _-_il or _I L""_ J
NP i = number of independent auxiliary engines
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Figure 4-4. Typical Reynolds Number Correction Factor
for a Turboshaft Engine Cycle.
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It should be noted that auxiliary independent engine input
data can be created from the engine cycle library data simply
by the input of the applicable engine cycle IBM card deck,
preceded and followed by a "66666" card. Nonstandard auxil-
iary independent engine performance is input using the sheet
provided for that purpose.
Figures 4-5 through 4-12 are flow charts of the engine cycle
subroutines. The purpose of these subroutines is described
in Table 3-1 in Section 3-0 of this document.
r
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Figure 4-5. POWAVL Subroutine, Flow Chart (Part 2 of 3).
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Figure 4-7. POWAVI subroutine Flow Chart (Part 3 of 7).
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Figure 4-7. POWAVI Subroutine Flow Chart (Part 5 of 7).
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Figure 4-12. ENG 1 I Subroutine Flow Chart (Part 1 of 2).
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4.5 ROTOR PERFORMANCE SUBROUTINE
Three options are available to the user for calculating rotor
performance. These are specified by the indicator ROTIND
as follows:
ROTIND
Rotor performance calculated by the
"short form aero" rotor performance
methodology
Rotor map is input, corrections are
applied
3 Rotor map is input, no corrections are
applied
The first option (ROTIND = 1), using the short form aero
methodology, allows the user to calculate rotor performance
for a wide range of rotors with a minimum amount of input.
The user is required to input a rotor cycle (a list of
currently available cycles is illustrated in Table 2-4) and
such blade characteristics as blade number, twist, and cut
out. In the case of a single rotor helicopter, tail rotor
blade characteristics must also be input. The short form
aero methodology, developed at Boeing (References 2, 3, and
4), combines momentum theory and empirical corrections through
coefficients found in the rotor cycles. The data used in this
approach has been derived and correlated for rotors operating
within the following parametric ranges:
Blade Number = 2 - 6
Blade Twist = 0 - -15 °
Blade Root Cutout = 0.20R
Rotor Solidity = 0.055 - 0.150
Rotor Advance
Ratio (_) = 0 - 0.4
No appreciable loss in accuracy is likely for cases involving
more than six blades, less than 20 percent root cut out or a
solidity lower than 0.055. The level of confidence will be
reduced, however, for those cases in which the rotor param-
eters greatly exceed the ranges shown above. Figure 4-13
illustrates a typical comparison of short form aero predicted
performance and flight test data.
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The second option (ROTIND = 2) utilizes isolated rotor data
derived for a specified rotor configuration, but corrected by
the program for the specific rotor and helicopter configuration
being analyzed. It should be noted that this option, in the
case of the single rotor helicopter, utilizes the short form
aero methodology for calculating tail rotor power. Thus, the
same tail rotor blade information required in the first option
must be input.
Option three (ROTIND = 3) uses total configuration rotor data
(i.e. in the case of a single rotor helicopter, this would
include both main and tail rotor power) and applies no correc-
tions to the data. Input locations 2700-3410 are provided for
the input of these rotor maps. Values of Cp/_ input as func-
tions of up to ten values of CT/a at up to six values of MTI P
can be used for hover performance; and cruise Cp/_ values can
be input as functions of up to ten values of CT,/_ and ten
values of CX/_ at up to six values of _.
For the calculation of vertical climb power, the subroutine
uses the simple potential energy relationship:
RHPvR C = W (VRc)
+ (VRc)]33000 [VcEHI VCEH2
The vertical climb efficiency _actors (VcEHI and VCEH2 ) can bederived from flight test data.
The quantity ALPHA D/L printed out in all forward flight
performance segments reflects the propulsive thrust-lift
vector of the main rotor. The simple sketch below illustrates
the sign convention employed.
RESULTANT TOTAL LIFT
ROTOR THRUST
PROPULSIVE
FORCE
COEFFICIENT
C x = PROPULSIVE FORCE
pAVT2
LIFT COEFFICIENT C T -
PAVT2
DM R 2
A = N RV 4
The flow chart for this subroutine is illustrated by Figure 4-14.
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4.6 ROTOR LIMITS SUBROUTINE
The rotor limits subroutine compares the main rotor operating
CX R
values of _, --_-, and CT'/_ to those input in the rotor limits
information table (LOC 0347-0395). In the takeoff, hover, and
landing _broutlne, if the main rotor operating value of CT'/_
exceeds the table value, the following statement is printed
out:
WARNING: ROTOR LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEED_-D. EITHER
.... REDUCE MAIN ROTOR THRUST REQUIREMENTS AT
THESE OPEP.ATING CONDITIONS, OR INCREASE
MAIN ROTOR TIP SPEED. CHECK ALL VALUES
OF CT/SIGMA IN THIS PERFORMANCE LEG.
In the climb, cruise, descent, and loiter subroutines, if the
CXR
main rotor operating value of CT'/O for a given a and _ ex-
ceeds the table value, cruise speed is reduced until the
operating and table values of CT'/_ coincide and the following
message is printed out :
WARNING: ROTOR LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. FORWARD
FLIGHT SPEED HAS BEEN REDUCED ACCORDINGLY.
CHECK ALL VALUES OF TAS, MU, C T'/_, AND
CXR IN THIS PERFORMANCE LEG.
-h
Section 7.3 provides a more detailed diScussi0n of Rotor
Limits. Figur e 4-15 is a flow chart of this subroutine.
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4.7 PROPELLER PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS
Three different options are available for representing the
performance of propellers when using turboshaft engines
(ENGIND = 0). The option to be used is specified to the pro-
gram by means of a prop efficiency indicator - "DpIND".
_IND = 0 - The user inputs a set of point values for the prop
efficiency for the performance segments of climb and descent
and a table of efficiency as a function of flight Mach number
for cruise and loiter. The following input is required:
Dp3 - A single point value is input for the prop
efficiency during climb (SGTIND = 3).
np4 - A table is input of prop efficiency during cruise
(SGTIND = 4) and Loiter (SGTIND = 6) as a function
of flight Mach number.
_P5 - A single point value is input representing the prop
efficiency during Descent (SGTIND = 5).
The primary advantage of this option of propeller performance
representation is that it permits rapid evaluation of the
sensitivity of aircraft performance and size to changes in
propeller performance. It may also prove desirable to use
this option in early conceptual studies when a specific prop
has not been picked and it is desired to use "reasonable"
values of efficiency.
npIND = 1 - This option permits the user to input a table
representing the performance of the propeller throughout the
flight envelope with the exception of DESCENT (SGTIND = 5) for
which a value of nP5 is input as before. For all other per-
formance segments the table, input in the format of Cp (prop
power coefficient) as a function of C T (prop thrust coeffi-
cient) and J (advance ratio), is used. The table which is
prepared must include all compressibility losses for the known
tip speed at which the propeller is intended to operate. The
user is cautioned that the tabular values must be monotonic.
That is, the table cannot include the maximum in C T which re-
flects blade stall at high values of Cp. This must be faired
out as shown in the sketch at t]_ top of the next page.
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-The advantage Of this option is that it permits the user to
input the perfo_ance of a real propeller as dete_ined from
test data.
_pIND = 2 - Through use of this option the progr_ will auto-
matically calculate the performance of a wide variety of V/STOL
propellers. The user need only specify the n_ber of blades
(3 or 4), theactfvity factor perblade, and the-fntegrated
lift coefficient, CLi. The method used for the calculation of
propeller performance is the "short metho_" Originated at the
Curtiss-Wright Corporation's Propeller Division (Reference i0).
The method involves the use of a set 0_ eq_a_ns-which can be
developed from strip theory. These equations permit the pro-
peller performance maps (Cp, CT, J) to be transformed into an
"equivalent" lift-drag polar for the propeller. Conversely,
the lift-drag polars, once developed, can be used with the
equations to predict the propeller perfo_ance. For incom-
pressible flow, the "equivalent" lift-drag polar which is used
depends only on the value of CLi being Consi_red. That is,
for a given CLothe same polar can be used to accurately repre-
sent the perfo_ance of props with a wide variation in activ-
ity factor and number of blades and for a wide range of Cp and
J. For compressible flow conditions, the curves correlate
very well on the basis of the value of helical Mach n_ber at
the 3/4 radial station. The equivalent lift-drag polars which
are contained in the program were developed from detailed
strip analysis calculations for cruise Thesedetailed calcula
tions covered the following range of par_eters:
Number of blades:
Activity factor/blade:
Integrated lift coefficient, CLi:
3 and 4
60 ÷ 220
0.15 + 0.7
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L
Although the user is permitted to input values of activity
factor and CL_ greater than (or less than) those shown above,
the level of _onfidence in the predictions is reduced when
values for those parameters are outside the range used in the
detailed calculations.
Figure 4-16 is characteristic of the level of accuracy ob-
tained from the short method when compared to the detailed
calculations.
This option will calculate the propeller performance for all
mission performance segments except Descent (SGTIND = 5). For
Descent, the user inputs a value for _PS. Figure 4-17 is a
flow chart of subroutine THRUST which calculates the propeller
thrust available for known values of power and flight speed.
Figures 4-18 and 4-19 are flow charts for subroutines POWER
and POWERI in which the power required for specified thrust
and flight speed is calculated. These subroutines make use of
propeller equivalent lift-drag polars, as mentioned above, to
calculate the performance of the propeller. The polars are
developed in the main control loop for the particular value of
integrated lift coefficient, CLi, being studied from the
following equations:
7 = tan -1 (CD/C L) = function of M H, C L, CLi
MH = helical Mach number @ 3/4 r/R
CL = equivalent lift coefficient at which prop is
operating
CLi = integrated lift coefficient of prop
For cruise
7 = ao + alCLi + a2CLi 2
ao, a I, and a 2 are coefficients stored in the program
and are functions of MH and C L
The coefficients ao, a I, a 2, are listed in Table 4-3.
The calculations of propeller performance for _pIND = 1 and 2
are based on the assumption that the engines are inter-
connected by a cross shaft. That is, if engines are shut
down during cruise and loiter the remaining power is evenly
distributed to all of the propellers.
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Figure 4-17. THRUST Subroutine Flow Chart (Part 4 of 4).
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4.8 SIZE TREND S SUBROUTINE
The size trends subroutine calculates the trends of the air-
craft geometric dimensions as the weight of the aircraft
changes throughout the iterative sizing loop. Figure 4-22
displays a flow chart showing the options available within
the size trends subroutine.
The first of these is the option whlch:_e--t_-ermines main rotor
diameter and solidity. It is possible tO input diameter and
solidity directly, or combinations of disc loading, design
CT/U, diameter, and solidity. The following choices, speci-
fied by the main rotor sizing indicator, RDMIND, are available:
e
i-
RDMIND INPUT
1 Diameter and sg!idity
2
3
4
Disc loading and solidity
Diameter and CT/C
Disc loading and CT/C
If main rotor solidity is calculated, the-pr0gram will Choose
the solidity satisfying the most critical o_ the three groups
of requirements specified by inpu£" locations 0182 - 0190.
These solidity sizing requirements are:
(a) Solidity sized for hover conditions (Input (CT/O) H, T/W)
(b) Solidity sized for maneuver conditions (Input cruise
speed, atmospheric conditions, maneuver CT/C, and rotor
g loading)
(c) Solidity sized for cruise conditions (Input cruise speed,
atmospheric conditions, cruise CT/O, and rotor loading
(N))
If so desired, the user may dictate which of these solidity
choices the program makes simply by manipulating the inputs.
For example:
If the solidity
sizing choice
desired is:
Ho ve r
Then input:
Desired value for (CT/_) H, (CT/_)CR =
1.0, gROTOR = .001, N(Rotor Loading) =
0.i
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Maneuver (CT/_) H = i. 0, Desired values for
(CT/G)CR and gROTOR' N(Rotor Loading) =
0.i
Cruise CT/a) H = 1.0, Desired value of
CT/a)CR, gROTOR = 0.001, Desired value
of N(Rotor Loading)
As noted earlier, two basic types, the single and tandem rotor
helicopter, can be sized using this program. The following
(beginning with the single rotor helicopter) provides a brief
description of the options available to the user.
Tail rotor diameter may be input directly, or calculated.
choices open to the user are:
The
TRDIND
1 Tail rotor diameter calculated using a
trend
Tail rotor diameter "input directly
Tail rotor diameter calculated based on an
input tail rotor disc loading
The tail rotor diameter trend used when TRDIND = 1 is illus-
trated in Figure 4-20 (see also Reference 6). The tail rotor
disc loading input when TRDIND = 3 does not include vertical
fin sideload losses.
Tail rotor solidity may be input directly or calculated. If
calculated (TRDIND = 2), the tail rotor solidity is determined
by either hover-antitorque requirements or hovering-turn re-
quirements (including tail rotor precession effects, see
References..5 and 6). The former is obtained by setting _ (yaw
rate) and _ (yaw acceleration) equal to zero.
Yaw moment inertia (Izz) is required in calculating the tail
rotor solidity for the single rotor helicopter in a hovering
turn. The following equation is included in the size trends
subroutine to determine the aircraft yaw inertia.
Where
IZZ - 32.2 " 5Kzzz
IZZ = Yaw moment of inertia, slug ft 2
W = Aircraft design gross weight, Ib
KZZ z = Inertia adjusting factor (nominally = 1.0)
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e = The combined sum of the study aircraft fuselage
length and the cabin length measured from the
nose of the aircraft to the end of the cabin.
0.115 = Trend constant for determining the single rotor
helicopter yaw moments of inertia.
To modify the equation inertia value, enter a fractional input
in the KZZZ block (LOC 0213) (entering i.i will increase the
0.115 constant by i0 percent, entering 0.9 will decrease it
by i0 percent, etc.)
It should be noted that the tail rotor gross/net thrust ratio
(CTG/CTNET) may either be input directly or calculated. In
the latter instance, CTG/CTNE T is set equ_l to 1.00 and a
value of the induced velocity ratio (C) is input. Figure 4-21
illustrates typical values of C for both tractor and pusher
tail rotor (see sketchbelow).
THRUST
VINDUCED
VINDUCED
Tractor Tail Rotor Pusher Tail Rotor
Note the difference in variations of _ for the two different
configurations. At low tail fin/rotor separation distances,
the "tractor" values of _ are sensitive to variations in tail
rotor C T. Thus, the closer the tractor tail rotor is located
to the fin, the larger the error (admittedly small to begin
with) involved in calculating CTG/CTN, since the_ user must
"_guess" what tail rotor C T to use in selecting C. The "pusher"
C on the other hand is a function only of the fin/tail rotor
separation distance.
In any event, use of this option is desirable in that tail
rotor/fin sideload losses are matched to the vertical tail
area calculated in the sizing process. Detailed explanations
of all the factors involved in tail rotor design and sizing
are contained in References 5 and 6.
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The ver£ical_taii size may be determfned _n £hree ways. If
VTFIND_=-I, aspect ratf6-ind-tail fin/£afl-rotor overlap is
input. If VTFIND = 2, tail fin/tail rotor overlap and config-
uration directf0nal stability requirements are input If
VTFIND =-3,_the input is the -same as with VTFIND = 2_ with the
exception that ARvT is specified inste_ of tail rotor/fin
overlap. These latter two options are important in that they
allow the user to size the vertical tail to meet cruise anti-
torque requirements at specified condi£1ons _(CLDe s, VDes) in
the event of tail rotor loss. It s_oui_Se noted that CLDes
is assumed to represent the total lift coefficient developed
by a conventional tail fin in sideslip, or a tail fin with a
variable camber=device (i.e., a rudder or flap) deployable
under these circumstances.
Horizontal tail area is either directly specified (HTIND = I)
or calculated (HTIND = 2). In the latter case, tail area is
calculated based on a tail volume coefficient specified by
the following equation:
VHT = 16iTH SHT
_2 3
DMR
where: £TH = distance from rotor center to 1/4 cnor_ of
horizontal tail ....
DMR = maxn rotor diameter
SHT = horizontal tail planform _area
u Since the horizontal tail is used to offset longitudinal trim
changes caused by the main rotor, it is important to use a
tail volume coefficient that reflects the type of rotor system
in use. For example, in sizing a helicopter witH a hingeless
rotor system, the tail volume coefficient (VHT) would be ob-
tained by taking an existing hingeless rotor helicopter,
measuring the applicable dimensions from a drawing and cal-
culating VHT.
Forward rotor pylon dimensions are specified directly (input
LOCS 0152 - 0156).
The computer program calculates the length and wetted area of
the fuselage based upon input values of cabin length, cabin
meandiameter, fineness ratios of the pilots section and tail
section, and calculated tail boom dimensions. The tail boom
length is established by the hail rotor dfam6ter, the need to
maintain a reasonable gap between the main and tail rotor
discs and the relative position of the main rotor on the
fuselage. This position (XM/£ B) may either be input
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(MRPIND = 0) or calculated (MRPIND = i, 2), using a simple
weight-balance subroutine. If the latter option is chosen,
the relative positions (from the aircraft nose) of the various
aircraft components (engines, primary drive system, etc.),
must be input (LOCS 2678-2696). Additional increments of
fuselage wetted area (to account for miscellaneous bulges,
fairings, etc.) may be input through the use of ASWet/S F
(LOC 0120) and ASwe t (LOC 0121).
Three options are available for sizing a tandem rotor heli-
copter fuselage. These options, specified by the indicator
FDMIND are:
FDMIND
1 ((O/L)/D) , forward, aft rotor
p_ositions
Calculated
fuselage length (Z F)
cabin length (£C)
2 ((O/L)/D) , cabin length !ZC) fuselage length (£F)
forward & aft rotor
positions
cabin length (£C) , forward
and aft rotor positions
((O/L)/D) , fuselage
-length (iF)
In cases (FDMIND = i) where the calculated cabin length is
less than zero, an error statement is printed and the case
terminated. Likewise, if the rotor overlap/diameter ratio
exceeds either +0.5 or -0.5, the case is terminated.
The aft rotor pylon dimensions may either be input directly
(APHIND = i) or calculated (APHIND = 2) based on an input of
rotor gap/stagger ratio. The forward pylon dimensions are
input directly as in the case of the single rotor helicopter.
In the case of a compound helicopter, propeller dimensions
and characteristics (i.e., AF, blade number, CLi, etc) are
input directly.
Wing sizing options are divided into two groups, those for
determining wing area (SwIND) and those for determining wing
span (bwIND). Wing area may either be input directly
(SwIND = i), calculated based on an input wing loading
(SwIND = 2), or sized to meet a maneuver requirement. In the
latter case, the wing size is dictated by the need to carry
the difference between the overall g requirement (LOC 0188)
and the maneuver g's (LOC 0189) carried by the main rotor(s).
Wing span may be determined on the basis of an input wing
span/rotor diameter ratio (bwIND = i), an input aspect ratio
(bwIND = 2); or, in the case of a compound hplicopter with
wing mounted propellers, on the basis of propeller tip/fuselage
clearance considerations (bwIND = 3).
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The dimensions of the primary and auxiliary independent engine
nacelles are determined by the horsepower or thrust level of
the engines. Separate input constants Zl, z2, z3, z4, z5 and
z 6 are used to calculate the size of the nacelles.
Primary engine nacelles
[sHP*]i/2
Diameter (ft) = z I tN-_---j
[_SHP*] 1/2
length (ft) = z2 + z3 _-_--]
wetted area (ft 2) = Np _(dia)(length)
Auxiliary independent engine nacelles
diameter (ft)= z 4 FSHPi_I/2 FFN*]L" or z_L_J
_.en_,:_:-._÷z_L_-_p.ijj
1/2
1/2
wetted area =(ft 2 ) Np i (die) (length)
Figure 4-22 show a flow chart of this subroutine.
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Figure 4-22.
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.--" Lcxr,-.-"[XI- II ,_ laUXLa) ;
CALL ROlPOU t
gMR = _')S. O.=RIdPMR,,OMft/P t
L_] = m__].LO,S.mR, c , 0.s.0_),O-CLOES__
(SIZTR) Subroutine Flow Chart
13).
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Figure 4-22. Size Trends (SIZTR) Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 13 of 13).
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4.9 AERODYNAMICS CALCULATIONS SUBROUTINE
The aerodynamics subroutine calculates a series of factors
(a 5, a 6, a 7, a 8, and a 9) which are used in the calculation of
drag. The drag calculation has been written in the most gen-
eral manner possible. Drag is assumed to be divided into
profile, induced, and interference components; namely,
$
CLw 2 2FeTO T = a5 + a6 CDwi SW + a7 SW + a9 CLFI N SVT + FeIF
l
"-----V --J _ _ v
Wing Profile Wing Induced Ver£ical Tail
Drag Drag Induced Drag
where,
FeTO T = Total configuration equivalent flat plate drag
area "
a 5 = Basic configuration flat plate drag area (including
fuselage, rotor hubs, rotor pylons, etc).
a 6 = KW [fw (Re)]
a 7 = 1/He AR
a 9 = I/HeVT ARvT TFEF
FeIF = Rotor/wing interference equivalent flat plate drag
area (calculated by the program using simplified
Prandtl Bi-Plane Theory)
The basic configuration flat plate drag ar_a may be_calculated
in two different ways: by a detailed build up, or by a trend
(see Figure 4-23). The wing profile drag is assumed to be a
function of lift coefficient, as specified by an input table.
If the user elects to determine the basic configuration flat
plate drag area (a 5) by build up (DRGIND _= i), then profile
drag coefficients (CDw _, CDv _, etc.) and form factors (KHT,
KVT, etc.) for each c_poned£ are input to the program, a 5
then being calculated from the following relationship:
a 5 = .00287 K F S F [fF (Re)]
Fuselage Profile Drag
+ co= F Fp
L _= 2
Forward (Main) Rotor Pylon
Profile Drag
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__+ KAp CDAp SAp [fAP (Re)_j]
Aft Rotor Pylon
Profile Drag
+
_VT CDvT SVT [fVT (Re).]/
Vertical Fin Profile Drag
q_--f
..... ÷
E
m
----m
+ KHT CDHT SHT [fHT (Re)]
k
V
Horizontal Tail
Profile Drag
+ KN CD N SN [fN (Re)]
V
Primary Engine Nacelle(s)
Profile Drag
+ KNI CDNI SNI [fNI (Re)] + KNS SNS [fNS (Re)]
< V ) • CDNs V
Auxiliary Independent Auxiliary Independent
Engine Naceile Profile Engine Nacelle Strut
Drag Profile Drag
J
+ AFeMR H N R + AFeTR H + _Fe [fF (Re) ]
v -'
Main Rotor Hub (s) Tail Rotor Miscellaneous
Total Drag Hub Total Drag
Drag
o
The terms fw (Re), fF (Re), fVT (Re), etc ! _ _., are Reynolds
number functions for the wing, fuselage, vertical tail, etc.,
which reflect the variation of skin friction coefficient with
Reynolds number. The function which is used •is a normalized
form of the Prandtl-Schlichting turbulent flat plate skin
friction equation:
5
i
f(Re)- c-if
CfRe=107 i_ -2.6
= [i + _ lOgl0 ]
The program user inputs a value for average Reynolds number
per foot for the mission and the program then calculates the
Reynolds' number for each component of the aircraft and uses
the Reynolds number functions fw (Re), fF (Re), etc., to
determine the variation in component drag as the aircraft
dimensions change during the iteration on gross weight. The
individual profile drag coefficients, oflI-cDvTi'0CDHTi' etc., areinput at a reference Reynolds number
Particular care must be exercised in the input of data re-
quired for calculating the hub drag, as this particular compo-
nent can typically account for as much as 1/2 to 2/3 of the
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total parasite drag of a helicopter. The hub drag calculation
method (Reference 8) used in this program is based on the
following relationships:
AFeHu B = FeHU B + FeSH + FeIN T
Hub center Rotor Misc
shanks hub/shank
Interference
where:
= I (Hub projected frontal area)}
FeHUBc s f CDc s
f
FeSH
= f _ICDsH, Number of shanks, shank
projected frontal area, and local
advance ratios at the hub/shank
and shank/rotor blade interfaces_
J
Typical values of hub center section and shank drag coeffi-
cients are illustrated in Figure 4-24. A few notes of caution
on the use of values such as are contained in Figure 4-24 is
in order. First, estimates of the Reynolds number of the hub
or shank sections to be used should be made in order to estab-
lish whether the sections are sub or super critical. Second,
while 2-dimensional section drag coefficients are appropriate
for use with shanks of extended length, test data indicates
that 3-dimensional coefficients are more representative for
low aspect ratio shanks bounded by lower drag shapes (for ex-
ample, a short stubby shank bounded on one side by a faired
hub and on the other side by the root end of the rotor blade).
Figure 4-25 illustrates the hub geometry and interference drag
factors implicitly assumed in this program. If the actual hub
geometry or interference drag variation desired by the user
differs appreciably from these, the differences can be re-
flected by ratioing the input drag coefficients CDcsM R, CDSHM R,
CDcsT R, and CDSHT R accordingly. Table 4-4 summarizes these
corrections.
If it is desired to calculate a 5 by use of a drag trend
(DRGIND = 2), the following relationship then obtains:
WGo l KFED
a 5 = L(Gw/Fe)I [ WGWG 0 J
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I INFLUENCE OF CROSS SECTION SHAPE ON SHANK DRAGCOEFFICI NTS (CYLINDERS AT UPERCRITICAL REYNOLDS NO.)
FINENESS
RATIO
1:2
i:I
2:1
1.00
O .35
CD .15
I CORNE
_" RADIUS --'-_
.02 TO .04 h
CD
o
D230 0
[3 2.00 <>
F--3 1.40
1.80
1.50
i.i0
SECTION
DRAG
COEFF.
C D
2.0
1.5
1.0
.5
0
EFFECT OF CORNER RADIUS
l ON DRAGCOEFFICIm_TSFOR
RECT_GUmR SECTIONS
\ (USEOFOR TRANSITION
\ SECTIONOr HLH BLADE
0
I I I I
1 2 3 4
CORNER RADIUS _ INCHES
(FOR 8 IN. FRONTAL THICKNESS)
Figure 4-24. Typical Hub and Shank Drag Coefficients
(Part 1 of 2).
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I HUB CENTERSECTION DRAG COEFFICIENTS I
CH-47 HUB (INCLUDING INTERFERENCE)
@ eFUSE = 0 C D = 1.61
@ _SHAFT = 0 C D = 1.91
CH-47 HUB (WITH INTERFERENCE CORRECTION)
BASED ON STATIC AREA C D = 1.03
BASED ON ROTATING AREA C D = .88
DRTS/12' DIA. - 3/6 BLADED ROTOR HUB (NO INTERFERENCE)
BASED ON STATIC AREA C D = 1.03
BASED ON ROTATING AREA C D = .88
NASA MEMO 1-31-59L (NO INTERFERENCE)
BASED ON ROTATING AREA
HUB 1 CYLINDRICAL HUB CD = .65
HUB 2 TWO BLADED TEETERING HUB CD = .63
HUB 3 HILLER SERVO ROTOR HUB C D = .70
HUB 4 H-19 HUB C D = .72
HUB 5 HUP-2 HUB CD = .55
NOTE: HUB CENTERSECTION COEFFICIENTS ARE GENERALLY LOWER
THAN MIGHT BE EXPECTED SINCE CENTERSECTION IS USUALLY
MORE TYPICAL OF 3 DIMENSIONAL RATHER THAN 2 DIMENSIONAL
FLOW
SHAPE CD @ SUBCRITICAL REYNOLDS NO.
3-DIMENSIONAL 2-DIMENSIONAL
TYPICAL OF CENTERSECTION TYPICAL OF SHANKS
O .47 1.17
.80 1.55
D 1.05 2.05
I 1.17 1.98
Figure 4-24. Typical Hub and Shank Drag Coefficients
(Part 2 of 2).
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/MAIN ROTOR
6
SHANK
ASSUMED :
i. tHUB/tSHAN K = 3.0
2. tSHANK = tBLADE @ .25R
3. HUB DIA = 2 XMR [_]
ROTATION
HUB
CENTER SECTION
I tHUB
I tSHANK
St_NK
XMR-P
(INPUT LOC 0179)
i--___-- XCM R
(INPUT LOC 0178)
4. HUB FRONTAL AREA = HUB DIA X tHU B
5. SHANK FRONTAL AREA = (XCM R - XMR)[_ ] tSHAN K
6. KIN T = I. 00
%
ROTATION_tHuB
I tSHANK
I1 HUB ROTOR
SHANK ICENTER SECTION SHAN i BLADE
TAIL ROTOR
ASSUMED :
tHUB/tSHANK = 3.0
(t/c) SHANK = .i0
HUB DIA = 2 XTR (D_--Rl
•
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
ROTOR I
BLADE
HUB FRONTAL AREA = HUB DIA X tHU B
: - tSHANK
KIN T = i. 00
Figure 4-25. Rotor Hub/Shank Geometry Used in Program for
Hub Drag Calculations•
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where,
WGo = Initial "guess" at iterated helicopter gross weight
(input LOC 0023). Note, this is also the value of
gross weight at which the input value of (GW/Fe) is
obtained. (See sketch below)
W G = "Iterated" or final design gross weight of the
aircraft.
(GW/Fe) - "Drag Loading" input at a given gross weight (in
this case WGo).
KFE D = Exponent defining the slope of a typical
logarithmic drag trend.
The following sketch should serve to illustrate these facts
more clearly.
GW
/Fe
I (GW/Fe) _IKFE D = 1 + Zn (GW/Fe)
£n (WGI/WG2)
WGo GW
Figure 4-26 illustrates typical parasite drag area trend
various helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft.
for
The drag routine may be used in many different ways.
most common applications are:
The four
i • Drag Build up for a New Aircraft Design - This is best
illustrated by first referring to the complete drag break-
downs of the hypothetical helicopters shown in Tables 4-5
and 4-7. The input CD for each component (CDWi, DHTi,
4-ii1
GW/Fe
io
2.
3.
4.
104
7
6
5
103
9
8
7
6
3
102
103
MOHAWK
F27
HUEYCOBRA
•C123B
S67
# CARIBOU,
BELVEDERE
3A
S61L _UPER FRELON
--OH6 UHIB i07I I CH46A
,SA341
@ _IERTOL
LOH
2--@
®
®
2 3 4 5 6 789104 2 3 4 5 6 7 89105
DESIGN GW _ LB
Advanced drag cleanup (e.g. faired hubs, low drag or
retractable landing gear etc.).
Current standard of landing gear, hub design, skin
finish etc.
Unfaired landing gear, hubs, protuberances, poor body
shape, etc.
Exceptionally dirty configuration due to such things
as open construction, exceptionally dirty engine
installation, landing gear, etc.
NOTE : The drag area for the winged aircraft excludes the CDA
of the wings, to be compatible with the helicopters.
Figure 4-26. Typical Parasite Drag Trends
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F
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1
etc.) may be used to represent the reference Cf at Re =
107 and at the mean flight Mach number. Drag increases
above the drag of a flatplate-such as three dimensional
effects, interference, roughness, and excrescences may be
accounted for by the multiplying factors (KW, KHT, etc.).
Miscellaneous drag increments can be summed and input as
_Fe. Examples of these increments are cooling momentum,
trim, and airconditioning. The K factor for wings and
tails should include a factor for relating the wetted
area of the surface to the planform area. An example of
the program inputs for the hypothetical helicopters of
Tables 4-5 and 4-7 are shown in Tables 4-6 and 4-8.
Study of the sensitivity of Aircraft Size with Respect to
the Component Dra@ or the Total Dra@ about a Certain Drag
Level - Let the total drag of each component be contained
l_n"t_edrag coefficient of each component_CDwi, CDHTi,
CDVTi, etc. The change in drag of each component will
then be determined by the values assigned to the component
multiplying factor, KW, KHT, KVT, etc. The fuselage drag
change, however, will have to be represented by an incre-
mental value of Afe.
3. Use of Component Drag Data from Wind Tunnel Test - Let the
drag of each component (including interference) be con-
tained iD the component drag coefficient, CDWi, CDHTi,
CDVTi, etc. The skin friction drag must first be corrected
to Re = i07. The drag increase due to items found only on
the full scale airplane wouI_ then be represen_e_ by the
factors and increments. Increases due to excrescences and
roughness are represented by the fac£ors, KW, KHT, KVT,
etc. Increments such as inlets, cooling, trim, and after-
body drag, can be summed and represented by _fe
4. Simplified Dra_ Model for Parametric StudieS The program
is often used to study the influence of variations of
parameters, such as disc loading, solidity, etc. on the
size of a helicopter. During these studies, it is often
not desirable to go into the design depth required in the
three applications above. Use of the drag trends
(DRGIND = 2) is therefore dictated by this requirement.
Figure 4-27 is a flow chart of this subroutine.
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TABLE 4- 5.
DRAG BREAKDOWN FOR HYPOTHETICAL SINGLE ROTOR KT)
COMPOUND HELICOPTER Re/FT = 1.56xi06 (V = 189
COMPONENT
FUSELAGE
3-Dimensional Effects
Excrescences
Canopy
Afterbody
WING
3-Dimensional Effects
Excrescences
Flaps, Slats, Ailerons, Spoilers
Body Interference
r_
MAIN ROTOR PYLON
Basic F e (including interference and
3-D effects) CDo (Based on frontal
area) - 0.10
Excrescences
HORIZONTAL TAIL
3-Dimensional Effects
Excrescences
Interference
VERTICAL TAIL
3-Dimensional Effects
Excrescences
Interference
P_IMARY ENGINE NACELLES
3-Dimensional Effects
Excrescences
Interference
Inlets
ROTOR HUBS (TOTAL)
Main Rotor Hub (center section)
Main Rotor Hub (shanks)
Tail Rotor Hub (center section)
Tail Rotor Hub (shanks)
Total Interference (main & tail rotor)
Roughness (50% of Cf AWE T
Cooling
Trim
Air Conditioning
TOTALS ft 2
_TTED
AREA
1949.
345.
286 •
Frontal
Area -
26.6 Ft 2
246.
210.
188.
3224
Cf
0.00191
0.0030
0.00305
0.00270
0.00278
INCREMENT
% Af
e
3.72
12.3 0.46
7.0 0.29
0.20
1.93
1.04
29.3 0.31
2.0 0.03
15.6 0.21
2.66
20.0 0.53
0.75
43.4 0.33
7.0 0.08
40.7 0.44
0.57
22.3 0.13
7.0 0.05
40.7 0.28
0.52
40.4 0.21
25.0 0.18
75.0 0.55
0.26
6.22
5.85
0.48
0.67
1.60
0.54
0.50
0.30
f FT 2
e
6.60
1.59
3.19
1.60
1.03
1.72
14.82
1.34
31.89
NOTES: (I) Basic fe = (CfAwET) + (3-D Effects Af e)
(2) Excrescences and interference are % of basic f
e
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TABLE 4-7. TYPICAL DRAG SUMMARY
DRAG BREAKDOWN FOR HYPOTHETICAL TANDEM ROTOR
WINGED HELICOPTER Re/ft = 1.49x10 6 (V = 181 KT)
INCREMENT
COMPONENT WETTED Cf % f fe FT2
AREA e
FUSELAGE
3-Dimensional Effects
Excrescences
Canopy
Afterbody
WING
3-Dimensional Effects
Excrescences
Flaps, Slats, Ailerons, Spoilers
Body Interference
FORWARD PYLON
Basic fe (including interference and
3-D effects) CDo (Based on Frontal
Area) = 0.15
Excrescences
1640. 0.0020_ _.41
12.2 0.42
7.0 0.27
0.20
2.22
6.52
AFT PYLON
3-Dimensional Effects
Excrescences
Interference
PRIMARY ENGINE NACELLE
3-Dimensional Effects
Excrescences
Interference
Inlets
ROTOR HUBS (TOTAL)
Main rotor hub (center section, total)
Main rotor hub (shanks, total)
Hub/Shank Interference (total)
Roughness (5.0% of CfAwE T)
u Cooling
Trim
Air Conditioning
TOTALS
.L
ft 2 2679.5
389. 0.0030 1.16
29.3 0.34
2.0 0.03 1.77
15.2 0.24
41.5
(Frontal 1.41
Area = 1.69
9.5 Ft 2 )
20.0 0.28
421. 0.00252 1.06
46.4 0.49
20.0 0.31 2.38
33.5 0.52
_88. 0.00278 0.52
40.4 0.21
25.0 0.18
75.0 0.55
0.26
10.4
7.78
1.30
NOTES: (i) Basic fe = (CfAwET) + (3-D Effects _fe )
(27 Excrescences and interference are % of basic fe
0.45
0.50
0.30
1.72
19.48
1.25
34.81
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Figure 4-27. Aerodynamics Calculations
Flow Chart (Part 2 of 4).
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(AERO) Subroutine
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Figure 4-27. Aerodynamics Calculations (AERO) Subroutine
Flow Chart (Part 3 of 4).
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Figure 4-27 Aerodynamics Calculations
Flow Chart (Part 4 of 4).
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4.10 ENGINE SIZING SUBROUTINE
The engine cycle performance data included in the engine
library consists of detailed performance maps of power (or
thrust), fuel flow, N I, and NII. The data, as shown in Table
4-1, is in normalized, referred format. In particular, horse-
power is normalized with respect to the value of power at the
maximum static rating at sea level, standard day conditions.
Thrust is similarly normalized to the maximum static thrust
at sea level for standard day.
The engine sizing subroutine calculates the value of the
scaling factors; namely, the maximum static thrust or power
(S.L., std.). If so desired, the user may study a helicopter
with fixed rather than "rubberized" primary engines. This is
accomplished by means of the indicator FIXIND. If FIXIND = 0,
the user inputs the maximum (installed) power of the primary
engines. If FIXIND = i, the engine sizing subroutine calcu-
lates the installed power.
A variety of different criteria are often applied to determine
engine size requirements. These criteria, differing as they
do, can generally be related by a single factor. For a take-
off condition this factor is the value of equivalent required
thrust-to-weight ratio. Similarly, engine sizing requirements
for forward flight can be related to a set of cruise condi-
tions; namely, cruise altitude and true airspeed.
Engine sizing requirements for helicopters are generally set
by takeoff conditions, and less frequently by forward flight
conditions. The program, therefore, permits the user two
options of calculation. The first option (ESCIND = i) will
calculate engine size for takeoff conditions only; the second
option (ESCIND = 2) will calculate engine size for both take-
off and forward flight conditions, compare the two, and pick
the more critical condition. The engines are sized for take-
off to provide a required (input) equivalent thrust-to-weight
ratio with a specified (input) number of engines inoperative,
at a specified fraction (SHPE/SHP*) of maximum installed
power.
Cruise conditions are specified by means of altitude, ambient
temperature, true airspeed; and, in the case of a compound
helicopter, the propulsive thrust split (TAux/TTOT)C between
the auxiliary propulsor and the main rotor. In addition, the
user may select the power setting to be used: maximum,
military, or normal.
In the case of a configuration having auxiliary independent
cruise engines (APIND = 2), these engines may either be fixed
or sized independently of the primary engines. For example,
it would be possible to study a configuration with fixed size
4-122
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I
primary-engines_(FIXIND = 0) while sizing the auxiliary
engines to-meet cruise requirements+. -NOTE: in a case like
this, _ input+iocat_ons 023_-0241 m_t be filled out to allow
sizing for the auxiliary engines, even though the primary
engines are fixed in size.
In addition to sizing the primary and auxiliary engines, this
subroutine calculates the maih rotor, tail rotor (in the case
of a single rotor helicopter) and auxiliary propulsion drive
system rating (in the case of a compound helicopter). The
options available to the user for this purpose are:
XMSNIND = 1
XMSNIND = 2
XMSNIND = 3
Main, tail and auxiliary drive system ratings
specified as fraction of primary engine
installed power (in the case of a compound
helicopter with auxiliary independent propul-
sion, the auxiliary independent drive system
rating is specified as a fraction of the aux-
iliary independent engine installed power)
Main, tail, and auxiliary drive system ratings
specified at fraction of=power required to
hover or cruise at design conditions (more
critical of the two conditions is selected).
Same as 2, except the most critical of the two
design condition is compared to the drive sys-
tem rating required at+ an alternate payload/
gross weight hover at the design point condi-
tions, the most critical of these three
conditions is selected.
It should be noted that when FIXIND = 0 or FIXINDI = 0; i.e.,
fixed size engines, the drive system ratings calculated are
equal to the product of the applicable multiplicative factors
(SHPMRx/SHP*MR , SHPTRx/TRP* , SHPARx/SHP*AuX) and the input
fixed engine sizes. If FIXIND = 1.0 or FIXINDI = 1.0 and
XMSND = 1.0, the drive system ratings calculated are equal to
the product of the applicable multiplicative factors (SHPMRX/
SHP*MR, SHPTRX/TRP*, SHPARX/SHP*AUX) and the component (main
tail, and auxiliary) power obtained from the proportional
split (based on power required) of the total sea level stand-
ard maximum (installed) engine power.
The use of separate engine and transmission sizing options
provides great flexibility in meeting conflicting engine/drive
system requirements. For example, using XMSNIND = 2, it is
possible to size a helicopter's primary engines to meet an
engine inoperative in hover requirement, while only rating the
drive system for the actual power required to hover at that
design point, thus effecting a considerable saving in drive
system weight. Or, using XMSNIND = 3, it is possible to rate
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the drive system for the power required at an alternate gross
weight/payload hover point, while still meeting the original
engine out sizing criteria. Figure 4-28 contains a flow chart
of this subroutine.
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Figure 4-28. Engine sizing Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 1 of i0).
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Figure 4-28. Engine Sizing Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 2 of i0).
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Figure 4-28. Engine Sizing Subroutine Flow Chart
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4.11 WEIGHT TRENDS SUBROUTINE
The weight trends subroutine calculates the group weights
for the propulsion system, the structures system, and the
flight control system. These weights are then combined with
input values of the weight of fixed useful load, fixed equip-
ment, and payload in order to determine the weight of fuel
available (Figure 4-29). The subroutine uses detailed sta-
tistical weight equations as used at the Boeing Vertol Company.
The group weights are not directly added, but rather are
combined by the use of incrementai multiplicative and additive
weight factors; these factors are useful for sensitivity
studies for the aircraft. For example, if it is desired to
determine the effect of an additional 300 pounds of propulsion
system weight, the factor Wp is input as 300. Similarly, if
it is desired to investigate the effect of a 15-percent in-
crease in the weight of the engines, the factor KI8 is input
as 1.15.
In order to calculate the weight of the aircraft structure,
the weight trends subroutine must determine the limiting
design load factor. For pure and auxiliary propulsion heli-
copters (without wings), the program uses the input value
of maneuver load factor. In the case of a wing or compound
helicopter, it does this by comparing the magnitude of the
input maneuver load factor With the value calculated for gust
load factor. The gust load factor is evaluated at the alti-
tude at which maximum operating equivalent airspeed (VMo) is
equal to the speed for maximum operating Mach number (MMo) so
long as the altitude falls in the band,
0 _ hCRIT _ 20,000 ft
The gust load factor is calCulated at the speed V c (see Refer-
ence ii) which is taken to be equal to VMO/MMo. If the user
finds that his aircraft is gust-critical at other than the
V condition, he must manually calculate the expected load
factor and insert that value in the program as a dummy maneuver
load factor.
4.11.1 Wei@ht Trend Data
The weights subroutine section of HESCOMP represents one
approach for determining the individual and group weights
which make up the weight empty of an aircraft. The aircraft
weight is divided into subgroups, as shown in Table 4-9 ,
and is in general accordance with the weight and balance data
reporting procedures and forms for Aircraft and Rotorcraft
described in Military Standard 1374. A copy of Part I (Group
Weight Statement) is included at the end of this section. A
flow chart describing the weights subroutine is shown in
Figure 4-30.
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Figure 4-29. Weight Trends Subroutine.
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BOEING VERTOL COMPANY WEIGHT SUMMARY - PRELIMINARY DESIGN
(MI L-STD o 13741
L
-_7 :::,
L
.... _k
W,NG i
ROTOR 2
TAIL
SURFACES
BASIC
SECON OARY
ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP
ENGINE SECTION
PROPULSION GROUP
ENGINE |NST'L
EXHAUST SYSTEM
COOLING
CONTROLS
STARTING
PROPELLER IN ST'L
LUBRICATING
FUEL
DRIVE
FLIGHT CONTROLS
I AUXo POWER PLANT
INSTRUMENTS
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
,].6
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
I I I
TABLE 4-9. WEIGHT SUMMARY FORM
!
I
q
I
HYDR. & PNEUMATIC
ELE CTRICAL GROUP 27
AVIONICS GROUP 28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
ARMAMENT GROUP
FLJRN. & EQUIP. GROUP
ACCOM. [=OR PERSON.
MtSC. EQUIPMENT
FURNISHINGS
EMERG. EQUIPMENT
AIR CONDITIONING
ANTI-ICING GROUP
LOAD AND HANDLING GP.
, ,, _ • ,,,
WEIGHT EMPTY
CREW
TRAPPED LIQUIDS
ENGINE OIL
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
FORM 26391 (2/73)
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gure 4-30. Weight Trends Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 3 of 6).
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Figure 4-30. Weight Trends
(Part 6 of 6).
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Subroutine Flow Chart
The trend equations shown on the weights subroutine flow chart
and those presented in the text produce the same results,
although they are not necessarily written in the same form.
The flow chart equations express the text trends in the term
used in other parts of the computer program.
The primary purpose of this weights subroutine is to provide
a consistent method for rapidly estimating the operational
weight empty and fuel available for the missions of various
types of helicopters. The results obtained from the trend
equations will depend largely on engineering experience and
the judgment exercised in selecting the various trend con-
stants. The weight trend equations were developed by A. H.
Schmidt and R. H. Swan of Boeing Vertol Company.
An explanation of the weight trends and instructions for
completing the weight input sheet are included in the text
As an additional aid for filling out the weight input sheet,
the page numbers defining the various k terms are included
with the respective terms on the weight input sheet (Table 10).
Weight trends developed at Boeing were used to determine the
structure weights, Table 4-9, items i, 6 and 10; flight
control weights, item 22; and the control and propulsion
system weights, items 2, 5, 18 and 21. The trends were de-
veloped from existing aircraft, and use design and geometric
parameters to compute the weights of the various components.
For aircraft on which limited information is available, such
as compound, winged and propulsive tail helicopters, the
trend constants have been adjusted to account for the design
features typical of the particular configuration. Alighting
gear weights, item 9, are a function of the design takeoff
weight and are based on statistically derived percentages
of the respective gross weights. Engine weights, item 13,
were determined from information compiled from engine manu-
facturers. Engine installation weights, items 14, 15, 16, 17
and 19, are expressed as a percentage of the dry engine weight.
Fuel system weight, item 20, is determined on a pound per
gallon of fuel required basis. Fixed equipment weights,
items 24 through 41, are discussed in the text.
Table 4-9 is representative of a typical weight summary form
used for military aircraft. Weight definitions as used in
MIL-STD-1374 and weight handbooks follow.
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6.2.3 Weight Definitions - As used in MIL-STD-1374 and Weight
H and books.
{
T
USEFUL
LOAD
C
Primarily Structure Weight
Used in cost and work ioa_
evaluatlo_s. Defined In
Cost Information Report
(CIR) as the Weight Empty
(from MIL-STD-1374) less
specific items as noted.
New requirements will refer
to Contractor Cost Data
Reports (CCDR).
Wheels, brakes, tires, tubes, engines,
starters, props, electrical units,
avionics, etc.
Unusable fuel and otl (including trapped),
external gear not disposed of during
fllght, guns and other fixed items of
useful load.
I BASIC WEIGI_ !
Usable engine
011, crew, special mission equipment
and weapons racks or p_lons not in
Basic Weight.
+
Usable fuel, cargo, ammunition, stores,
Expendable items- fuel, otl, stores,
end expendable extern_ tanks.
l--)
1 1
Weight of aircraft complete
with all systems as con-
figured in accordance with
the model detail specification.
Basic weight entered on
Chart C of _Veights Handbook
for running log weight.
Zero fuel and Zero payload
• eight - a convenience weight
to which operators need add
only fuel and payl, _d for
gross weight.
Take-off gross weight. Will
vary with mission. It is
the sum of the weight empty
and the specified useful load.
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TABLE i0. HELICOPTER WEIGHT INFORMATION
Variable
OWE
WFE
WFUL
m
wpL
Incremental Group Wts Nom = 0
LOC Value
2601 4-136
2602 4-172"
2603 4-172
2604 4-175
Variable LOC Value
AWF¢ 2605 4-175
_Wp 2606 4-175
_WsT 2607 4-175
Variable LOC Value
RM I 2608 4-147
W_ 26U_ 4-148
Wo 2610 4-148
ELi 2611 4-148
_Lo [26124-148
Group Weight Information
Flight Controls Structural Propulsion
_t
kcc 2613
kRc 2614
ksc 2615
kFW 2616
kTM 2617
kSAS 2618
kRCA 2619
kSCA 2620
kMISC
4-168
4-168
4-168 kLG
4-168 kMG
4-168 k_
4-172 LF
4-172 kws
4-172 kwp
26211 4-172
kB
AC .G
OWE IS not
necessary when
OPTIN =i, 2
O
£4
uo
II k2
>
Hm k_
_ ka
<_ k 5
HZ
_H
HO
D
*Page
WpL is not
necessary when
OPTIN = 2
kHT
kCT._
kNAC
kAIP
kNACA
kATA
kNS
2622
2623
2624
2625"'2626
2627
2628
2629
2630
2631
2632
2633
2634
2635
2636
4-156
4-156
4-158
4-158
4-147
4-147
4-148
4-148
4-153
4-160
4-160
4-160
4-160
4-160
kpRB
kR;%F
kPH
kamd
kBLFD
kTR
kAR
kpA
kVTAR
kpD_
kPDSZ
kTRDS
kADS
kADSZ
kFS
kpEI
kAEI
2654 I4-175
265514-175
1265614-175
J265714-175
1265SI 4-175
k_
k_
k_
k9
k]0
k]]
2659 4-175
26604-175
2661 4-175
2662 4-175
26634-175
2664i4-175
numbers in this document
k12
k13
k14
k]5
k16
k]7
k18
k]q
L_ k20
2637 4-150
2638 4-150
2639 4-150
2640 4-150
2641 4-150
2642 4-155
2643 4-153
2644 4-153
2645 4-153
2646 4-164
2647 4-164
2648 4-166
2649 4-164
26_0 4-164
2651 4-162
2652 4-161
..... 4 161
12665 4-175
i2666 4-175
[2667 4-]75
!2668 _-175
i2669 4-175
2670 4-175
2671 4-175
2672 4-17_
, ,,L,,26 73 4-175
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The weight of the wing is determined using one of the
following three methods:
@ Method I
WW
220 (k) 0-585 ,
Where
Legend
W W = weight of wing - lb
R M = wing relief as a fraction of design gross weight
Wg = design gross weight
LF = helicopter lift factor as a fraction of gross weight
_ i° i !_ _ • _t!_ _ %:_ i: _t_ _ _ + _
S W planform area of wing (taken from _ of aircraft) - ft 2
b = wingspan - ft
B = maximum fuselage width - ft
l = taper ratio
N = ultimate load factor
V D = dive velocity - kn
A R = aspect ratio
k r = wing root thickness - root chord
Method I is used when a conventional aircraft wing is employed.
It considers basic geometry, design criteria, and relief terms.
The 220 constant represents a wing employing simple control
surfaces. The_220 adjusted up or down depending on the com-
plexity of the surface controls (200-240) must be placed in
the k%_ location on the weight input sheet. LF, representing
the w_ng unloading factor, due to rotor lift and _I a wing
'relief value (0.5 to 0.75) must be entered as a fraction of the
design gross weight. The factors LF and RM are nominally 1.0.
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@ Method II
0.333
WW = 3.15 (k)
Where
K = S (W.L + W L )
W i i o o
Legend
W w = weight of wing - lb
S w = planform area of wing - ft 2
W i = inboard wing store weight, ib/per side
W o = outboard wing store weight, ib/per side
L i = distance from side of fuselage to inboard store - ft
L o = distance from side of fuselage to outboard store - ft
Method II is used when a sponson or stub type wing is used
to carry stores or weapons. The trend constant 3.15 must be
placed in kws of the weight input sheet. W i and W o must be
entered in their respective locations in pounds per side.
L i and L O must be entered as a fractional part of the wing
semi-span.
@ Method III
W W = SW x PSF
Where
W W = weight of wing - ib
SW = planform area of wing - ft 2
PSF = pounds per ft 2
Method III is used when a single sponson or stub is employed.
The estimated unit weight of the wing in pounds per square
foot is placed in kwp on the weight input sheet.
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Main Rotors
The weight of the main rotor includes the combined weights
of the blades and hub and hinge. The weights are derived
from the following equations:
Blades (per rotor) W B = 44 a (k)
Where
wg L....R2 R-r c
0.438
NOTE :
the result is greater than i.
= T =
Hub and Hinge (per rotor) WHH = 61 a (k)
Where
Legend
The last term is a droop factor, used 0nly if
0.358
W B = blade weight per rotor (including root end
fitting)-ib
a = adjustment factor
Wg = design gross weight per rotor=(X _0.6 for tandem)-ib
LLF = design limit load factor at dgw
=,_L
i ÷ _ =
i =
!
e_
F
I-
EL
R = rotor radius-ft
r = rotation to blade attachment-ft
c = blade chord-ft
b = number of blades per rotor
t = maximum blade thickness at 25% R-ft
k b = rotor type factor: 1.00 articulated, 2.2 hingeless
or teetering
k d = droop constant: i000 tandem, 1200 single rotor
W b = blade weight per blade (including root end
fitting)-ib
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N r = rotor rpm
Pr = takeoff power X (0.6 for tandem) per rotor-hp
kam d = a xm xd
a = design concept: 0.53 hingeless, 1.00 other
m = material: steel = 1.00, titanium = 0.54
d = development stage: early = 1.0, developed - 0.62
In the trend equations the constants 44(blade trend) and 61
(hub and hinge trend) represent the average for the rotor
weights presented in Figure 4-31 and 4-32. The blade weights
are most representative of the all metal blades. The adjust-
ment factor a is used to adjust the k factor when special
design features are considered, such as high modulus materials
(boron, graphite, etc.) or special features associated with
the hub and/or hinge. Refer to Figures 4-31 and 4-32 to select
the a term which most closely approximates the configuration
being analyzed. The revised constants 44a and 61a must be
placed in the kpRB and kPH locations on the weight input sheet
along with the factors kRBF (kb in legend) and kamd. If blade
folding is required the kBLFD block on the input sheet must
also be filled in. Blade folding is entered as a fractional
part of the total rotor weight. The blade fold penalty usually
runs between 0.15 to 0.25 of the rotor weight depending on
the folding requirements. The nominal value for kBLFD is 1.0.
Auxiliary Rotors or Propellers
When auxiliary rotors or propellers are required, as in the
case of compounds or propulsive tail helicopters, the follow-
ing rotor/propeller equation is used:
0.67,
W R = 14.2 a (k)
Where
[r]0rk = " Hpr .b.c
tl00] i00 i0
Legend
W R = weight of rotor or propeller=ib
R = rotor radius-ft
b -- number of blades per rotor
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libidinal_
C ----blade chord (average)-ft
HP r = horsepower (xmsn limit per rotor)
\
Vtl = design limit tip speed-ft/sec
r = center iine of rotation to average blade
attachment point-ft _
a = adjusting factor for type of system (see Figure 4-33)
In the trend equation the constant 14.2 is the average for the
various rotor group weights presented in Figure 4-33. The
expression a is the adjustment factor for the type of system;
i.e., semirigid, pressure cycle, etc. To determine the value
of kAR in the propulsion block of the weight input sheet,
multiply the type of system desired a by the constant 14.2.
Blade folding, if required, is entered in k15 as a percentage
factor of the total computed rotor weight. The input value
would be between 0.15 to 0.25 depending on the folding
requirements.
The kp_ block on the weight input sheet al!Qws the auxiliary
rotor input power to be increased or decreased as a fractional
part of input power. (kpA = 0.9 would decrease the power
by i0 percent, i.i would increase the power by i0 percent.)
The kVTAR block on the weight input sheet allows the auxiliary
tail rotor tip speed to be increased or decreased as a fractional
part of the input tip speed (kvT A = 0.9 would decrease the
tip speed by i0 percent, i.i woul_ increase it by i0 percent).
The nominal input values for kpA and kVTAR is 1.0.
Tail Rotor _ _
The tail group consists of the horizontal tail, vertical tail,
ventral and tail rotor. Tail weights are determined as
follows:
• Horizontal Tail - Its weight is based on a unit weight
per square foot (PSF). The unit weight will normally
vary between 1.0 and 2.0 PSF, depending on the type of
tail being employed. The unit weights of the horizontal
tails of some existing helicopters are presented as a
guide for inputting the unit value in the kHT block of
the weight input sheet.
OH - 58A
UH - IH
UH - iN
i.i ib/ft2 - fixed
1.3 Ib/ft2 - movable
1.6 ib/ft 2 - stabilizer
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LIf horizontal tail fold is required, input this as a
percentage of the total horizontal tail weight in the
k 9 block of the input sheet (refer to Table 4-13).
• Vertical Tail and Ventral - The combined weights of
vertical tail and ventral are included in the weight
of the fuselage. The combined wetted area of both
must be added to the fuselage wetted area.
• Tail Rotor - Theweight of t_e tail_rotor is derived from
the following overall rotor trend equation:
W R = 14.2 a (k) 0"67'
Where
• " b.c.k =[,]o 25F -Pr'! 5rv*: ]i.rm6J]
r.e_end
7 : :;
W R = weight of rotor or propeller-lb
R = rotor radius-ft
b = number of blades per rotor
c = blade chord (average)-ft
HP r = horsepower (xmsn limit per rotor)
Vtl = design limit tip speed-ft/sec
r = center line of rotation to average blade
attachment point-ft
a = adjusting factor for type of system (see Figure 4-33)
This is the same equation used to determine the weight of
the auxiliary rotors. The trend is explained above under
Auxiliary Ro£ors or Propellers If blade foldin_ is reauired,
a factor as a fraction of the computed tail rotor weight must
be placed in k14 on the weight input sheet. Fold penalties
normally vary between 0.15 and 0.25 of total rotor weight
depending on the fold requirements. A Waiue for kTR must_be : :
inserted in its proper location on the weight input sheet.
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Body Group
The weight of the body structure is determined from the
following equation :
W = 125 a (k) 0"8'
BG
Where
0.5
LLc + Lrw + CG3 [Log VMAX]
Legend
Wg = structural design gross weight - Ib
N = ultimate load factor
Sf = wetted area of fuselage - ft 2 (includes
fairings, pod, vertical tail and ventral)
L c = length of cabin (measured from nose to end
of cabin floor) - ft
Lrw = length of rampwell - ft
CG = center of gravity range at design gross weight - ft
VMA x = maximum speed - kn
a = body correction factor
Figure 4-34 presents a group of commercial and military single
and tandem rotor helicopters. A mean line of 125 has been
selected as the average for all the aircraft shown. The body
correction factor a permits the 125 constant to be corrected
in accordance with the configuration being analyzed. When a
large number of cutouts are required as in the case of large
doors, many windows, large floor cutouts, etc., the a term
would be greater than I. Where the fuselage is relatively
clean, the a could be less than i. Refer to Figure 4-34 to
select the a term which best describes the configuration.
The revised constant 125a is the k B term to be inserted in
the appropriate box on the weight input sheet. The center
of gravity range, in feet, must also be placed in the A CG
block on the input sheet.
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Figure 4-34. Body Group Weight Trend.
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Ali@htin@ Gear
For the normal tricyle gear geometry, the total landing gear
weight including the running gear (wheels, tires, brakes,
etc.), structure (shock struts, drag struts, support structure,
etc.), and controls (retraction, steering, systems, etc.) is
expressed as a percentage of the design gross weight where:
W = (k ) W
LG LG g
Where WLG =total weight of the landing gear (including
tail bumper)
k landing gear
LG = gross weight
W = design gross weight
g
The percentage will normally vary between 0.015 to 0.050
depending on the design limit sink speed and the complexity
of the system. Conventional landing gear without retraction,
operating on improved runways normally run between 0.015 to
0.04. Adding retraction usually adds another 0.005 to 0.01.
Skid type landing gear usually weigh about 0.015 times design
gross weight.
The main gear usually weighs about 80 percent of the total
gear weight. The k term in the weight exDression above is
the value that must be placed in the kLG box of the weight
input sheet. The weight of the main gear is included by
placing 0.80, or your estimate of the main gear weight as
a fraction of the total gear weight, in the kMG location
on the weight input sheet.
Table 4-11 is included as a guide in selecting k_G. It
includes the total gear weight as a percentage of the gross
weight for a sampling of helicopters.
Engine Section (Primary and Auxiliary)
The engine section weight appears as item l0 in Table 4-9.
It is basically the engine mounts, engine nacelle structure
and firewalls, air induction and support structure.
I Engine mounts - The weight of the engine mounts is
determined from the expression
= N 0.41
WF._4 NE _WE X eLF)
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A IRCRAFT
OH-6A
XH- 5 IA
BO-105
UH- IB
UH-ID
UH-IN
UH-34D
AH-56A
CH-46A
CH- 3C
CH-46D
CH-46E
HH-3B
CH-47A
CH-47B
CH-47C
CH-53A
CH-54A
CH-54B
TABLE 4-i1.
GROSS WEIGHT
(is)
2400
3500
4410
6600
6600
I0000
11291
16995
19000
19500
20800
20800
21187
28550
33000
33000
35042
38000
64700
LANDING GEAR
TOTAL
GEAR WE IGHT
(LB)
58
134
96
I12
118
121
413
605
589
690
587
655
700
1060
1086
1076
1014
1794
2277
|| .........
WEIGHTS
PERCENT
OF GROSS
WE IGHT
.024
.038
.022
.017
.018
.012
.036
.036
.031
.035
.028
.031
.033
.037
.033
.033
.029
.047
.035
: :4-159
Enter the crash load factor NCL F in the kCLF block of
the weight input block. (This considers both the
primary and/or auxiliary engine sections.)
• Engine nacelle structure, supports and firewalls
These items are determined from the expression
WNA c = N E (SNAc) (PSF)
Enter the estimated unit weight in pounds per square foot
(PSF) in the kNAC and/or the kNACA blocks of the input
sheet. This value normally varies between 0.75 and 1.25
PSF. It could go as high as 2.0 psf if the cowling is
used as a walkway or work platform.
• Air induction - The weight of the air induction system
is determined from the expression
WAI S = N E (EDI A X LAI D ) (PSF)
Enter the estimated unit weight in pounds per square foot
(PSF) in the kAi P and/or the kAi A blocks of the input
sheet. This value normally varies between 0.7 to 1.0 PSF.
An option is provided for determining the weight of the
air induction system. If kAi P or kAi A is greater than
5.0 the program automatically assumes the value is the
weight of the air induction system in pounds.
The kNS term on the input sheet is a nacelle strut factor
used when an engine is suspended from an aircraft employ-
ing a wing. Enter a unit weight value in PSF in the kNS
box. The nominal value is 0.
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Legend
WEM
NE
W E
weight of " .....= englne mounts - ib
- number of primary engines
= Weight of each prLmary :engine - lb
NCL F = aircraft crash load factor
WNAC
SNAC
PSF
= weight of each primary engine nacelle - ib
i i -_2 =
= wetted area of each nacelle PSF
q
= pounds per square foot ::c_:_
_::££T
WAI s = weight of air induction system - ib
EDI A = prmmary engmne DIA - lb
LAI D = length of air inlet duct
The weight of the primary and/or auxiliary engines is deter-
mined as part of the engine sizing routine considered else-
where in the program. There is no provision for determining
the engine weight(s) on the weight input sheet. The AWp and
KI8 and KI9 blocks of the input sheet provide a method for
adding weight to the engine(s) if desired. (Refer to
Table 4-12.
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The engine installation weights represent the total weight
of items 14, 15, 16, 17, and 19 shown on the weight summary
form, Table 4-9. The weights of engine (primary and auxiliary)
installation items will vary depending on the type and power-
plant arrangement of the configuration being sized. No attempt
is made here to describe all the various approaches that may
be used to evaluate their weights of the dry engines is
provided. Table 4-12 presents the engine installation weights
as a percentage of the engine weight for a group of existing
helicopters. This may be used as a guide for selecting the
weight fraction to be placed in kpE I and/or kA_ I on the weight
input sheet. An option is provided for determlning the weight
of the engine installation. If kpE I or kAE I is greater than
1.0, the program automatically assumes the value is the weight
of the engine installation in pounds.
Fuel System
The weight of the fuel system, defined as kFS in the propul
sion block of the weight input sheet, will vary depending on
the capacity, type, and complexity of the system required.
For aircraft having simple fuel systems located in the fuselage,
sponsons or wing, the value for kFS would range between 0.02
and 0.07; for aircraft requiring self-sealing tanks with more
complex systems, the value would range between 0.10 and 0.15.
The fuel system factors represent fuel system weight per
pound of mission fuel required.
Drive System (Primary and Auxiliary)
The weight of the drive system (primary and auxiliary) in-
cluding gear boxes, accessory drives, shafting, oil, supports,
etc., is derived from the following equation:
0.67,
WDS = 250 a _.(kD)
Where
l
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TABLE 4-12. ENGINE INSTALLATION WEIGHTS
AI RC RAFT
|
OH-6A
XH-51A
BO-105
UH-IB
UH-1D
UH-IN
UH-34D
AH-56A
CH-46A
CH-3C
CH-46D
CH-46E
HH-3B
CH-47A
CH-47B
CH-47C
CH-53A
CH-54A
CH-54B
AI RCRAFT
ENG. WEIGHT
(LB)
142
244
424
474
501
727
1387
695
600
611
678
886
649
1160
1188
1350
1432
1804
2094
ENG. INSTAL.
WEIGHT
(LB)
36
97
81
148
147
164
260
337
161
130
187
207
136
173
175
244
283
193
394
PERCENT
OF ENGINE
WEIGHT
.254
.398
.191
.312
.293
.226
.187
.485
.268
.213
.276
.234
.210
.149
.147
.181
.198
.107
.188
| _ _-
Note: Engine installation weights include the t0tal weight
of the following items:
Engine Exhaust System
Engine Cooling
Engine Controls
Engine Starting
Engine Lubrication
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Le@end
WDS = weight of the drive system - ib (excluding
tail rotor boxes
PX = drive system horsepower rating (tandem rotor
PX = 1.2 X takeoff rating)
N R = rotor rpm at takeoff
Z = number of stages in main rotor drive
K t = configuration factor; 1.00 for single rotor,
1.30 for tandem
a = drive system correcting factor
The drive system adjusting factor a is used to account for
type, number of boxes, special features, etc., included in the
drive system. Figure 4-35 gives typical examples of the a
factor. To determine the kpD S and/or the kAD S figur_ to place
on the weight input sheet, multiply the 250 constant by your
selection of a. The kpDSZ and/or kADSZ (number of stages)
must also be placed in their respective locations on the
input sheet. As a guide for determining the number of stages
to input the following is offered:
Sta@es
• Lightweight helicopters
(less than i0,000 pounds gross weight) 2
• Medium weight helicopters
(i0,000 pounds to 30,000 pounds gross weight) 3-4
• Heavy weight helicopters (more than
30,000 pounds gross weight) 4-5
An additional guide in determining the number of stages is
to assume one stage for each gear reduction in the drive
system. This would include angle boxes. (Assume ½ of a stage
for i:i angle boxes.) The total additive sum of the stages
resulting from this approach would then be placed in their
respective k locations on the input sheet.
Tail Rotor Drive System
The weight of the tail rotor drive system, including shaft-
ing, etc., is derived from the following equation:
WDS = 300 a (k) 0.8,
Where
k ___
HPTota I x i.i
RPMRoto r
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Legend
WDS = weight of drive system - ib
HPTota I = total aircraft horsepower
RPMRoto r = rotor design rpm
a = drive system adjustment factor
The factor a is an adjustment factor used to account for the
type, number of boxes, and special features, etc. included in
the drive system. Figure 4-36 gives typical examples of the
a factor. To determine the kDS value to place on the weight
input sheet, multiply the 300 constant by your selection of a.
Flight Controls
The weight of the flight control system will vary depending
on the type and system required (manual, power assisted,
redundant, dual redundant, etc.) and the type of heicopter
being configured (pure, winged, compound, propulsive tail, etc.).
Aircraft control systems requiring power assistance and dual or
triple redundant components will weigh more than configurations
having simple, non-redundant systems. Considerations must be
given to these factors when determining the flight control
constants to insert on the weight input sheet.
An equation which includes a combined series of weight trend
expressions applicable to most any type of helicopter configur-
ation is presented below. It includes factors which can be
isolated and applied to the particular vehicle being analyzed.
Values for the various k factors described must be put in their
proper locations on the weight input sheet. A description of
the itemscomprising each of the control sub-groups is included
along with a range of k input values. Refer to the referenced
trend curves included for each of the major control groups
as an aid in selecting the respective k values.
0.41 C i.ii
 ccEooo7 Wr+ksc [lOOl 0.84
0.84
+ k
Misc.
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Legend
WFC = weight of flight controls - Ib
Wg = design gross weight - Ib
C = rotor blade chord - ft
R - rotor radius - ft
W b = rotor blade weight per rotor - Ib
kCC = constant for cockpit controls = 26
Cyclic and collective control sticks and linkages,
pedals, cables and rods (Figure 4-37)
kRC -- constant for main rotor controls = 18 to 23
All components from and including the power
actuators up through the pitch links. Major items
included are the actuators, swashplate, and
pitch links (Figure 4-38)
kSC = constant for main rotor systems and hydraulics =
25 to 35
All components between the cockpit controls and
the rotor controls including actuators, artificial
feel system, mechanical programmer, bellcranks,
rods, idlers, etc. (Figure 4-39)
Main hydraulic systems including pumps, reservoirs,
accumulators, filters, valves, lines, fluid, and
supports (Figure 4-39)
kFW = constant for conventional fixed-wing controls =
0.005 to 0.020, depending on complexity and
number of functions required
All components, actuators, and supports associated
with moving the control surfaces - LE umbrellas,
flaperons, spoilers, and tail surfaces
kTM = constant for tilting mechanism - 0.005 to 0.015
All components and suDports required to tilt the
wing including actuators, power control units,
mechanical system, fittings, and hardware. The
k_ value will vary proportionately with the hinge
m6_ent and/or wing transition rate required.
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Figure 4-37. Cockpit Controls Weight Trend.
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Figure 4-38. Rotor Controls Weight Trend.
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kSAs = constant for stability-augmented system =
20 pounds to 100 pounds, depending on system
required
kRCA = constant for auxiliary rotor controls
Similar to kwc - provides rotor control weights
for auxiliary-propulsive systems (pusher props,
ducted fan, etc., Figure 4-40)
kSCA = constant for auxiliary rotor system controls
Similar to kSC- provides rotor system control
weights for auxiliary propulsive systems (pusher
props, ducted fans, etc., Figure 4-39)
kMisc. = estimated weight input in pounds for any items
not covered above
Fixed Equipment
The weight of the fixed equipment is included in the weight
empty and consists of the following groups: auxiliary power-
plant, instruments, hydraulics and pneumatics, electrical,
avionics, armament, furnishings and equipment, air-conditioning,
anti-icing and load and handling (Table 4-9).
The weight of the fixed equipment will vary with the type and
requirements of the aircraft under study. The largest variation
in fixed equipment weights usually appears in the avionics
and the furnishings and equipment groups. The avionics group
reflects communication and navigational requirements; the
furnishings and equipment group normally reflects cabin size
and personnel accommodations (pilots seats, troop seats, etc.).
Table 4-13 presents some typical examples of the fixed equip-
ment weights for some existing military helicopters.
The total weight of the fixed equipment, WFE, must be placed
in the WFE block of the weight input sheet.
Fixed Useful Load
The weight of the fixed useful load represents a portion of
the useful load. It includes the crew, trapped and unusable
fuel and oil, guns, weapons, racks or pylons and any other
fixed items of useful load which makes the aircraft operational.
Typical weights for fixed useful load items are included in
Table 4-13 as a guide for inputting a number in the WFU L
block of the weight input sheet.
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Figure 4-40. Auxiliary Rotor Controls Weight Trend.
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Pay load
The weight of the payload is determined by the mission re-
quirements. The to£ai Weight of the payload must be put in
the WpL block of the weight input sheet.
Incremental Group Weights
The incremental group weights section of the weight input
sheet is provided to enable the user to add fixed increments
of weight where desired. Definitions and values for some of
the items in this group have already been discussed. _ WFC '
_W_, and _WsT represent incremental weights of the flight
controls group, propulsion group, and structural group,
respectively. Any value inserted in the incremental group
weight section remains constant regardless of gross weight.
The nominal value for any block in this section is 0, except
for RM which is nominally 1.0.
Group Wei@ht Information
The nominal value for items in this section of the weight input
sheet is 0, except as noted in the text. All blocks must be
filled in. Definitions and constants for the various k factors
have been previouslY discussed in the respective subgroup
definitions.
Multiplicative Factors
The multiplicative factors described as K 1 through K20 on the
weight input sheet provide the capability of performing weight
sensitivity studies. The factors are nominally I. All blocks
must be filled in. To vary the weight of any subgroup (kcc,
kB, kDS, etc.), insert the desired value in the appropriate
multiplicative box. Refer to Table 4-14 to relate the
various k factors with their respective groups. Inserting
a value of i.i would increase the weight of the respective
group by i0 percent; a value of 0.9 would decrease it by I0
percent, etc. The values in this group will vary with gross
weight.
i
I
|
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TABLE 4-14
MULTIPLICAT _-VEFACTORS
LETTER
K LOCATION CODE DESCRIPT ION
KI 2654 WRC
K2 2655 WSC
K3 2656 WFW
K4 2657 WRC A
K5 2658 WSC A
K6 2659 WB
K7 2660 WLG
K8 2661 W W
K9 2662 WHT
KI0 2663 WNAC
KII 2664 WNACA
KI2 2665 WPRB
KI3 2666 WpH
KI4 2667 WTR
KI5 2668 WAR
KI6 2669 WPDS
KI7 2670 WAD S
KI8 2671 WpE
KI9 2672 WAE
K20 2673 WTRDS
WEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR CONTROLS
WEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM CONTROLS
WEIGHT OF FIXED WING CONTROLS
WEIGHT OF AUXILIARY ROTOR CONTROLS
WEIGHT OF AUXILIARY ROTOR SYSTEM CONTROLS
WEIGHT OF BODY
WE IGHT OF LAND ING GEAR
WEIGHT OF WING
WEIGHT OF HORIZONTAL TAIL
WEIGHT OF PRIMARY NACELLE
WEIGHT OF AUXILIARY NACELLE
WEIGHT OF PRIMARY ROTOR BLADES
WEIGHT OF PRIMARY ROTOR HUB
WEIGHT OF TAIL ROTOR
WEIGHT OF AUXILIARY ROTOR
WEIGHT OF PRIMARY DRIVE SYSTEM
WEIGHT OF AUXILIARY DRI_JE SYSTEM
WEIGHT OF PRIMARY ENGINE
WEIGHT OF AUXILIARY ENGINE
WEIGHT OF TAIL ROTOR DRIVE SYSTEM
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4.11.2 Aircraft Balance
A preliminary aircraft balance for single rotor helicopters is
included in the program which locates the main rotor system
relative to the required center of gravity of the operating
weight empty of the aircraft. A description of the input
values to be included on the weight-balance information sheet
(page 2 of the weight information sheet) follows:
t
',RATING WEIGHT
cg
DTR/2
Loc 2678 Center of gravity of the fuselage, measured from the
nose of the aircraft, as a fractional part of 1 B .
Loc 2679
Loc 2680
Distance in feet between the OWE center of gravity
and the main rotor center line (negative value (-)
is forward of OWE cg, plus value (+) is aft of
OWE cg).
Center of gravity of the nose gear measured from the
nose of the aircraft, as a fractional part of 1B.
Loc 2681
Loc 2682
Center of gravity of the main gear, measured from
the nose of the aircraft, as a fractional part of 1 B.
Center of gravity of the primary engine package,
measured from the nose of the aircraft as a frac-
tional part of 1 B . The engine package consists of
the engine section, engine, engine installation
and fuel system.
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Loc 2683
Loc 2684
Loc 2685
Loc 2686
Loc 2687
Loc 2688
Loc 2689
Loc 2690
Loc 2691
Loc 2692
Loc 2693
Loc 2694
Center of gravity of the primary drive system
measured as a fractional part of the distance
between the main rotor and tail rotor. The tail
rotor drive system weight and balance are computed
and located automatically.
Center of gravity of the avionics system, measured
from the nose of the aircraft, as a fractional part
of 1B .
Center of gravity of the furnishings and equipment,
cockpit controls and a portion of the useful load
(pilot and copilot), measured from the nose of the
aircraft as a fractional part of 1B .
Center of gravity of the APU, measured from the nose
of the aircraft, as a fractional part of 1B .
Center of gravity of the auxiliary engine package,
measured from the nose of the aircraft, as a
fractional part of 1B . The auxiliary engine package
consists of the auxiliary engine section, auxiliary
engine and auxiliary engine installation.
Center of gravity of the auxiliary drive system as
a fractional part of the distance between the
auxiliary engine and auxiliary rotor system.
Center of gravity of the auxiliary rotor and
auxiliary rotor controls, measured from the nose of
the aircraft, as a fractional part of £TB.
Center of gravity of the system controls, measured
from the nose of the aircraft, as a fractional part
of 1B .
Center of gravity of the auxiliary system controls,
measured from the nose of the aircraft, as a
fractional part of 1B .
Total weight of the avionics group weight plus SAS
input from flight controls column of weight input
sheet.
Total weight of furnishings and equipment group
located in the pilot's compartment and the weight of
the cockpit controls (CC) as determined from the
input constant in flight controls column of weight
input sheet.
Total weight of auxiliary power unit (APU) installa-
tion.
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Loc 2695 Fractional part of fixed useful load (pilot, co-
pilot, etc.) located in the pilot's compartment.
Loc 2696 Tail boom weight expressed as a fractional part of
the computed body weight. The center of gravity of
the tail boom is automatically computed in the
program.
Items of the operating weight empty not included in the loca-
tion descriptions presented above are located at the aircraft
center of gravity as computed by the balance subroutine. An
example of a completed weight-balance information sheet for a
typical single rotor helicopter is shown below.
:: WEIGHT-BALANCE INFORMAT ION
(Required Only When MRPIND • 0)
Variable
(XcGF/I B)
'_CG R
(XNG/1 B )
(XMG/I B)
(XpE/IB)
( XpDs/AXpD S )
(XAv/IB"
Loc. Value
2678 0.425
2679 0.I0
2680 0.216
2681 0.754
2682 0.727
2683 0.593
2684 0.485
Varlable
(XFURN/IB)
(XAPu/IB)
(XAE/IB)
(XADS/ XADS)
(XAR/iTB)
(XsC/IB'
(XAsC/IB)
Loc. Value
2685 0.334
2686 0.424
2687 0
2688 0
2689 0
2690 0.581
2691 0
Variable
WAV
WFURN
WAPU
KFULS
KTBBS
LOC. Value
2692 469
2693 416
2694 172
2695 0,731
2696 0.130
MIL-STD-1374 PART I
Name. ,.
DeW
Pqle
M*MM.
Repm'_
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
AIRCRAFT
(INCLUDING ROTORCRAFT)
ESTIMATED - CALCULATED - ACTUAL
(Cross Out Those Not Appllcable)
CONTRACT NO.
AIRCRAFT, GOVERNMENT NO.
AIRCRAFT, CONTRACTOR NO.
MANUFACTURED BY
uu MANUFACTURED BY
z_
Z_ MODELN .
MAIN AUX
I&l TYPE
PAGE NO.PAGES REMOVED
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MIL.STD-1374 PART
Nmme
Dace
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT EMPTY
f:
Pall
1 WING GROUP
2 BASIC STRUCTURE - CENTER SECTION
3 - INTERMEDIATE PANEL
4 - OUTER PANEL
5 • GLOVE
6 SECONDARY STRUCTURE (Incl. Wing Folcl Weight Lbs.)
__ m_
7
g
9
AILERONS (Incl. Balance Wei_lht
FLAPS TRAILING EDGE
lbsJ
• LEADING EDGE
10 SLATS
II SPOILERS
12
13 1_
1• ROTOR GROUP
1S BLADE ASSEMBLY
16 HUB & HINGE (Incl. Blade Fold Weight , ,Lb.t.)
17
18
19 TAIL GROUP
2O
21
22
-23
28
BASIC & SECONDARY STRuCT.. STABILIZER
* FIN (Inc!. Dorsal]
Lb$-)
RUDDERS (Incl Balance Weight Lbs.J
TAll. ROTOR - BLADES
• HUB & HINGE
VENTRAL
ELEVATOR _Incl Balance Weight
BODY GROUP
2_
32!
BASIC STRUCTURE . FUSELAGE or HULL
- BOOMS
SECONDARY STRUCTURE FUSELAGE o¶.HULL
. BOOMS
SPEEDBRAKES
- DOORS, RAMPS, PANELS, & MI.cC
36
ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP (Type:
"38"_ LOCATION
,
r o,NACELLEGROUP
46 BODY INTERNAL
-_47 r EXTERNAL
•,BI w_NG INBOARD
OUTBOARD
f
AiitNDUCT_ONSYSTEM
gunning Gear* Arrest Gear* Structure Controlt [_
.$3 DOORS, PANFLS, & MISC.
sst
57 TOTAL STRUCTURE (To Be Brought Forward)
i
!
'b(_)Ionio to F|eoti • 51ruli IOe Wohe_*Type GIOr
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MIL.STD-1374 PART I
Name
Dile
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
WEIGHT EMPTY P&Ee
M_el
Repot!
1 _ PROPULSION GROUP
2 ENGINE INSTALLATION
3
4 A-CCESSORY GEAR BOXES & DRIVE
5
J
6 EXHAUST SYSTEM
7 ENGINE COOLING
8 WATER INJECTION
9 ENGINE CONTROL
10 STARTING SYSTEM
_i-- PROPELLER INSTALLATION
12 SMOKE ABATEMENT
13 LU,6CATINGSYSTEM.
14 FUEL SYSTEM
I Auxil;ary
r_
Mo;n
15 TANKS • PROTECTED
16 UNPROTECTED
17 PLUMBiNG_ _tc l
1"8- DRIVE SYSTEM
19 GEAR BOXES, LUB SY & ROTOR BRK
20 TRANSMiSSiON DRIVE
! 21 i ROTORSHAFTS
22 JET DRIVE
23
FLIGHT CONTROLS GROUP
COCKPIT CONTROLS (Autopilot Lb:.l
sYSTEMS CO_OL$
AUXILIARY POWER PLANT GROUP
INSTRUMENTS GROUP
HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC GROUP
ELECTRICAL GROUP
AVIONICS GROUP
EQUIPMENT
INSTALLATION
ARMAMENT GROUP Ilncl Passive Prol. Lbs.]
FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT GROUP
ACCOMMODATION FOR PERSONNEL
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
FURNISHINGS
iS6 J TOTAL FROM PAGE 257 WEIGHT E PTY
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MIL.STD |374 PART I
Nsm,.
Dlle
L I LOADC6ND,TION
12_2'
_-_ i PASSENGERS {No,
FUE_
6 ' UNUSABLE
7-_ _NTERNAL
__ EXTERNAL ,,
I, i oi_
I,s.,I TRAPPED
I61 ENGINE
18;
19
2O
m
2S
26
27
28
29
30
__
35
36
37
GROUP wEIGHT STATEMENT
USEFUL LOAD AND GROSS WEIGHT r._t
Model
Location Type
FUEL TANKS _1.ocation ]
WATER iNJECTION FLUID I Gals.)
BAGGAGE
CARGO
Location
GUN INST'ALLATION,_
Fix. or Flex QuantityGUNS
_vU_O.
SU_'TS
WEAPONS INSTALL, (Incl. Submarine Detection Expondoblet_,
47
_8 SURVIVAL KITS & LIFE RAFTS
49
50 OXYGEN
52
S_
-- __...
Gall.
Caliber
55 TOTAL USEFUL tOAD
56 WEIGHT EMPTY
"It JJeso_Sble s,,d SINcilled el Useful teed
"'%.|! Sltn,|. Mi|liltl. bobvoyt, sic Ilslle_oll by le(klL kev,ckeet. Chutes. elc Net P_rt o| Woi|h! Empty
Jill Idont_|_o_e_. te_lfien, mini _entielr fe_ All ltleis Shown Inclvd;n I Inslollotle_
__$7 GROSS WEIGHT
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MIL-STD-1374 PART I
Nsme
Dele
WING,ROTOR&TAI_GROUPS ---.,,_o,.,,"--_-_---___:"._'_;_
.__]:-M,i,_-w0v6-R-_,_--_..,;_o_,----F.................I----
_ -_A-_-_i6m-__ -- ] ............... _ ----
T0_-_-_-_o.__,_o_,._o_,,,_ _=:_-....-- --_
_'l]jr ......... Speed Brks. Flaps (L.E.)
13 , 8ODY & NACELLE GROUPS Length (Ft.) Depth [Ft.)
, k.i-,t • _.
F-_B ,
: _9 ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP
!-_i _- --_dC A'rlo N
22 i DIMENSIONS Ilnchesl
L PROPULSION GROUP
i_g _-__-:
26 MAIN
_y_ - A-L,IX_ILIARY
_-8 : ROT-OR 0RiV-E SYSTEM
29
: 30
31 FUEL - INTERNAL **_ LOCATION
:_i_ W,NG
33 FUSELAGE
34 EXTERHAL "'"
35
36 OIL
37 ELECTRICAL & LOAD & HANDLING GROUPS
38
39
--4-0 " SiI_UCTURbkL DATA - CONDITION
_-;_i .... FLIGHT MANEUVER
--_2 ..... .GUST
43 LANDING
t_-,, r- .....
"-4-S_-M--_TC, ROSS WITH ZERO WING FUEL
" -w,-6" --C A'i'A'PULTING
"47 - LIMIT LANDING SINK SPEED (Ft ISec.)
49 STALL SPD LDG CONFIG.. POWER OFF
k;I ROTORT,P__0ATDES,ONL,M.
Fs_:_.D_S,GNLOA-6-
_s_-,-Oi-SiC;Ng_Y-6-_TER--_UO_S
F_,T- :__ __ ._.-_.....
_-I-_P'WE_HTIA_.,.o.--_
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
DIMENSIONAL AND STRUCTURAL DATA
Length . Oleo Ext
Axle ta _ Trunnion
Design H.P. [Input R.P.M.
Protected
No. Tanks Gallons
so_ e_us ,Nt _xlleN_ wt
CONfINer _15 ON |OO_
R.P.M. Power
Wing
Level
All.
.........
h41o iooi .- _1 t_tl ."
c_oeo _N _ |oo! (NOLO _N
_o_ _
m_*_ .._. Horiz. Toil
-_I - Slots
Width lEt.) _,._ **,. so ,,,
t
lisle
Oleo Travel
Ext. Io :allapsed
$_s tweu5_ ,N_is iNO
.,two U ii IIIIUIN| I
A_ IOIOI ,Nt|| _OrOI mF
Un! otected
No. Tanks Gallons
oumul • c :_
/
Ft.tSec.
Rotor
Dive
c _OID _IN, • •
Vert. Toll
Spoilers
Dorsal
Ailerons
Vol. (Cu. Ft.J ,,o, ,,,_s cu ,,
Length - Arrest Hook
Hook Trunnion to PI.
N_III Ot_ lOXES
_nto'_rol
No. Tanks Gallons
-c•_GO ;_ool .lt_
LF
_loss *|,_ "".
Rotor
AIt.
=Nome NJ lit _p O| _,eoloe • _4scludlng egvipmo_t peo_vberon¢esJ
"'Po,ollol I_ _. o! ( Ai,cr_mlt1_. Wing • Toil I*sorl i_ckem |tom _. ION_, tot lo_orm
ee'Telel Utabte Copeci_
i$$o1_$@_'1 ;Nkell J,o_ _ llotor to JlOdl Ano(_K,_r Jo_ IOIOrl
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MIL-STD.1374 PART I
Ne_¢
Dale
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
P,le
Mo4el
Reporl
AIRFRAME WEIGHT
The Airframe Weight to be entered on line 57 of page 5 of the Group Weight
Statement should be derived here in detail showing those items deducted
from weight empty as required by the document "Cost Information Reports
(CIR) for Aircraft, Missiles, and Space Systems" dated 91 April,1966, or
subsequent revisions thereto. Airframe weight is the same as previously
called AMPR andDCPR and is not to be confused With "Work Breakdown
Structure (W'BS) Airframe Cost Definition."
WEIGHT EMPTY
DEDUCT THE FOLLOWING ITEMS
(ITEMIZE)
AIRFRAME WEIGHT
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4.12 PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS SUBPROGRAM
The flow chart of the control loop for the performance calcu-
lations subprogram is shown in Figure 4-41. This routine
monitors the flow during calculation of mission performance
data and calculates the total fuel required at the end of the
mission.
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Figure Performance Calculations
(Part 1 of 5). Subprogram Flow Chart
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•- IF -,.
<_ I_JXJ _,L], 3. 0. OR.[tJP J PIO. EO. "L. 01_ -
..__-._. GO 10 53 i-'/
¢,vvvwvvs_ 56 I]0 58 JJ t. t_ 1
.... T-- .... -_--
Lv, Nv_ ++ 00513.JJ+ .. 0051t.JJl ]
+u,jI .++-_,,
_._,. co.4.o ..... i
<"AllE I fi,+OOtl >
_-_ [-_-i + Jp+_m--t,tt J / --f-'_-_
L++_,,,+++I,+°, Y <¢_,_:.,_, '-_---
L ___+__.: . J _ ""-+:_O++.'ity_-"
10SCI41= 0
JLOJlR-- 0
I FUEL -- 0
I CHGPL.= 0
II_LI .= 0
IPLO] = 0
[MPIYi = O.
I=0
Figure 4-41. Performance Calculations Subprogram Flow Chart
(Part 2 of 5).
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- =-L_ Z-
7_
- ;7 -?
J__Lt"o .__ J
__F_L -
' _#23.J
[LO'_ JNDEX - JNOE'g/tO}RES -, t
i J'I/IXJ " JIIIXJ " 1
CALL 1/:i'gJ IJ1/:i_Jl
GO 10 _00
< ._,_>
< _,> -
<_,>
i <;.>
<:._>
2 J'IOI'IL -, Jll]I'IL * IC/ILL "lOtlL IJ'lOtll.}
_0 10 200
[g ]I#IL'T= .rl#IL1, i I
I , ]INOE_3 --JCRUS , I
102 C#ILL]FILL] IJ]#tL]_ ]I/ OPlkl= 0 l
_ JLOJ'IR.= JLSJ'IR • 1. 1 _
C/ILL LSJ1R IJLSJ'],_I
JFU£L -- IFUFL _ t
_'_LLCHGFNl.lfU[Ll
,,._r8 JC_GPL,, I(;_IGPL " I i_
- I C#ILLC_GPL IJCHGPLI
L_ GO 10 "_00 j
Figure
z
4-41. Performance Calculations Subprogram Flow
(Part 3 of 5).
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Chart
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Figure 4-41.
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J
Performance Calculations Subprogram Flow Chart
(Part 4 of 5).
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LI_J*I !
IMOSG1,, S_IJMOdl J
t
+
- [,FL.sIAUFLill]l
]
In .rs_--.f ;
] lOllrO.- CRI,,WFS,q* O[LNF I
; RESFU -- IttKl- l.l,,14FS_I' OFLNF * NFL]i SJ_FIJ - "TO'TFU- f:lESflJ/1VF1231 --JItOSG]
}...
" IF
-'- / "--
_-._,IS_IVE1"2.51.EQ,tO[}.III1 j-" I
"____
,,Is I_AJ'I[t6,52_ql \\
x,,__ER._J_Et_b_n&_l."
Figure 4-41. Performance Calculations
(Part 5 of 5).
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Subprogram Flow Chart
4.12.1 Taxi Calculations Subroutine
The taxi calculations subroutine (specified by SGTIND = 1),
calculates the fuel required to taxi at ground idl@ engine
setting for a specified period of time. For aircraft which
have independent auxiliary cruise propulsion systems (AIPIND =
2), the program will calculate taxi performance for either
primary engines operating alone, or both primary and auxiliary
cruise propulsion engines operating. This is accomplished by
means of the input constant kF_. If kFi = 0, the program will
consider only primary engines an operation in determining fuel
flow rates. If kFI = i, the program will include both primary
and lift propulsion systems in calculating the fuel flow rates
and the corresponding reduction in aircraft gross weight.
Figure 4-42 is a flow chart of this subroutine.
Input to this subroutine consists of the time for taxi, Value
of kFi, and atmospheric conditions.
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\SUmOUIINE I_XI _11_Xn
[ _Max = _z nlaxn
IOEX .., t
_,qN |l) -- ]DEX
V--b.O
FJ J O,O
_Jl[ t6,90001R_ J"l[ 16,900'L1
395
/
/L.|-]Maaqm= alMJHOumx.n
HI-I -.- M
C_LL ,q"lmOS IHH,_"lmIMO I[%q'XJl ,llH I['IAXJll
1½If -- I_[AI CALL f=OWAVI llGlal,O. Jl
K[I -- hPLIMI_- } II_[l --1PEAl
ILPJ -- 5MPAI KEl : HPLIM[_" }
F) : WSHP_Ia OELI_ q SIM[I_ - P _LP] -" 5HP_|
C/ILL 7MRaVL IIM_IX_,(],rll FI -- NS_iP_II. OtLla ",, _IM[l_q . B_IPPI
P[HFI -- ILPI/ S_=,4I L'_Lk POW,4VI Ii_qxI, _,01
GO -18 3 PE_Fi -- 8LPII ._IP_|
t -.:
3 CALL r_OW_qVLll?_l,(_,Ol
IKE = 1P[_q
K[ = HPLIM * I
_P : SMP_
F_ : t,,ISmP,4._ OELIA _ $IM[I_4 ._ BMPP
C_LL PI_W_V_.ilM_X. O, 0l
PElF : _ILP / SMP_
_818 t
Figure 4-42. Taxi Calculations Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 1 of 2).
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t
_ fl = FP " ["! 4 SKFL. Ill.AX[I
HF'T -- F1 • 0[L.11 il%qXll
H -- H - HF1
14F -" NF ",I,IF1
_1 -- $1 _ 0[L11 tl'l#Ikji
@
i_11-I(16,900'_1 Sl|I,FI,NFII,WII,I"I,V,1½(,[01Kt"I,P[HF,F"I,'I½[I, >
I EO 1½Ell ,PEHFI,FI
_11[ i6,900'_1 S"I,R,I,,IF,N,H,V,I_[, _.0 1½[I ,PEHF,F"I,"IK[I, [8 #,[l'l ,
i PEHFI, FI
I B[LWF = _10 -
_F : w[ - OLLWF
_:NO
S'I -= SlO
fI[1LIFII_
Figure 4-42.
Taxi Calculations Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 2 of 2).
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4.12.2 Takeoff, Hover, and Landing Calculations Subroutine
The takeoff, hover, and landing calculations subroutine
(specified by SGTIND = 2) will calculate the thrust or power
required and corresponding fuel flow rates during simulated
takeoff/hover/landing operations. Four options are available,
specified by the input indicator TOLIND:
TOLIND = 1 - Input required thrust-weight ri£_o_and vertical
rate of climb. Program will calculate required
power fractions.
TOLIND = 2 - Input the required power fraction and Vertical
rate of climb. Program will calculate thrust-
weight ratio.
TOLIND = 3 - This option is the same as TOLIN_, except
hover in ground effect is assumed, requiring the
input of height of fuselage bottom above ground
as a fraction of main rotor diameter.
....
TOLIND = 4 - This option is the same as TOLiND = 2, except
hover in ground effect is assumed, requiring the
input of height of fuselage bottom above ground
as a fraction of main rotor diameter.
In all cases, the program will print out the power fraction
and thrust-weight ratio. The program will permit operation
at power fractions greater than 1.0 (more than i00 percent of
available power) in order to make it easier to perform studies
in which engine power is being varied parametrically to sat-
isfy specified takeoff or landing requirements as a site. The
program will, However, _print a cautionary note that power
fraction exceeds i00 percent. In the case (TOHL = 2 or 4)
where the required power fraction is input, if the calculated
thrust-weight ratio is less than the design thrust-weight
ratio input (LOC 0228), the following cautionary note will be
printed: INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE TO HOVER. T/W AVAIL-
ABLE LESS THAN T/W REQUIRED AT DESIGN DOWNLOAD.
For a helicopter configuration having auxii_ary independent
engines, the program sets the auxiliary engine power setting
at ground idle.
It is possible to use a hover segment in the mission profile to
account for a reserve fuel requirement (SGTIND = 20), in such a
case the helicopter weight at the end of hover is set back to
the weight at the beginning of hover, or as a part of the basic
mission (in this case the weight is not reset). In either
case, the fuel used during hover is included in the total fuel
required to size the helicopter.
Figure 4-43 is a flow chart for this subroutine.
_ 4_i95 _
IF
NO i,I1 _L'l , [0. t, O. 01:1
IOLJ lid IJ1 Ol.tL'I , [g, 3, Ol
>
>
4
Figure 4-43. Takeoff, Hover, and Landing Subroutine
Flow Chart (Part 1 of 4).
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Takeoff, Hover, and Landing
Flow Chart (Part 2 of 4).
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Figure 4-43. Takeoff, Hover, and Landing Subroutine
Flow Chart (Part 4 of 4).
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4.12.3 Climb Calculations Subroutine
The third performance segment is a calculation of climb
performance. Four options are available, specified by the
indicator CLMIND:
CLMIND = 1 - The program calculates performance of the air-
craft in a maximum rate of climb ascent limited
by maximum operating airspeed and maximum operat-
ing Mach number. In no event will the aircraft
be required to fly at an airspeed greater than
the input maximum operating airspeed.
CLMIND = 2 - The program calculates the climb performance of
the aircraft at specified constant equivalent
airspeed limited, as before, by MMO and VMO.
CLMIND = 3 - Climb performance is calculated at constant
specified Mach number. Otherwise, the option is
similar to CLMIND = 2.
CLMIND = 4 - Climb will be calculated at constant true air-
speed with the same constraints as for CLMIND = 2.
For all options, the user may input the power setting of the
engines which will be considered to be the maximum permissible
rating. This is accomplished by means of the indicator
POWIND:
POWIND = 0:
POWIND = I:
Maximum
Military engine rating
I
POWIND = 2: Normal J
The user may specify a value for incremental equivalent flat
plate area parasite drag during climb, _FeCLIM B, to represent
variations in store drag.
Engine shutdown during climb may be simulated by inputs for
Nps D (primary engines) and NpSDI (auxiliary independent
engines). One or more engines may be shutdown.
If the flight path (climb) angle exceeds 90 degrees, the
engine power setting is reduced and the program prints out:
CAUTION: CLIMB ANGLE TOO LARGE DUE TO EXCESSIVE POWER
AVAILABLE AT THIS FLIGHT CONDITION. POWER
SETTING REDUCED TO ENGINE RATING.
If there is insufficient power available for climb, the engine
power setting is increased and the program prints out:
4-200
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CAUTION: INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE FOR CLIMB AT
THIS FLIGHT CONDITION. POWER SETTING
INCREASED TO ENGINE RATING.
The input hma x has two applications. If hOPTIND = 1 (optimum
altitude search) and the climb is followed by a cruise, the
input value of hmax will be interpreted as the maximum flight
altitude for the following cruise. If the optimum cruise
altitude is determined by the program to be at an altitude
less than hma x, the climb will terminate at the lower altitude.
If an optimum altitude search is not being used or if the fol-
lowing segment is other than a cruise, the input hma x is
interpreted as the final altitude for the climb segment.
It is possible to use a climb segment in the mission profile
to account for a reserve fuel requirement (SGTIND = 30) (in
such a case the helicopter weight at the end of climb is set
back to the weight at the beginning of climb) or as a part of
the basic mission (in this case the weight is not reset). In
either case, the fuel used during climb is included in the
total fuel required to size the helicopter.
L _ _
Figure 4-44 is a flow chart for this subroutine.
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4-44. climb Calculations Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 3 of 13).
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Climb Calculations Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 4 of 13).
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gS2 ROe101 - ROCt
V-V- t.O
GO 10 86t
[Sfit FP ,, _SHP_ - 0£L1A _ $7H£3_ .. 8HPP I
g85 R0Cb, R0C2
V - V-tO.
L£25 - E
LC26 -,, t
LC_e - t
GO 10 96l
I LC;5-,1 ]GO lO 96t
I
_P 5VJ,- S,P_ J
F-FP *FJ r
CALL POWaVL{1H_X, EHI
PFHF - SHPSV/_HPA
Figure 4-44.
1
g6q LC21 ,. |
ROCI -- BOC_
LC_5 - 2
6- t
GO 10 96t
I  oc2- Roc o I
i -2
80CI., ROC2I
"V - V,IO, JLC25 .- 2GO "10 g63
c,_ N.LE.VHAXI ,_
LC30,,LC30,I
GO lO 96l
L
i
CALL P_W/NJ rlPSJ. O. 01
1H(J., IPERJ
K£J -. _PLJHJ *'1
, ,, _,
jgss v-v,'_o, ILC2. -,LC25,1
C_.L ]HRAVL I1PSJ. O. 01 Iq326
"IKE] - 1P£/_]
KE] .., NPLJHJ *
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4.12.4 Cruise Calculations Subroutine
The fourth performance segment is the calculation of cruise
performance. The cruise performance calculation contains six
separate options specifying the type of cruise for the air-
craft. This option is determined by an input idnicator,
CRSIND. ............_ ...............
CRSIND = 1 - This is a calcuiation of helicopter cruise
performance a%-_a-_ixed cruise power Setting and
at a constant altitude, constrained by limiting
airspeed and Mach number. _ This option calculates
the true airspeed, helicopter advance ratio,
specific range_ and reduction in gross weight
_ i during cruise. In the case bf compound and aux-
..... iliar _ propulsion helicopters, if the auxiliary
_ _ propulsion power required (to satisfy the input
TAuX/TTO T) is greater than that available, as
determined by POWIND, TAUX/TTO T is readjusted to
..... match the power requirements. It should be
further noted that in the case of a configuration
having auxiliary independent engines P0W_ .........
which specifies the desired power setting for the
_ _ _ primary engines, is used as a limiting factor for
the auxiliaries.
CRSIND _ 2 - This option will calculate the cruise per_f_ince
_ _ constrgined 5y cruise power and by limiting air-
speed and Mach number of £_e aircraft at constant
true airspeed and cons£ant altitude. The program
will calculate the-p0wer°setting required, true
airspeed, specific range, and c6rresponding re-
duction in gross weigh£-of the aircraft during
cruise. In the case of an auxiliary independent
engine configuration, if ei£Her the primary or
auxiliary engine power required is greater than
that_available, TAUX/TTO T is readjusted accord-
ingly. Then, if a power required-power available
match is not achieved, cruise speed is reduced.
CRSIND = 3 - This option calculates the airspeed during cruise
required for best specific range, constrained by
normal power setting and by limiting airspeed and
Mach number. Flight is at constant altitude.
When auxiliary independent engines are employed,
cruise speed is reduced (TAux/TTo T not being re-
adjusted from its input value) until both auxil-
iary and primary power required are less than
available.
CRSIND = 4 - This option will calculate the "long range
cruise" condition; that is, cruise at speed for
4-215
99% of best specific range. Flight is con-
strained by normal power setting, limiting
airspeed and Mach number and is at constant
altitude.
CRSIND = 5 - This option is a calculation for a cruise-climb
at a constant value of W/_ (airplane weight to
ambient pressure ratio). The airspeed will be
the speed for best specific range.
CRSIND = 6 - This is a calculation for a cruise climb
(constant W/_) at the speed for 99% of best
specific range.
Cruise power setting as discussed above is defined by user
input to be maximum (POWIND = 0), military (POWIND = i), or
normal (POWIND = 2) engine rating. This subroutine permits
simulation of cruise performance of an aircraft with an arbi-
trary number of engines (both primary and auxiliary) shut
down.
The program user specifies the number of engines shut down and a
corresponding increment in airplane equivalent flat plate area
drag.
The user may also specify a desired value of headwind when
CRSIND = 3 through 6.
It is possible to use a cruise segment in the mission profile
to account for a reserve fuel requirement (SGTIND = 40) (in
such a case the helicopter weight at the end of cruise is set
back to the weight at the beginning of cruise) or as a part of
the basic mission (in this case the weight is not reset). In
either case, the fuel used during cruise is included in the
total fuel required to size the helicopter.
The input for the subroutine consists of the final range for
cruise, the step size (incremental range), number of engines
shut down, increment in drag coefficient, atmospheric condi-
tions, required true airspeed (if CRSIND = 2) the headwind
(if CRSIND = 3, 4, 5, or 6) and the settings for CRSIND and
POWIND. Figure 4-45 is a flow chart of this subroutine.
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. 4.12.5 Descent Calculations Subroutine
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N
Twelve different options for descent performance calculation
are available. The options fall into three different cat-
egories: descent at constant true air Speed (TAS), descent
at constant equivalent air speed (EAS), and descent at con-
stant Mach number. In addition, each type of descent may be
calculated for a specified type of descent flight path,
specified by RMAXND as follows:
Value of P_I_XND Type of Fii_ht Path
1
2
Descent flight path ends at
specified terminal range.
Program checks terminal range
requirement, but does not match
it.
Descent flight-path ends-at a
specified minimum altitude, the
terminal range requirement not
being considered.
Fuel used a_ time required for
descent _are _Culated, but no
range c{ed_£ iF given (i .e. ,
spiral de scent path) .
Rate of descent (R/D) is always input. I_-the airspeed-rate
of descent combination (as specified by DESIND) exceeds the
descent boundaries, the airspeed will be held constant, while
the R/D is adjusted accordingly. Figure 4-46 in which R/D is
plotted against flight speed, illustrates the descent
boundaries. They are:
(a) Vertical rate of descent boundary
(y = -900)
(b) VVpj_ (vortex ring state) limit descent speed - defined by
the--equation
where T = total rotor thrust
A = disc area, ..........
(c) Autorotative descent (power required = 0).
= ;7 ;
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0R/D
VVRL V
__ i STRAIGHT LINE
% _ i / cc_ %
(b)" /_ _ X y = _45 °
(a) Vertical rate of descent boundary
(b) Vortex ring state limit descent speed
(c) Autorotative descent boundary
Figure 4-46. Descent Boundaries.
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The distinction between the first type of descent flight path
(as specified by RMAXND = 0) and the last three (RMAXND = i,
2, 3) in regard to the range at which the descent starts, when
terminal range is specified, should be clear!y understood.
a. If RMAXND = 0, no spiral descent path is permi£ted. _:_.......The
program will calculate 5he value for range at the begin-
ning of the descent which is required to satisfy the
terminal condition on range and altitude. In order to do
this, the program "backs up" on the previous segment. If
this option (RMAXND = 0) is used, the descent must be pre-
ceded by a cruise segment. The input value for maximum
range for the preceding cruise segment is a dummny value
and the cruise will actually terminate, in order to begin
descent, at an earlier point. It is recommended, however,
that when the RMAXND = 0 option is to be used, the maximum
range during the preceding cruise be input as the same
value as the terminal range at the end of the following
descent.
b. If RMAXND = i, the descent will start at the current value
for range and, as previously described, the aircraft will
fly a straight-line path to the desired terminal point.
If the predicted flight path (as checked against the
specified terminal range by the program) ends beyond the
specified terminal range, a spiral descent path from the
a_titude at that point to the final altitude is assumed.
If the predicted flight path ends before reach!n_ the
specified terminal range point, the program prints
"SHALLOWER DESCENT REQUIRED". The descent may follow
any other segment (climb, cruise, etc.) or may start the
mission.
c. If RMAXND = 2 or 3, the descent will start at the Current
value for range; and, depending on the option chosen, will
either end at the minimum altitude (RMAXND = 2) specified,
with no constraint on the resulting range, or a spiral
descent path (RMAXND = 3) will be assumed. As with
RMAXND = i, the descent options may follow any other seg-
ment, or may start the mission.
An increment in aircraft parasite drag may be input in order to
simulate the effects of dive brakes, external stores, etc. It
is possible to use a descent segment in the mission profile
to account for a reserve fuel requirement (SGTIND = 50)(in
such a case the helicopter weight at the end of descent is set
back to the weight at the beginning of descent) or as a part of
the basic mission (in this case the weight is not reset). In
either case, the fuel used during descent is included in the
total fuel required to size the helicopter.
!
i ....
Input to the subroutine consists of the settings for DESIND
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and RMAXND, atmospheric conditions, R/D, the propulsive thrust
split, the incremental parasite drag, the operating wing lift
coefficient (winged and compound helicopters), the final alti-
tude, the step size, the required TAS, EAS or Mach number, the
terminal range requirement (RMAXND= 0, i) and the number of
engines shut down. Subroutine DESPOW(which is called by the
Descent calculations subroutine) calculates the power required
for descent at the desired flight conditions. Figure 4-47 is
a flow chart of subroutine DESPOWand Figure 4-48 is a flow
chart of the descent calculations subroutine.
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Figure 4-48. Descent Calculations
(Part 1 of 6).
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Subroutine Flow Chart
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Figure_4_48. Descent Calculations Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 2 of 6).
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Figure 4-48.
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Figure 4-48. Descent Calculations Subroutine Flow Chart
(Part 6 of 6).
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4.12.6 Loiter Calculations Subroutine
The sixth performance segment represents a calculation of
helicopter loiter performance. In this subroutine, the heli-
copter will fly at the airspeed for best endurance. This
subroutine calculates the power required and the airspeed to
maximize the endurance of the helicopter. It also determines
the fuel required to loiter for a specified period of time.
Engine shutdown during loiter may be simulated by inputs for
NpSD (primary engines) and NpSDi (auxiliary independent
engines). One or more engines may be shutdown. An increment
in helicopter drag (_FeLOITER) may be input to represent drag
changes due to external stores, windmilling propellers (in the
case of a compound helicopter using propellers), etc.
For a compound helicopter, the split 0f-propulsive thrust
required between the main rotor and the auxiliary propulsion
system may be specified by an input for (TAux/TTOT).
It is possible to use a loiter segment in the mission profile
to account for a reserve fuel requirement (SGTIND = 60) (in
such case the helicopter weight at the end of loiter is set
back to the weight at the beginning of loiter) or as a part
of the basic mission (in this case the weight is not reset).
In either case, the fuel used during loiter is included in the
total fuel required to size the helicopter.
The input to this subroutine consists _he iime for loiter,
step size (incremental time), the incremental parasite drag
area, the number of engines (primary and auxiliary independent)
shut down, the atmospheric conditions, the operating wing lift
coefficient (in the case of compound and winged helicopters),
and the propulsive thrust split. A flow chart of this sub-
routine is shown in Figure 4-49.
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Figure 4-49.
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Figure 4-49. Loiter Calculations Subroutine (Part 6 of 7).
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Figure 4-49. Loiter Calculations Subroutine (Part 7 of 7).
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4.12.7 Change of Weight Subroutines
The seventh and eighth performance segments represent an
incremental change in weight of fuel or payload. These
options would be used to simulate refueling, unloading or
loading of passengers, or a fuel drop. The input to the sub-
routines consists of the increment in weight and a correspond-
ing increment in time. The fuel or payload weight which is
added is not allowed to increase the aircraft weight to a
value greater than the gross weight unless a performance case
is being run and WGTIND = I. Inputting a large value for the
increment in weight will bring the aircraft weight up to gross
weight if WGTIND = 0 or a sizing case is being run. Figures
4-50 and 4-51 are flow charts of these subroutines.
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Figure 4-50. Change of Fuel Weight Subroutine, Flow Chart.
Reproduced from
bes! available copy.
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4.12.8 Transfer Altitude
There are many different applications for which a discon-
tinuous change in altitude may be desirable:
l • The flight profile may require takeoff at hot day, high
altitude conditions followed by climb from sea level to
specified altitude for standard day conditions.
. It may be required that no credit be taken for range,
fuel, or distance during descent (for example,
Reference 9).
. It may be required to study cruise speed at specified
power at a series of different altitudes• This can be
accomplished by a series of very short cruise segments
interspersed with altitude transfers.
For these and other reasons, the program includes a transfer
altitude segment, specified by SGTIND = 9. The only required
input is the altitude to which the aircraft is to be
transferred.
Transfer altitude may also be used during an optimum altitude
search when it is _ollowed by a cruise. In that case, the
altitude which is input represents the maximum altitude per-
mitted for the subsequent cruise.
Figure 4-52 is a flow chart of this subroutine.
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Figure 4-52. Transfer Altitude Subroutine, Flow Chart.
Reproduced from
best available copy.
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5.0 PRO6RAM INPUT
5.1 GENERAL
Input to the program is made by means of a standard set of
input sheets. Although there are large quantities of possible
input, necessitated by the requirement to keep the program
flexible and general, the input sheets have been configured
to give maximum visibility and reduce the tediousness of in-
putting the data. This has been accomplished through several
means:
l . All input of a similar nature has been grouped together.
Thus, all dimensional information is on the same input
sheet, regardless of whether it is used in the size trends
subroutine or elsewhere.
2. The input sheets have been color-coded to distinguish
between the data required in the sizing option (OPTIND = I)
and the much smaller amount of data required for perform-
ance calculations (OPTIND = 2 or 3).
3. Footnotes on the input sheets call attention to input
which is not required due to selection of one of the op-
tional paths of computation .......
4. For parametric studies where only one or two variables
are being changed from case to case, a special supple-
mentary input sheet may be used, thus reducing the
quantity of paper work.
Altogether there are 31 different input sheets which can be
loosely grouped into seven categories: general information,
aircraft descriptive information, mission profile information,
engine cycle information, rotor data, propeller data, and
supplementary information. A specimen copy of each input
sheet is included in this section. Descriptions of input
variables and indicators are given in paragraphs 5.3.1 and
5.3.2. The use of the various input sheets is discussed below
in paragraphs 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.
5.1.1 General Information
Input all primary program indicators (except those for
specific mission segments, such as CRSIND), mission initial
conditions, reserve fuel factors, and maneuver load factor.
5.1.2 Aircraft Description Information
5.1.2.1 Dimensional Information - Input characterisitc
geometric information for aircraft being studied.
5-1
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5.1.2.2 Propulsion Information - Input data for numbers of
primary aM auxiliary independent propulsion engines, pro-
pellers, propeller cruise efficiencies, etc., and critical
engine sizing conditions. There are three different input
sheets for propulsion information: one for the primary en-
gines (always used) and two for use with compound and auxil-
iary propulsion helicopter configurations. Of these two, one
sheet is for propeller data and the other for auxiliary inde-
pendent propulsion engine data.
5.1.2.3 Aerodynamics Information - Input aircraft drag
characteristic and (in the case of compound and winged heli-
copters) wing section lift/drag characteristics.
5.1.2.4 Weight Information - Input the factors and constants
for weight trends calculations.
5.1.3 Mission Profile Information
There are seven input sheets for mission profile information.
They are:
1. Taxi Information
2. Takeoff, Hover, and Landing Information
3. Climb Information
4. Cruise Information
5. Descent Information
6. Loiter Information
7. Change of Weight and Transfer Altitude Information
(incorporating change of fuel weight, change of payload
weight, and transfer altitude)
Each input variable on the mission profile sheets is repre-
sented by an array of ten input locations. The data for these
locations is filled in sequentially by rows as the particular
mission segment is used. For example, the first time that
taxi is used in a particular case, the required input informa-
tion is filled in on the first row of the input sheet. Data
for the second taxi of a case is filled in on the second row,
and so on. Thus, up to ten of any particular segment may be
used in a case.
5.1.4 Engine Cycle Information
The engine cycle sheets may be used to input engine cycle data
when one of the standard engine cycles is not used. The three
engine cycle sheets are divided into standard performance in-
formation and nonstandard performance information. The stand-
ard performance data, of which there are two sheets, represent
the performance of idealized engine cycles. These data are
unlimited except for the effect of engine ratings, which are
dictated by values of turbine temperature. The nonstandard
5-2
performance represents limiting values of fuel flow, torque,
rpm and other nonstandard effects. It should be noted that
auxiliary independent engine input data can be created from
the HESCOMPengine cycle library data simply by the input
of the applicable engine cycle IBM card deck, preceded and
followed by a "66666" card. Nonstandard auxiliary independent
engine performance is input using the sheet provided for that
purpose.
5.1.5 Propeller Performance Data
The propeller performance sheets may be used to input data for
a specific propeller when using DDIND = i. The data is input
as a table of Cp as a function of-C T and J.
5.1.6 Rotor Performance Data
Rotor performance data can be input in two ways. If the short
form "aero" performance computation method is used (ROTIND =
i), rotor data is input using the rotor "cycle" input sheet.
Alternatively, rotor performance data may be input in "map"
form (ROTIND = 2, 3) on the five rotor performance map input
sheets. The first sheet is for hover performance data which
is input as a table of CpH/c as a function of CT/a and _IP-
The remaining four sheets are for cruise performance data
which is input as a table of Cp/a as a function of _, CT/_,
Cx/ .
5.1.7 Supplementary Information
The supplementary input sheet may be used for the second and
subsequent cases of a parametric study. For example, in the
case of a tandem rotor helicopter, if the user wishes to
change both the rotor overlap/diameter ratio (location 0132 -
see dimensional information sheet) and the disc loading
(location 0173 - see dimensional information sheet), these
locations and their new values may be filled in on the supple-
mentary input sheet.
Two typical problems, from input to output, are discussed in
Section 7.6 of this manual.
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0 = INPUTFIXEO :SIZE AUX,INDEP.ENG. 9th
1 : PROG, SIZE AUX. INDEP* ENG.
; = PROG. USES OTR TREND 10th2 = INPUT DTR
3 ---- INPUT (T/A) NET
, = ,NRuT_T. 1lth
2 = INPUT CT'/O"
i= INPUT,R_T. _T 12th
2 : INPUT CLDEs P VDES,_V T
3 = INPUT CLDEs _ yo[_ , ARvT
0=NO HOR. TAIL 13th
= FIXED SIZE HOR. TAlLINPUT TAIL V L. COEFF.
o .... uT _. ,'l. 14th
1,2 ---- PROG.CA£.C XM/,{ B
1 = INPUT(tO/L)/O|*ROTOR POSN'slStE
2 : INPUT((O/'L)/O),I C
3 = kNPUTIce ROTOR POSN'S
,=_NPUThp2 16th
2 = INPUT CJ/S
1= s,zE .RIM. ENG.'_RT/O ONL_17th
2 = SIZE PRIM,ENG. FOR T/O OR
CRUISE
18th
GROSS WEIGHT
19th
ALTITUDE
20th
RANGE
21st
TLME
22nd
J? : CRUISE _ SPECIFIED ALTo= CRU,SE_ OPT.ALT, 23rd
MAC.... 24th
EA_ 25th
NOM. = 1,0
NOM. = 0.0
FUEL FLOW MULTIPLIER
NOM. ---'- t °0
5-5
64 87 70 73 76 78
MISSION PROFILE INFORMATION
MAXIMUM OF 50 CONSECUTIVE SEGMENTS
VALUES OF SGTIND
0=END OF MISSION 5 = DESCENT
1= TAXI 6; LOITER
2= T.O., HOVER, LAND "/=CHANGE FUEL
3= CLIMB 8=CHANGE PAYLOAD
4:CRUISE 9-- TRANSFER ALTITUDE
100= END OF CASE
LOC. VALUE
00_
00_
0037
0038
0039
OO40
0_1
0O42
0043
OO44
0_5
0046
0047
0048
0_9
0050
0051
OO52
0053
0054
0055
OO56
OO57
OO58
OO59
LOC. VALUE
OO6O
0061
OO62
0O63
OO64
OO65
O066
0067
OO68
OO69
007O
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079 ,
0080
0081
0082
OO83
0084
NOTES: INPUT ONLY IF:
a. AUXIND = 2,4 e. CNFIND = 2
b. AUXIND = 3,4 f. FIXlND = 1
c. AiPIND = 2
d. CNFINO = 1
NOTE: WHEN OPTIND = 2 OR 3 CONSIDER ONLY
THOSE ITEMS IN THE SHADED BLOCKS
Precedingpageblank

BOEING VERTOL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF THE- BOEING COMPANY
HESCOMP HELICOPTER SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAM B-91
HELICOPTER DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION
NOTE: WHEN OPTIND= 2OR 3 CONSIDER ONLY
THOSE ITEMS IN THE SHADED BLOCKS
SHEE'T NO. ICASE NO.
OF
WING
NOTE
a
b
C
d
f
VARIABLE
5w
w/s
bw/D
AR
(t/c) R
(t/c) T
.AC/4
CF/C
h'/hF
I CLo
AR HT
_TH e
(t/c) HT
9H
_H
S HT
UNIT
FT 2
PSF
DEG
LOC. VALUE
0101
0102
0103
0104
0105
0106
0107
0108
0109
0110
0111
HOR.
TAIL
h
0112
0113
0114
0115
0116
FT2 0117
AUX. i YCL FT 0118
PROP.
i _s 0119
(IF LOCATED ON WING)
_._ S WET/S F 0120
GEN.
_,S WET FT 2 0121
NOTES: INPUT NOT NECESSARY
a. SwlND = 2,3 j.
b. SwlND = 1,3 k.
c. bwlND = 2,3 I.
d. bwlND = 1,3 m.
e. AUXIND = 1,3 n.
f. SwlND = 1,2 p.
g. HTIND = 1 q.
h. HTIND= 2 r.
i. bwlND = 1,2
FORM _3_ _1/7s)
WHEN:
MRPIND= 1,2
CNFIND = 2
FDMIND = 3
FDMIND = 2
VTFIND = 2
VTFIND = 3
VTFIND = 1
AIPIND = 2
NOM = 1.0
S-7
BODY
VERT.
TAIL
PRIM.
ENG.
NAC.
AUX.
IND.
ENG.
NAC.
I
_OTE
J
k
k
k
1
m
m
VARIABLE UNIT LOC.
hF FT 0122
Wr ;T 0123
(I/'d)p 0124
(Z/d)r 0125
_C FT 0126
_w FT 0127
(XM/lB) 0128
(ZTB /d?S ) 0129
(d_s ,/d_s ) 0130
kT STING 0131
((O/L}/D) 0132
(Ax1/ lp) 0133
(Ax2/LT) 0134
VALUE
n ARvT 0135
'_VT 0 t 36
(t/c ) VT 0137
P CVT 0 ] 38
K z 0139
q CLOES 0140
KT S
q VoES TASI 0141
_ 0142
0143
0144
(/AiP/le) 0145
_'4 0146
;Ys 0147
)'6 0148
( ZAIA ,/leA) 0149
AS/SsT R 0150
bNs/d]l
Precedingpageblank

BOEING VERTOL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF TH£ BOEINK_ COMPANY
H ESCOMP
HELICOPTER DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION
NOTE: WHEN OPTIND=2OR 3 CONSIDER ONLY
THOSE ITEMS IN THE SHADED BLOCKS
NOTE
FWD.
ROTOR
PYLON
t
HELICOPTER SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAM B-91
VARIABLE UNIT LOC.
(t/c)R F 0152
(t/C)TF 0153
ARFp 0154
_-FP 0155
hp_ FT 0156
VALUE
SHEET NO.
OF CASE NO.
AFT
ROTOR
PYLON
a
b
(t/¢)R A 0157
(t/¢)T A 0158
ARAp 0159
hap 0160
hp2 FT 0161
g/S J 0162
t- IN THE CASE OF THE SINGLE ROTOR HELICOPTER,
THIS BECOMES THE MAIN ROTOR PYLON
NOTES: INPUT NOT NECESSARY IF:
a. APHiND = 2
b. APHIND = I
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BOEING VERTOL COMPANY HESCOMP HELICOPTER SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
. O_v,S_ONov T.E mot_N_COMPANY COMPUTER PROGRAM B-91
HELICOPTER AERODYNAMICS INFORMATION
NOTE: WHEN OPTIND=2 CONSIDER ONLY THOSE ITEMS IN THE SHADED BLOCKS
SHEET NO.
OF
iNOTE VARIABLE LOC. VALUE
a COvT i 0301
a C%'r i 0302
b COAp 0303
Co FP 0304
COCSMR 0305
COSHMR 0306
a CocsTR 0307
a CosH_ 0308
Ca M 0309
CDNI 0310
CoNs 0311
C (Gw/Fe) 0312
c K_o 0313
d • _ 0314
a TFEF 0315
AFeFT z 0316
NOTE VARIABLE
a Kv,r
a KHT
b KAP
KFp
KHPIM
a KHPIT
KN
KNI
KNs
KF
Kw
LOC. VALUE
0317
0318
0319
0320
0321
0322
0323
0324
0325
0326
0327
1 io3281
I q 032,
WING PROFILE DRAG AS FUNCTION OF CL
IN TABLE 3
NOTE: CLW, Cowl INPUT
NOT NECESSARY
WHEN AUXIND = 1,3
CLw( I}
CLW(2)
CLw(3}
CLW(4)
CLw(5)
CLw(B)
CLw(?)
CLW{B}
0331
0332
0333
0334
0335
0336
0337
0338
Cow E!I,!
Cow L(z}
Cow L(s)
COW l_ (4)
Cow i (s)
Co w i (6}
Cow i (7)
C°w i (e)
0339
0340
0341
0342
0343
0344
0345
0346
NOTES: a. INPUT NOT NECESSARY WHEN CNFIND = 2
b. INPUT NOT NECESSARY WHEN CNFIND= I
c. INPUT NOT NECESSARY WHEN DRGIND= 1
d. INPUT NOT NECESSARY WHEN OSWIND = 1
Precedingpageblank
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BOEING VERTOL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF BOEING COMPANY
HELICOPTER WEIGHT INFORMATION
NOTE: WHEN OPTIND= 2OR 3 CONSIDER ONLY THOSE ITEMS IN THE SHADED BLOCKS
ff
VARIABLE LOC.
OWE 2601
W_c 2602
WFuL 2603
WpL 2604
VALUE
,, ,,,,
k?q
kRc
ksc
kFw
kTM
ksAs
kRCA
kSCA
kMc
FLIGHT CONTROLS
2613
2614
2615
2616
2617
2618
2619
2620
2621
_OWE IS NOT NECESSARY WHEN
/
OPTIND= 1,2
:_WpL IS NOT NECESSARY
WHEN OPTIND= 2
INCREMENTAL GROUP WTS. NOM = 0
VARIABLE LOC. VALUE
Z_WFc 2605
Z_Wp 2606
AWsT 2607
GROUP WEIGHT INFORMATION
kB
AC.G.
kLG
kMG
kww
LF
kws
kwp
kilT
kCLF
kNAC
kAIP
kNACA
kAIA
kNS
Ks
K7
K8
K9
Klo
Kll
STRUCTURAL
2623
2624
2625
2626 L
2627
2628
2629
2630
2631
2632
2633
2634
2635
2636
O
I--
U
i1
>"'- K2
-- II
-J< K 4
_.z
-o Ks
:::)Z
2654
2655
2656
2657
2658
2659
2660
2661
2662
2663
2664
Precedingpageblank
SHEEToFNO, CASE NO,
VARIABLE
RMI
W_
Wo
d_
do
kpRB
kRBF
kpH
k amd
kBLFO
kTR
kAR
kpA
kVTAR
kpos
kposz
kTRDS
kADS
kADSZ
kFs
kpEI
kAEI
LOC.
2608
2609
2610
2611
2612
PROPULSION
2637
2638
2639
2640
2641
2642
2643
2644
2645
= _L_ _
2646
2647
2648
2649
2650
2651
2652
VALUE
2653
K 12 2665
K 13 2666
K 14 2667
KI s 2668
K 16 2669
K 17 2670
K1 e 2671
Kt 9 2672
K2o 2673
FORM s3_,4 (,,/73_ 5-23
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BOEING VERTOL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF THE BOEING COMPANY
HESCOMP HELICOPTER SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAM B-91 SHEET NO.
OF
CASE NO.
TAXI INFORMATION
llrt
2nd
3 rd
4 th
6 th
7th
8th
10 th
ATMIND
VALUE
................... u
iii:i::i::i041_2i : I
ii::_:_i04;g_i!i: !
_ii_iiiiiiii:]
0 - STD ATMOSPHERE
1 = STD + _TIN
2 = ARBITRARY _) (h)
{Nil/Nil MAX )
(PRIM ENG)
L( VALUE
..... =
|
1St
2 nd
3rd
4th
5th
6 th
7t_
8 th
9 th
10 th
tT (HR)
VALUE
!!iNill!ili}i?iiii?iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
LOC
r;:.'-'" . "::T.'::
iii_i:Q,¢35: i
,:::---_--_---:.- ....
Iiiiiii!i_iii_
KFI
VALUE
FORM 53125 (11173)
NOTE: a. INPUT NOT NECESSARY WHEN ATMIND = 0, 2
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BOEING VERTOL COMPANY
A EIIVI_ION OF THE SOEING COMPANY
H ESCOMP HELICOPTER SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAM B-91
ENGINE CYCLE DATA; NON.STANDARD PERFORMANCE
PRIMARY ENGINE DATA
NI!ND
::!:!! !!:!:!::!:!:
NIGIND
IN2_ND
QI"ND
.....i202 '
;;..: :::::::::i..... .,.,,....:.:.:.:.:.:.:>::,:<:<,::
12_ Axi Q" 1224
0 = NO FUEL FLOW CUTOFFWDTZND: I FUEL FLOW CUTOFF N2ZND:
0:NO NI CUTOFFNIZND: 1 N1 CUTOFF QIND:
::::::::::::::::::::::l _::i:_::!::i_ i '"" "' " "
RNOiND
SHEET NO. ICASE NO.OF
INPUT IF WDTTND = i
INPUT IF NI]:ND = 1
INPUT IF NleI.ND = 1
INPUT IF N2TND = 1,2
INPUT IF QIND = 1
i = NO N2 CUTOFF; OPTIMUM N2 VARIATION
= N2 CUTOFF; OPTIMUM N2 VARIATION
= N2 CUTOFF; NON-OPTIMUM N2 VARIATION
t01:NO TORQUE CUTOFFTORQUE CUTOFF
12_iiiii iiiili iil i 0:NoREYN°LDSN°.C°RRECT'°Ns
...... 1= REYNOLDS NO. CORRECTIONS
REYNOLDS NO. CORRECTION FACTOR
Nj D
VALUES OF N.Z, I/1
iTLO_:_ iI_A_UE
!2o ;I
1212 !
........, , ±::
i2!_:
VALUES OF KpR
t
LOC
11226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
i 1232
L, i,i ';
1:233
1234
i iV ALLIIE:
i i: 7
I
---,---------: :,F "
, ::: :- .....
v
INPUT THIS TABLE IF RNOTND : 1
I
Nlel"ND: {01 : NOREFERRED N1 CUTOFFREFERRED N_ CUTOFF
OUTPUT SHAFT SPEED CORRECTION
VALUES OF "l_Op T
i ...... .............
 .oc .
112:38........ :::::::::
$::::..::, I :::. i:: ::::
: ............ :::::-::: ..i..: :.: ::i:!:i:
:1239..... .........:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::
i ::':'"':":':,, ": :L.'.:
: 1240 ::"....
,.].24.!i: ........... ...
i:242 .....
1243
t24_
i2 s
i2 ::
VALUES OF KpN
LOC
;: H
t250
1251
1252
V ALU E:
1253 ....
1254 i ::
1255 i .................
!2s7
INPUT THIS TABLE IF N2TND = 2 AND
NON-STANDARD CORRECTION IS DESIRED
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FORM _3138 (11173)
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BOEING VERTOL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF THE BOEING COMPANY
HESCOMP HELICOPTER SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAM B-91
ENGINE CYCLE DATA; NON-STANDARD PERFORMANCE
SHEET NO. ICASE NO.OF
AUXILIARY INDEPENDENT ENGINE DATA
:::::::::::::::::::::: :
: :!:!:!:!:!:!?i!:i.i:'::i:
i!ii_i_i_ii!ii!i
..... . ...........
INPUT IF WDTINDI = 1
INPUT IF NIlNDI = 1
INPUT IF N181NDI = 1
INPUT IF N21NDI = 1, 2
INPUT IF Q1NDI = 1
0 = NO FUEL FLOW CUTOFFWDTINDh 1 = FUEL FLOw CUTOFF
tO = NO N1 CUTOFFNIlNDh 1 1 CUTOFF
ti = NO N2 CUTOFF; OPTIMUM N2 VARIATIONN21NDI : : 2 CUTOFF; OPTIMUM N2 VARI TIONN2 CUTOFF; NON-OPTIMUM N2 VARIATION
o,.o,:{lO:.O.O.OU_o,o- N,0,No,;t =No"_""_oN'_o'o_TORQUE CUTOFF 1 = REFERRED N1 CUTOFF
-____=
_-_- _
!:
i T_y
i iiii ii iii........0 = NO REYNOLDS NO. CORRECTIONS1 = REYNOLDS NO. CORRECTIONS
REYNOLDS NO. CORRECTION FACTOR
N
VALUES OF "1 D
NI" _1
::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
_ 1_,ii!i i:ii!i
l
.i? ::,:::_::,::!• i?:i27_?Z;[_2;i[ii[i[i]!![Si!!?!!Tii;¢!!i!ii_ii!i!ii!?ii_i_i_i_!_!?iSi_
i: iiiii:_ii!iii:i_i)}iiiii:iiii!ii@iii_iiii
i_i::::!::;iiiiiiii!i_!!i! ::;;i:, _ i, :#_ii:_!i!ii_,!!
! ]i: 1: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
7::
2214
k
VALUES OF KpR
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
INPUT THIS TABLE IF RNOINDI = 1
OUTPUT SHAFT SPEED CORRECTION
VALUES OF NIl
Nit OPT
::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
i_L iiiii,ii_ii
i illiiiNi;it ili:iiili i
z_i i!iLi!iiiiiiiiiiii!
; i!!!i:_i_i_i:_i:_i;i!i!i:i_i_iiiii_ii!i!_iiiiiii[ii(ii
k
Ir
INPUT THIS TABLE IF N21NDI = 2 AND
NON-STANDARD CORRECTION IS DESIR ED
VALUES OF KpN
i!i_!_!i_iiiii_ii!i'i7iiiiii!_i,ii!i!iiiiiii_i'i_ii_i!i!i!i_i!jii_iiiii_iliiiiiiiiiiili
2254::: _ .i i::i
J
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FORM53118 (11/73)
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BOEING VERTOL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF THE BOEING COMPANY
HESCOMP HELICOPTER SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAM B-91
ROTOR PERFORMANCE MAP
SHEET NO. 1 JC_ENo.
OF 5
E
m:
.k
| _-:
t
i
LOC VALUE
!_:i_ii!i_:!:!:!:i:!:!:!::_:_:_:_:_:_,_:_:::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: = :: :: :: :::E Ii i ! i:i! i !i i:!:!:_:i::! !:!:i:i:!:!':!:_:':_i:i:i_i:_:i:i:i::
i!iiiii!iiiii!;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili)iiiiiiiiii':iiiiiiiiiiiii!iliiiiiii::i::iiiii
.:.:,.:.:.:.:,.:-:.:,:.:4.:,:.:_:4. .:.:,:. .:.__:::.:.:.:._:.:.:.:.>:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.x.:z.x.:-:-::::: ======================================•......._.,....-.,..-.........-.-:.;_-._.:.:.:..:.:.:.::::.:.:
HOVER PERFORMANCE
LOC VALUE
VALUES OF CT/O
(CT./O)1
(CT/O)2
(CT/Ol3
(CT/O)4
(CT/m 5
(CT/O')6
(CT/O)7
(CT/O)8
(CT/%
( CT/O 10
LOC VALUE
"i!ii!i!i_]ii_i:_i_iiiii:i_iii_i_ii_j_i_ii_iii_ii_i_iii_ii_i_i_ii_i!_iii!!i!_!_!iiii!i:_!!_i,
"iii iii_ "i!il_.!iliiiil!i!i!iiiiiiililillilili! !iii!iii!il l liiiliiiiii!ii:ii;
::: _=: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :i
_!!_ !!!_!!_:,:!_i!!'_!::!!!!::!!,:_!:,,!ii!i_ii_!_i,i::ii!i!i_ !'_!_!_!i!iiii: :, ,;l:_
...............................................................................
ili':i_i _::_:......;:;,_;i;i;ii;i::!_;i_;_::_:;.......
LOC VALUE
!i:iii'_i'i!_!'i ii_:ii!!i!iiiili._° i, !!i"!!'=:'i_'_ii!::i':i!!ii_ili!iiiililili:,iliiiiiiiiii_
i:ii:i!i_i=ii: i!!::i;i=!i:, I i:i:iiiiiiii:iii
LOC VALUE
_!!!!iii.!!i!'_!i!!!_,!! !!.i.'_i.!.!ii!.. _.:_ .i.!.i.i
VALUES OF MTI P
LOC VALUE
iii!!ii!i:ilMi_ii!iiii!iiiiii:.iiiii
iiilii _?.;_
::i!iiiiiii: " : i: i !ii:.i!i!!i!?i!!iii !i
::::i::::,!::i:::.M_ i:-iiii:;:ii!!i2719::: :i?ii!! ii!i:!i:,:!!!!_ii
ii:::::::ii:_::ii_ii ii::_i i i:-iiiiiilili_iiiti I_:iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?i_iiii_i_i::ii!i_:!_
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::_:::i:i:i:i::i:i: _:!:i:!_:_:_!:_:i;ii:i;i; i ; :
i:::iii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ilil;i_:,_i!!iii_i_!i:i::
CT/G = 4T/p _ D2VT2NR o"
CPH/O = 22OO RHP/p _ D2VT3NRO
(CT/°) I =
(CT/O12 =
(CT/O13 =
(CT/O) 4 =
(CT/O) 5 =
(CT/O16 =
(CTIO) 7 =
(CT/O)8 =
(CT/O) 9 =
CT/O)_0 =
INPUT VALUES OF CPH/O FOR COMBINATIONS
OF C.r/O AND MTI P
MTIP1 = MTIP 2 = MTIP3 = MTIP4 = MTIP5 = MTIP6 =
LOC VALUE LOC VALUE LOC VALUE LOC VALUE LOC VALUE LOC VALUE
. ::::!:::::!!i:::::t ... , .:,:!:!_.:,_-::._:.:!:i. l..:...:.:... _: ..:..:........ .:... :.:::ii::.:.::::::I.,_ :::-:::::-:::I _!!_!:!._:_:_:!:i_!L... |.....:::....i.i_.::..._]____::.:-:.............:::-:!:_:_:!:J ;.:..-.. ............. :......... _:, ::::.,:.:_!i:i:i:i:i:i:i
':_P_4 ::...........-........ :2734 ............. ...... 274;4..... ::::-i-:-:::ii: 2764 ::.:i:!: ] 27_i 2774 .........
t ........... I t t _ .......... " ,, -
27:25 2735 ........ 2745 ::--: : [ 2_55 _:. 276_ ', 27:/5
..... "......... i ............. ....... ] ....... :......... .........
, , ,* .............. .&,. ........ a,, . ................... * ...........
2127 ---: :--:-: _7_ " :............... :J 2747 .... I 27"/7 ...._:?i-:.i?:-:::L.I:I
. * ......... :: .:::- -::
=_=:I :::::_ _= I : =_* ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=_" ............ =?s_ ...... 2TT_[:i:_:i::::_!i:_:_::i_:?:_:!ii!_iii:,i::i
.._ ..... il ,. :-.._.,::...._ ::-::,i:] ;:o.:::::.::...::....:.m.:.... .....:_:-::...........!: J. [ ::::::::::::::::::::::..[ ....... __I..... _:.__-.......
:-.:-:::i:-:l ..:i?ii:::::.ii:::_!:_._i_il t _:::: ........ |...::::::::i.::: i::- I . ....... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J _::_,::.: [- :::"_--:Y::_i:::| l ,:::.,....:..:..:..: I i.:..::.:.:. :::.:.:i::i:_:_:::::i:_;_;::-:"'.:
NOTE: C T & Cp ARE IN "ROTOR" NOTATION
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FORM 53133 (11/73)
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k5.3
5.3.1
AF
AR
ARAP
ARFp
ARHT
ARvT
b (bMR 'bTR)
BBS/ I
C
CD B
CDBo
CDAp
CDFp
CDcsMR
CDcsT R
C D
HT
PROGRAM INPUT
Pro@ram Variables
Activity factor (per blade) of propeller
Wing aspect ratio
Aft rotor pylon aspect ratio (tanden rotor
helicopter)
Forward rotor pylon aspect ratio (tandem
rotor helicopter)
Horizontal tail aspect ratio
Vertical tail aspect ratio
Blade number per rotor or propeller
Ratio of auxiliary independent engine nacelle
strut span to nacelle diameter
Ratio of wing span to main rotor diameter
Tail rotor/fin blockage factor
Baseline rotor cruise profile drag coefficient
(input in rotor "cycle")
Baseline rotor hover profile drag coefficient
(input in rotor "cycle")
Aft r_tor pylon profile drag coefficient at
Re=10" (based on aft pylon planform area)
Forward rotor pylon profile drag coefficient at
Re=107(based on forward pylon max frontal area)
Main rotor hub center section profile drag
coefficient (based on center section frontal
area)
Tail rotor hub center section profile drag
coefficient (based on center section frontal area)
Profile drag coefficient of horizontal tail at
Re=107(based on horizontal tail planform area)
5-60

i _±===
j_
CDN
CDNI
CDNS
CDSHMR
CDSHTR
CDVT
CDWi
CF/C
CL W
CL D
C L
DP
CLDE S
CLFI N
CLi
C
Profile drag coefficient of primary engine
nacelles at Re=107(based on wetted area of all
nacelles)
Profile drag coefficient of auxiliary independ-
ent engine nacelle at Re=107 (based on wetted
area of all nacelles)
Profile drag coefficient of auxiliary independent
engine nacelle strut at Re=107(based on wetted
area of strut(s))
Main rotor hub shank pr6fiie drag coefficient :_
(based on shank frontal area)
Tail rotor hub shank profile drag coefficient
(based on shank frontal area)
Profile drag coefficient of vertical tail at
Re=107 (based on vertical tail planform area)
Profile drag coefficient of wing at Re=107
(based on winq planform area)
Ratio of download alleviating flap chord
to wing chord
Helicopter cg travel (ft)
Location of main rotor in the longitudinal
direction relative to the aircraft operating
weight empty (OWE) cg position (ft)
Wing lift coefficient
Wing design lift coefficient
Wing operating lift coefficient a£ cruise
condition for engine sizing
TaLl fin design lift coefficient
Tail fin cruise lift coefficient
Propeller integrated design lift coefficient
Two-dim_nsional wing lift coefficient slope
(Rad. -x)
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Cp
CpH/ 
CT
CT H
(CT/o)
(CTG/CTNET)
Cx/o
Propeller power coefficient (550 HP/p_3DS)
Ratio of rotor power coefficient to rotor
solidity (CpH/a = 550 RHP/PAVS_)
Propeller thrust coefficient (Thrust/pn2D _)
Rotor thurst coefficient (Thrust/PAVTI P2)
Ratio of thrust coefficient to rotor solidity
(helicopter CT= Thrust/PAVTip2), includes
(CT/a) , (CT/a) Des (H) , (CT/O) CR
Ratio of tail rotor total thrust coefficient
to net thrust coefficient, where =CTG-Fin
blocking losses CTNET
Rotor propulsive thrust coefficient divided by
main rotor solidity. Used in defining rotor
limits CX/U = Thrust required
P _DMR_NRVTIP z osR
4
DMR
DTR
?":?i._OP
d_
d
O
Main rotor diameter (feet)
Tail rotor diameter (feet)
Propeller diameter (feet)
Position of inboard underwing store
(fraction of wing semi-span)
Position of outboard underwing store
(fraction of wing semi-span)
{i_:_B/d_B
e
AF e
Ratio of average tail boom tip diameter to
average tail boom diameter
Equivalent airspeed required during climb
and/or descent
Sp_n loading efficiency factor
Increment in equivalent flat plate area
parasite drag of fuselage (ft 2)
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F| - Z -E-
l
£-:]!]
I :'_-=
_- ==
=| ! --
_.___
i_-: _-:
_=-
F* N
AFecL
_FecR
AFeDs C
A FeL O ITER
FN/6FN*
gRQMT
gROT
g/S
gMR/TR
(GW/F e )
h '/h F
HEADWIND
h O
hC(C)
hc
hBF/D
hFINAL
Auxiliary independent engine maximum static
thrust at seal level, standard conditions
(total thrust for all engines)
Increment in equivalent flat plate area
parasite drag (climb performance segment) - ft 2
Increment in equivalent flat plate area
+ parasite (cruise performance segment) - ft 2
Increment in equivalent flat plate area
parasite drag (descent performance segment) - ft 2
Increment in equivalent flat plate are_ parasite
drag (loiter performance segment) - ft _
Referred thrust for turbojet/fan engine cycles
Total maneuver g requirement Helicopter must
satisfy (wing + rotor) - g
Maneuver g's which rotor must carry. In the
case of a pure helicopter, gRQMT = gROT
Tandem rotor gap/stagger ratio
Gap between tail rotor disc and main rotor
disc (ft)
Ratio of configuration design gross weight to
equivalent flat plate area parasite drag (ib/ft) 2
Ratio of wing height on fuselage (relative to
the bottom of the fuselage), h', to the total
fuselage height, h F.
Headwind during cruise (knots)
Initial altitude at start of mission (ft)
Cruise altitude for sizing main rotor solidity (ft)
Cruise altitude for sizing primary engines (ft)
Ratio of fuselage bottom height above ground
to main rotor diameter
Final altitude for transfer altitude segment
(SGTIND=9)
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hP 2
hP 1
hT 0
hmax
hmin
Ah
hF
J
k 3
k 4
kamd
kAEI
k B
kc C
kFS
kF W
kL G
kMC
kMG
kpEi
kR C
kRCA
kSAS
Aft rotor pylon height (ft)
Forward rotor pylon height (ft)
Takeoff altitude for sizing engines (ft)
Maximum altitude during climb (ft) or during
transfer altitude (ft)
Minimum altitude during descent (ft)
Step size for climb or descent (ft)
Height of fuselage (ft)
Propeller advance ratio, J = V/nD
Primary engine weight factors
Primary engine weight factors
Main rotor weight factor
Auxiliary engine installation weight factor
Body group weight factor
Cockpit controls weight factor
Fuel system weight factor
Fixed wing controls weight factor
Landing gear weight factor
Miscellaneous controls weight factor
Main landing gear weight factor
Primary engine installation weight factor
Main rotor controls weight factor
Auxiliary rotor contrQls weight factor
Stability Augmentation System (SAS) weight factor
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ksc
kSCA
kTM
kT. STING
kWW
kZZZ
K 1
K 2
K 3
K 4
K 5
K 6
K 7
K 8
K 9
KI0
KII
KI2
KI3
KI4
KI5
K16
Main rotor system controls weight factor
Auxiliary rotor system controls weight factor
Tilt mechanism weight factor
Tail boom (on single rotor helicopter) length
extending aft of tail rotor center as a
fraction of tail rotor radius
Detailed wing weight factor
Single rotor helicopter yaw moment of inertia
adjustment factor
Main rotor controls weight factor
Main rotor system controls weight multi-
plicative factor
Fixed wing controlsweight multiplicative
factor
Auxiliary rotor controls weight multi-
plicative factor
Auxiliary rotor system controls weight
multiplicative factor
Body weight multiplicative factor
Landing gear weight multiplicative factor
Wing weight multiplicative factor
Horizontal tail weight multiplicative factor
Primary nacelle weightmultiplicativefactor
Auxiliary nacelle weight multiplicative factor
Primary rotor blade weight multiplicative factor
Primary rotor hub weight multiplicative facto_
Tail rotor weight multip!icative factor
Auxiliary rotor weight multiplicative factor
Primary drive system weight multiplicative factor
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K17
K18
K19
K20
kAIA
kAiP
kADS
kADSZ
KALT. PAYL.
KAp
kAR
kBLFD
kCLF
KFp
KC 1
KC 2
KC3 >
KC 4
KC 5
K F
Auxiliary drive system weight multiplicative
factor
Primary engine weight multiplicative factor
Auxiliary engine weight multiplicative factor
Tail rotor drive system weight multiplicative
factor
Auxiliary air induction system weight factor
Primary air induction system weight factor
Auxiliary drive system weight factor
Auxiliary drive system weight factor (number
of gears in system)
Ratio of alternate payload increment to design
payload (used in XMSN sizing)
Aft rotor pylon multiplicative drag factor
Auxiliary rotor weight factor
Blade fold weight factor
Crash load factor
Forward rotor pylon multiplicative drag factor
Rotor retreating blade stall profile drag
parameters (input in rotor "cycle")
Rotor retreating blade stall profile drag
parameters (input in rotor "cycle")
Rotor advancing tip mach number compressibility
drag parameters (input in rotor "cycle")
Fuselage multiplicative drag factor
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KFED
KF I
KF F
KFULS
KH 1
KH2
KH3
KH4
KHOVA
KHT
K N
K_LIMB
kNA C
kNACA
KNI
kNS
kpA
kpEi
KpDESCENT
kpDS
kpDSZ
Trend constant input with GW/Fe when DRGIND = 2
Auxiliary independent engines fuel flow
multiplicative factor (used in TAXI)
Fuel flow multiplicative factor
Fraction of fixed useful load located in
cockpit area
Rotor (hover) blade profile drag parameter
(input in rotor "cycle")
Rotor blade (hover) compressibility drag
parameter (input in rotor "cycle")
Rotor blade (hover) compressibility drag
parameter (input in rotor "cycle")
Rotor blade (hover) drag divergence Mach
number parameter (input in rotor "cycle")
Rotor hover induced power factor
(input in rotor "cycle")
Horizontal tail multiplicative drag factor
Primary nacelle multiplicative drag factor
Helicopter forward flight climb efficiency
Primary cowling weight factor (psf)
Auxiliary cowling weight factor (psf)
Auxiliary independent engine nacelle
multiplicative drag factor
Nacelle strut weight factor
Auxiliary rotor weight factor
Primary engine installation weight factor
Main rotor descent efficiency
Primary drive system weight factor
Primary drive system weight factor
(number of gears in system)
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kpH
KpN
Primary hub weight factor
Ratio of power available at specified NII to
power available at optimum NII
KpR Correction factor for engine power to account
for Reynolds number effects
kpRB
KHPIM
Primary rotor blade weight factor
Main rotor hub/shank multiplicative drag
factor
KHPIT Tail rotor hub/shank multiplicative drag
factor
k RBF
KTBBS
Primary rotor blade weight factor
Weight of tail boom as a fraction of total
fuselage weight
kTR
kTRDS
Tail rotor weight factor
Tail rotor drive system weight factor
kTRS
KVT
k
Tail rotor solidity multiplicative factor
(used to determine tail rotor solidity)
Vertical tail multiplicative drag factor
Auxiliary rotor weight factor
K W
kwp
kws
Wing multiplicative drag factor
Wing weight/area factor (psf)
Wing stores only weight trend factor
KZ Vertical tail fin height factor
LF Wing unload factor
ZAIA/ze A Ratio of air induction system length to engine
length (auxiliary independent engines)
ZAIP/Ze Ratio of air induction system length to engine
length (primary engines)
£CONST DIA(£c) Constant diameter section (cabin) length (ft)
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(£/d) p
T
(£TB/dTB)
MACH
MLF
MMO
MDO
MDBO
MTIP
N
Np
NpI
NpSD
NpSD( )
(NpSD)c
NpSDi( )
NpROP
N R
NIMAX/N I *
Length of ramp well (ft)
Ratio of horizontal tail moment arm to
main rotor radius
Fineness ratio of aircraft nose section
Fineness ratio of aircraft tail section
Fineness ratio of tail boom (single rotor
helicopter)
Mach number required during climb and/or descent
Maneuver load factor (g's)
Maximum operating Mach number
Baseline rotor advancing tip compressibility
drag rise Mach number (input in rotor "cycle")
Baseline rotor hover compressibility drag rise
(lift=0) Mach No. (input in rotor "cycle")
Rotor hover tip Mach No.
Rotor loading (rotor lift/GW)
Number of primary engines
Number of auxiliary independent engines
Number of primary engines inoperative
(for engine sizing)
Number of primary engines shut down during
cruise, loiter, climb or descent
Number of primary engines shut down during
cruise (for engine sizing)
Number of auxiliary independent engines shut
down during cruise, loiter, climb or descent
Number of propellers
Number of rotors
Gas generator RPM limit - ratio of max gas
generator RPM to RPM at maximum static power,
sea level, standard
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NI/NI*) MA x Gas generator referred RPM limit (8 = temperature
ratio @ compression face), this input simulates
a restriction on compression speed
N II/N I I0p T
Ratio of operating power turbine speed to
optimum power turbine speed (input when N2IND = 2)
(NII/NIIMAX) Ratio of operating power turbine speed to maxi-
mum power turbine speed (input for both primary
and auxiliary independent engines in performance
segments 1 - 6)
(NIIMAX/NII*) Power turbine speed limit ratio of maximum
power turbine speed to power turbine speed at
maximum static power, sea level, standard
(NII/N IIMAX) c Ratio of operating power turbine speed to maximum
power turbine speed (input when sizing primary
engines for takeoff)
(N II/N IIMAX) i Ratio of operating power turbine speed to maximum
power, turbine speed (input when sizing auxiliary
independent engines for cruise)
(NII/NIIMAX) TO Ratio of operating power turbine speed to maximum
power turbine speed (input when sizing primary
engines for cruise)
((O/L)/D) Tandem rotor overlap/main rotor diameter ratio
OWE Operating weight empty (pounds)
PEHF Primary engine power fraction. Required
when TOLIND = 2 and 4
QMAx/Q* Ratio of maximum torque limit to torque
developed at sea level static standard day
conditions
R 0 Initial range at start of mission (nautical miles)
Rmax Range at end of cruise and/or descent
RM I Wing relief as percentage of GW
_R Step size for cruise (nautical miles)
R/D Rate of descent (fpm)
(Re/£) i Mean Reynolds number per foot for mission
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S
HT
SW
SHPMRX
SHP*MR
SHPTR X
TRP*
SHP/_/_ SHP*
SHPAu x
SHP*
AUX
Area of horizontal tail. Used when HTIND = 1
Wing planform area (ft 2)
Ratio of main rotor drive system XMSN rating to
main rotor design power
Ratio of tail rotor drive system XMSN rating
to tail rotor design power
Referred power for turboshaft engine cycles
Ratio of auxiliary propulsion drive system
XMSN rating to auxiliary propeller design power
SHP*
P
SHPAc C
SHPE/SHP *
_S/SsT R
_SwE T
_SwET/S F
(T/A) NET
TAS
TAux/TTo T
TFEF
TFI
TGI
Auxiliary independent engine installed power
(total for all engines)
Primary engine installed power (total for all
engines)
Accessory power losses (SHP)
Ratio of design engine rating to maximum S.L.
static (STD DAY) engine power
Ratio of incremental auxiliary independent
engine nacelle strut planform area to auxiliary
independent engine nacelle strut planform area
Incremental wetted area of aircraft (ft 2)
Incremental wetted area of airplane ratioed to
fuselage wetted area ....
Net tail rotor disc loading(psf)
True airspeed (knots)
Ratio of thrust produced by auxiliary propulsive
device to total helicopter thrust required
Tail fin aspect ratio effectiveness factor
Turbine inlet temperature (flight idle power
setting), or input on engine cycle sheets
Turbine inlet temperature (ground idle power
setting), or input on engine cycle sheets
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TMAX
TMIL
TNP
T/W
(T/W) D
(TAux/TToT) C
_T.
inCE
anTO
T/e
to
tL
tp W
At H
At L
(t/C) R
(t/C) T
(t/C) HT
Turbine inlet temperature (maximum power
setting), or input on engine cycle sheets
Turbine inlet temperature (military power
setting), or input on engine cycle sheets
Turbine inlet temperature (normal power setting)
or input on engine cycle sheets
Configuration thrust/weight ratio (hover)
Configuration design thrust/weight ratio (hover)
Ratio of thrust produced by auxiliary propulsive
device to total helicopter thrust required.
This value input as design point for sizing
primary or auxiliary independent engines in
cruise.
Increment in ambient temperature for primary
engine sizing at cruise condition (°R)
Increment in ambient temperature for engine
sizing at takeoff conditions ("R)
Referred turbine temperature (°R)
Initial time at start of mission (hours)
Incremental time for taxi (hours)
Incremental time for hover (hours)
Incremental time for loiter (hours)
Incremental time for change of fuel weight
(hours)
Incremental time forc h_nge of payload weight
(hours)
Step size for hover (hours)
Step size for loiter (hours)
Wing root thickness to chord ratio
Wing tip thickness to chord ratio
Horizontal tail mean thickness to chord ratio
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Ili ;
i
ik __
i
|
_-=:_=
Vertical tail mean thickness to chord ratio(t/C)vT
(t/C)R A Aft rotor pylon root thickness to chord ratio
(t/C)_ _Forward=r6t_r pylon root thickness to chord
ratio
c
(t/C)T A Aft rotor pylon tip thickness to chord ratio `•
(t/C)T F Forward rotor pyion tip _hickness to chord ratio
Main rotor blade thickness to chord ratio @0.25(t/C). 25R
rotor radius
v c
VCEH1VCE 2
VDES
Design crulse speed for engine sizing (kts)
Main rotor vertical R/C efficiency factors
Flight speed at-Which-singl_e=r0tor helicopter
vertical _tail is sized tO provide complete
directional stability in the event of the loss
of the tail rotor (kt)
VDIVE
V,
In
VMO
(VR/c)D
VR/C
VTIP
Dive speed (knots EAS)
True airspeed for cruise during cruise segment
with CRSIND = 2 (kt)
Maximum operating equivaleh£ airspeed (kt)
Design vertical rate of climb (ft/min) used
in sizing primary engines in hover
Vertical rate of climb (ft/min)
Main rotor design tip speed (pfs).
Note: This is the tip speed corresponding
to NII=N*II
VTTR
VTIPp
%
Tail rotor design tip speed (hover) -(fps)
Propeller design tip speed (fps)
Horizontal tail volume coefficient
WAPU Auxiliary power unit weight (ib)
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WAV
WF .
WFU L
WFURN
WGo
W.
1
W
o
wp .
W/A
W/S
WMAx/W*
AWFc
AWp
AWsT
AWf
AWpL
8Wf
WF
wf/6 FN*
$
Wf/_/e SHP*
Avionics weight (ib)
Weight of fixed equipment (lb)
Weight of fixed useful load (ib)
Furnishings and equipment weight (ib)
Initial gross weight at start of mission (ib)
Weight of inboard store
Weight of outboard store
Weight of payload (ib)
Disc loading(psf)
Wing loading (psf)
Fuel flow limit - ratio of maximum fuel flow
to fuel flow at maximum static power, sea
level, standard
Flight controls group incremental weights (ib)
Propulsion group incremental weight (ib)
Structures group incremental weight (Ib)
Increment in fuel weight during change of fuel
weight subroutine (ib)
Increment in payload weight during change of
payload weight subroutine (ib)
Fuel required additive reserve factor
Width of fuselage (ft)
Referred fuel flow for turbojet/fan engine cycles
Referred fuel flow rate for primary engines
(turboshaft engine cycles, ib/hr/SHP*)
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XADs/AXADS Auxiliary indepen_£ _[rlve System C.G,
position aft of nose as a fraction of the
_ distance between the auxiliary independent
= eng'i-ne_d" £_e_o_eil=er .............
XAE/£ B Auxiliary ind_penden_-_e_g-_ne _._G. position
. aft of_ nose _as a fractio n of body length
XAp_£ B Auxiliary p0werunit C.G_:_p6sition aft of
nose as a fraction of body length
|
!
!
!
| _i
__
E
XAR Propeller blade attachment point as a fraction
......... -_ of propeller radius
XAR/£TB Propeller position aft of£ _ body/tail boom
junction as a fraction of tail boom length
XASC/£ B Auxiliary rotor (propeller) systems controls
C.G. position aft of nose asia fraction of
body length -
XAV/£B Avionics C.G. position aft of nose as a fraction
of body length
XCGF/_ B _ :=_:_=_ .Single rotor fuselage (minus tail boom) C.G.
position aft of nose as a fraction of body
length
XCM R Main rotor blade cutout (end of blade shank, _
beginning of rotor airfoil sections) position
as a fraction of rotor radius
XCT R Tail rotor blade cutout _e%_':%_ blade _shank_ _:::: "
beginning of rotor airfoil sections) position
XFURN/£ B
:=_ _....as a _raction of rotor radius
Furnishings and equipment C.G. position aft
of nose as a fraction of body length
XM/£ B Ratio of distance from tip Of nose to rotor
shaft, X., to main fuselage length (B) (single
rOtor helicopter)
XMG/£ B
XNG/£ B
Main landing gear position af£ of nose as a _
fraction of body length
Main rotor blade attachment point as a fraction
of rotor radius
Nose landing gear position aft of nose as a
fraction of body length
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_E/£B
XpDs/AXPDS
_R
Xl/ P
YCL
z2
z3
z.}z 5
z 6
_LO
Ac/4
X
XAp
Xpp
XH
XVT
Primary engine C.G. position aft of nose as
a fraction of body length
Primary drive system C.G. position aft of nose
as a fraction of the distance between main and
tail rotor centers
Rotor system controls C.G. position aft of
nose as a fraction of body length
Tail rotor blade attachment point as a fraction
of rotor radius
Distance of forward rotor center from aircraft
nose as a fraction of aircraft nose section
length
Distance of aft rotor center from aircraft
tail cone as a fraction of aircraft tail section
length
Clearance from inboard propeller tip to
inboard propeller tip across fuselage (ft)
Primary engine nacelle dimensional factors
Auxiliary independent engine nacelle dimensional
factors
Wing airfoil section angle of zero lift
Sweep angle of wing quarter chord (degrees)
Taper ratio of wing
Taper ratio of aft rotor pylon
Taper ratio of forward rotor pylon
Taper ratio of horizontal tail
Taper ratio of vertical tail
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np 3
np5
np 4
nT
n TA UX
• i
Propeller propulsive efficiency for SGTIND = 3
Propeller propulsive efficiency for SGTIND = 5
Propeller propulsive efficiency for SGTIND
4, 6 tabular function of Mach number
T
Transmission efficiency
Transmission efficiency (auxiliary drive system)
_VT Vertical tail •Span overlap distance/tail rotor
radius ratio - input as a function of tail
rotor radius
i4d[
i
!
!............
i
" 2
__ _ ;:
-"::}_[!:i z
_2
g
GTTR
_4
aMR
uTR
Propeller over wing tip overlap (fraction of
radius)
Ambient temperature ratio, tabular function
of altitude
rotor blade twist  ( egrees)
Tail rotor blade twist (degrees)
Primary engine dimensional factor
Helicopter yaw rate, rad/sec
Helicopter yaw acceleration, rad/sec
Main rotor solidity (c=bc/zR)
Tail rotor solidity (_=bc/_R)
Rotor forward flight advance ratio
(_ = Vpps/VTI P)
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5.3.2
Option Indicators
OPTIND
Program Indicators
1 = size aircraft
2 = calculate performance (specify initial
gross weight)
3 = calculate performance (specify operating
weight empty)
OPTIONAL 0 = standard print
PRINT
1 = detailed print
Propulsion Indicator
AIPIND 1 I single gas generator connected to main
rotor and auxiliary propulsion
2 = independent gas generators
ENGIND 0 = turboshaft (power producing) cycle
1 = turbofan or turbojet (thrust producing)
cycle
ESCIND 1 = program will size engines for takeoff
only
2 = program will size engines for more
critical choice of takeoff or cruise
NOTE: ESCIND is applicable only if FIXIND = 1
FIXIND
FIXINDI
NIIND,
NIINDI
0 = fixed size engines, user inputs maximum
power
1 = rubberized engines, program will
calculate maximum power
0 = user inputs fixed size auxiliary
independent engines
1 = program sizes auxiliary independent
engines to meet cruise requirement
0 = no N I limit
1 = N I limit
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f:
_C:_-- _--L_
,_ L
_::ii__z_
|
1
| •
.. = ==
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NISIND,
NIelNDI
N2IND,
N2iNDI
POWIND
0 = no N!/O_ 1 limit .............
1 limit ....
0 at
optimum NII
1 =NII limit, engine operating at known
v_lue of NII (in general nonoptimum)
....... _=:;_aximum_ngine _atlng _ _
QIND,
QINDI
RNOIND,
RNOINDI
WDTIND,
WDTINDI
ROTIND
npIND
I = military engine rating -
2 = normal engine rating
0 _ no torque limit
-_ 1 = torque limit
0 = no Reynolds number corrections
1 = Reynolds number corrections
0 = Reynolds number corrections
_ - 1 = fuel flow limit
_ _ 1 = performance calculated by short method
2 - rotor map input, corrections applied
3 = rotor map input, no corrections applied
0 = user specifies "p_o_nt _ propeller
_ - efficiencies for climb, cruise and
......... descent -__ -- -_
.... i- = user inputs propell-er--performance map _
2 = propeller performance automatically
calculated within program
Aerod[namics
DRGIND
OSWIND
Indicators
1 = drag build up by component, Reynolds
__ number scaling
2 = drag trendby input-GW/F e versus GW
- 0 = userinput_wald's efficiency (e)
1 = program calculates Oswald's efficiency
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Sizing Indicators
APHIND
AUXIND
bwIND
CNFIND
FDMIND
HTIND
MRPIND
RDMIND
1 = input aft pylon height
2 = input gap/stagger ratio
1 = pure helicopter
2 = including wings (only)
3 = including auxiliary propulsion (only)
4 = compound (wings and auxiliary
propulsion)
1 = input span/diameter ratio
2 = input wing aspect ratio
3 = determined for propeller clearance
1 = single rotor
2 = tandem rotor
1 = input overlap and rotor positions
2 = input overlap and cabin length
3 `= input cabin length and rotor
positions
0 = no horizontal tail
1 = input fixed size tail
2 = input tail volume coefficient
0 = user inputs main rotor placement
(single rotor)
1 = program calculates main rotor positions
based on simple mass balance
2 = same as I, except that in the case of a
compound helicopter, the auxiliary
drive system, propeller and auxiliary
independent engines (if any) are assumed
to be located on the wing.
1 = input main rotor diameter,
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SwIND
TRDIND
2 = input W/A,
_- - _ - _3_:= _-u£-diameter, CT/U
1 = -input wing area
2 = input wlng fA_fng '
3 = size for maneuver
1 = use:_tr en_o _d_ame£er main/diameter
:u!_tai!_=_ fn (W/A) _IN _
. 2 s!nput diameter ....._ .:
3 = input T/A _
TRSIND 1 = input _ ..
_?_ .... 2 = input CT/U
VTFXND I = input aspect ratio and tail fin overlap
i 2 = input directional _s_ability required
and tail fin overlap
3 = input directional Stability required
:i_/:_and aspect ratio
2_ .... T _T _ _ _ - _::_ _ _, .._ _ _
XMSNIND I = main, tail and auxiliaTy drive system
_:_:_::: _ _:_:_ratings specified as fraction of primary
_-_ngine installed power (in the case of a
with auxiliary inde-
_T_ compound helicopter
.......pendent-propulsion, the auxiliary
independent drive system rating is
specified as a fraction of the auxiliary
independent engine installed power)
2 = main, tail, and auxiliary drive system
_ _ ratings specified at fraction of power
required to hover or cruise at design
conditions (more critical of the two
conditions is selected)
..... i_ ..... 3 = same as 2, excep_ the most critical of
_ : _ _._:_ the two design-conditions is compared to
.... _ the_dri_e sySt_rating required at an
: : _aiternate payload/gross weight hover at
the :deSign_point conditions, the most
critical of these three conditions is
selected
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Flight Path Control Indicators
hOPTIND 0 - cruise segments performed at specified
altitude
1 = cruise segments preceded by climb or
transfer altitude are performed at
optimum altitude, constrained by an
input maximum altitude
Mission Performance Indicators
CLMIND 1 = climb at maximum R/C
2 = climb at constant EAS
3 - climb at constant Mach No.
4 m climb at constant TAS
CRSIND 1 - cruise at cruise power
2 = cruise at constant true airspeed
3 - cruise at speed for best specific range
4 - cruise at speed for 99% of best specific
range
5 = cruise - climb _(constant W/6) at speed
for best specific range
6 = cruise - climb (constant W/6) at speed
for 99% of best specific range
DESIND 1 = descend at constant TAS
2 = descend at constant EAS
3 = descend at constant Mach No.
RMAXND 0 = descent flight path ends at specified
terminal range (cruise segment must be
input previous to descent)
1 = checks specified terminal range, if pre-
dicted flight path will end beyond
specified terminal range value, spiral
descent path assumed at that point, if
predicted flight path ends before reach-
ing specified terminal range point, pro-
gram prints SHALLOWER DESCENT REQUIRED
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2 = descent ends_£_:specifiedminim_ =
ait_tude, terminal range requirement
n6t'bohsidered
..... __=_ 3 = fuel used and tim@ required for descent
:_ ......calculated but no range Credit given
(i.e., spiral descent path)
SGTIND 0 = end of mission
1 = taxi
2 = takeoff, hover and landing
3 = climb
4 = cruise
5 = descent
6 = loiter
7 = change of fuel weight
8 = change of payload weight
9 = transfer altitude
TOLIND
i00 = end of case
Segments 1 through 6 can be used for reserve
fuel calculations (gross weight reset following
segment) by inputing fOX SGTIND; i.e., SGTIND =
I0, 20, 30, 40, 50, or 60
1 = user inputs required thrust-to-weight
ratio and VR/C
2 = user inputs required fractions of
maximum power and VR/C
3 = same as 1 but analysis includes hover-
in-ground effect
WGT IND
4 = same as 2 but analysis includes hover-
in-ground effect
0 = restriction on maximum aircraft weight,
weight cannot exceed gross weight.
1 = no restriction on aircraft weight (will
only apply when running performance)
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Atmosphere Indicator
ATMIND 0 = standard atmosphere
1 = non-standard atmosphere, user inputs
single point value for increment in
ambient temperature above standard day
value
2 = non-standard atmosphere, user inputs
table of temperature ratio as a function
of altitude
r
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L _ _ 6.0 PROSRAM OUTPUT
A reproduction of the pr09ram oUtput for two sample cases is
included in Section 7.0. The following discussion describes
the program printout in general and lists the diagnostic error
printouts which are possible.
I
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6.1 DESCRIPTION OF PRINTOUT
The printout for HESCOMP consists of four types of
information :
a. General
b. Input Data
c. Sizing Data (program output)
d. Mission Performance Data (for the "sized" helicopter)
The general information (item a) is printed out a6 the 5egin-
ning of each new case. Each of the other groupings (input,
sizing data, and performance data) starts on a new page. For
cases with OPTIND = 2 or 3 (performance only), the sizing data
is not printed out. The printout is described in detail
below.
6.1.i General Printout
6.1.1.1 Fixed Headin_ :
HESCOMP
HELICOPTER SIZING AND PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM
Depending on the configuration options (CN_F__AU_ND, - _ _-- _
AIPIND, ENGIND) chosen, one of the following statements will
be printed out.
SINGLE ROTOR PURE HELICOPTER ....
SINGLE ROTOR WINGED HELICOPTER
SINGLE ROTOR COMPOUND HELICOPTER
SINGLE ROTOR COMPOUND HELICOPTER AUXILIARY INDEPENDENT
T/SHAFT CRUISE PROPULSION
SINGLE ROTOR COMPOUND HELICOPTER AUXILIARY INDEPENDENT T/FAN
OR T/JET CRUISEPROPULSION
SINGLE ROTOR AUXILIARY PROPULSION HELICOPTER
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SINGLE ROTOR AUXILIARY PROPULSION HELICOPTER AUXILIARY
INDEPENDENT T/SHAFT CRUISE PROPULSION
SINGLE ROTOR AUXILIARY PROPULSION HELICOPTER AUXILIARY
INDEPENDENT T/FAN OR T/JET CRUISE PROPULSION
The printout for the tandem rotor configurations will be
identical except for the substitution of TANDEM ROTOR for
SINGLE ROTOR
6.1.1.2 Arbitrary Headin@
An arbitary heading may be input by the user on a title card
(see Section 5.2, input sheet for general information).
6.1.2 Input Data
All program input data is printed out as it appears on the
data cards. Seven columns are printed. These correspond to
the first location on the card, the number of variables on the
card (from 1 to 5), and the values of these variables. With
this information and a copy of the input sheets it is possible
to determine the input value for any variable.
6.1.3 Sizin@ Data
This group is printed out only if OPTIND = I. The data is
represented by a symbol, followed by a written description,
followed by the value with the units. For example:
WG/A DISC LOADING i0.0 LB/SQFT
The data is printed out in groups, each group having a
heading. The specific variables which are printed out will
depend upon certain options chosen. Notations are made in the
following list to show where this occurs.
6.1.3.1 Dimensional Data
Single Rotor Helicopter
Fuselage:
£F' £C' £B' ZTB' XM' WF' SF
Wing:
If AUXIND = 2 or 4 print AR, SW, bW, CW, Ic/4, I, (t/c) T,
WG/S W, GRW, CF/C
If AUXIND = 1 or 3 print NO WING USED
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Horizontal Tail : _'
If HTIND = 1 or 2 print ARtt T, SHT, bHT, CttT, IHT, LTH
If HTIND = 0 print NO HORIZONTAL TAIL USED
Vertical Tail:
A%_, SVT,DVT,CVT, XVT, ZTR,_r (T/C)vT
Main Rotor Pylon:
AR, SFp, F_p, Hp1, CFP' XFP' (T/C)R' (T/C) T
Primary Engine Nacelle:
£N' DN' SN
Auxiliary Independent Engine Nacelle:
If AIPIND = 2 print LNI, DNI, SNI
Auxiliary Independent Engine Nacelle Sh_ut_: - _- -
If AIPIND 2 print _- .....
= SST R, bNS, CNS ...........
Auxiliary Independent _Propuls_ion: ........
If AIPIND = 2 an_ENGIND = _I/print_A_XTLIARY INDEPEN_DENT
PROPULSION- TU_O_ANCORTU_OJET)ENGINE
IfA_PIND--1 printNOAUXILIARY_iND__N_I_ USE_
Propeller (Auxiliary Propulsion) :
If AUXIND = 3 or 4 and ENGIND = 0 print DAR, AF, _AR' NRA'
NO. BLADES, VTI P
If AUXIND = 1 or 2 print NO PROPELLER USED
• __-- o , .... : _
Main Rotor:
DMR' _MR' WG/A' CT/_' NR' NO BLADES, eMR, Xc, VTI P
Tail Rotor:
DTR' OTR' (T/A)NE T, CT/O, NO BLADES, eTR, XCT R, G, VTI P
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Tandem Rotor HelicoRter
Fuselage:
£F' £C' _XI' _X2' WF' G/S, (O/L/D), SF
Wing:
Same printout as single rotor helicopter
Forward Rotor Pylon:
AR, SFp , FAFp , HPl , CFp , AFP' (T/C)R' (T/C)T
Aft Rotor Pylon:
AR, SAp , HP2 , CAp , IAp , (T/C)R , (T/C)T
Primary Engine Nacelle:
£N' DN' SN
Auxiliary Independent Engine Nacelle:
Same printout as single rotor helicopter
Auxiliary Independent Engine Nacelle Strut:
Same printout as single rotor helicopter
Auxiliary Independent Propulsion:
Same printout as single rotor helicopter
Propeller (Auxiliary Propulsion):
Same printout as single rotor helicopter
Main Rotor:
Same printout as single rotor helicopter
6.1.3.2 Weights Data
Single and Tandem Rotor Helicopters
First print MLF, GLF , ULF , then print,
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Propulsion Group:
WpR G, K12WpRB' KI3WpH ' WBF, KI5WAR ' WDS, KI6WpDs '
K20WTRDS ' KI7WADs, KI8WEp ' KI9WEA , WpEI, WAEI, WFS, _Wp,
Wp
Structures Group:
Ksww, WTG, KgWHT,_I4WTR'_6WB,KvWLG,=W_ WMG,WT_S,
WpE s' WAES' _WsT' WST
Flight Controls Group:
WpFC' WCC' KIWRc' K2 SC' K3WFw' WTM' WSAS' WAFC' K4WRcA'
K5Wsc A, WMC, _WFc, WFC
Weight of Fixed Equipment:
WFE
t-
i
_i : 12
Weight Empty
WE
Fixed Useful Load
WFUL
Operating Weight Empty
OWE
Payload
WpL
Fuel
(WF) A
Gross Weight
WG
- Zi
F
=-
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6.1.3.3 Rotor Data
Single Rotor Helicopter
ROTOR CYCLE NO.
(printed if ROTIND = l)
ROTOR MAP NO.
(printed if ROTIND = 2)
FIXED MAIN ROTOR SOLIDITY INPUT
(printed if RDMIND = 1 or 2)
If RDMIND = 3 or 4, and depending on which solidity sizing
requirement is most critical, one of the following statements
will be printed out:
MAIN ROTOR SOLIDITY SIZED BY MANEUVER CONDITIONS
H = FT., TEMP. = DEG., V =
ROTOR MANEUVER G'S = , CT/_ =
KT.
MAIN ROTOR SOLIDITY SIZED BY HOVER CONDITIONS
H = FT., TEMP. = DEG., T/W =
CT/_ =
MAIN ROTOR SOLIDITY SIZED BY CRUISE CONDITIONS
H = FT., TEMP. = DEG., V =
ROTOR LIFT/GW FRACTION = CT/_ =
KT.
Which is followed by:
FIXED TAIL ROTOR SOLIDITY
(printed if TRSIND = l)
TAIL ROTOR SIZED AT TIMES THE SOLIDITY REQUIRED TO
SATISFY HOVER ANTI-TORQUE REQUIREMENTS AT
H = FT., TEMP. = DEG.F., CTG/CTNET =
(printed if TRSIND = 2 and _ = 0, _ = 0)
TAIL ROTOR SIZED AT TIMES THE SOLIDITY REQUIRED TO
SATISFY HOVERING TURN REQUIREMENTS AT
H = FT.
TEMP = F.
CTG/CTNET = DEG.
YAW RATE = RAD/SEC
YAW ACCELERATION = RAD/SEC 2
TAIL ROTOR POLAR
MOM. OF INERTIA = SLUG/FT 2
HELICOPTER YAW
MOM. OF INERTIA = SLUG/FT 2
(printed if TRSIND = 2 and _ or _ _ 0.)
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Tandem Rotor Helicopter ....
Main rotor data printout same as for single rotor helicopter.
6.1.3.4 Propulsion Data
Single Rotor Helicopter
T ....
PRIMARY PROPULSION CYCLE NO.
TURBOSHAFT ENGINE
ENGINES
BHP*P _. STANDA_ S.L. STATIC H.P, = ; H.P.
ENGINE SIZE WAS FIXED BY INPUT
(printed if FIXIND = 0)
IF ESCIND = 1 print;
ENGINE SIZED FOR TAKEOFF AT T/W =
H = FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
AND ENGINES INOPERATIVE
If ESCIND = 2 either of the following statements are printed
depending on which engine sizing requirement (hover or cruise)
is critical.
ENGINE SIZED FOR TAKEOFF AT T/W =
H = FT., TEMP. =
AND ENGINES INOPERATIVE
ENGINE SIZED FOR CRUISE AT V C =
H = FT., TEMP. =
AND ENGINES INOPERATIVE
Which is followed by:
DEG.F.
z
KNOTS
DEG. F.
NO AUX. INDEPENDENT ENGINE CYCLE SELECTED
(printed if AUXIND = 3 or 4 and AIPIND = i)
AUX. INDEPENDENT PROPULSION CYCLE NO.
(printed if AUXIND = 3 or 4 and AIPIND = 2)
IF ENGIND = 0.0, TURBOSHAFT ENGINE is printed
IF ENGIND = 1.0, either TURBOFAN or TURBOJET ENGINE is printed
ENGINES ..........
BHP*P MAX. STANDARD S.L. STATIC H.P. H.P.
(printed if ENGIND = 0.0)
T*P MAX. STANDARDS.L. STATIC THRUST
(printed if ENGIND = 1.0)
LBS.
ENGINE SIZE WASFIXED BY INPUT
(printed if FIXINDI = 0.0)
ENGINE SIZED FOR CRUISE AT VC
H = FT., TEMP. =
(printed if FIXINDI = 1.0)
KNOTS
DEG.F.
MAIN DRIVE SYSTEMRATING
MAIN ROTORDRIVE SYSTEMRATING
S.P.
S.P.
Depending on the transmission sizing option chosen (XMSNIND),
and the results of the sizing, one of the following four
statements will be printed:
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF TOTAL PRIMARY
ENGINE INSTALLED POWER
MAX. STANDARD S.L. STATIC H.P.
(printed if XMSNIND = 1.0)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF MAIN ROTOR HOVER
POWER REQUIRED AT
H = FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
(printed if XMSNIND = 2 or if XMSNIND = 3 and the
alternate payload hover is not critical)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF MAIN ROTOR HOVER
POWER REQUIRED AT ALTERNATE
PAYLOAD = LBS., ALTERNATE GROSS WEIGHT = LBS.
H = FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
(printed if XMSNIND = 3 and the alternate payload hover
is critical)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF MAIN ROTOR CRUISE
POWER REQUIRED AT V C = KT.,
H -- FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
(printed if XMSNIND = 2 or if XMSNIND = 3 and the
alternate payload hover is not critical)
Which is followed by :
TAIL ROTOR DRIVE SYSTEM RATING
(printed if CNFIND = i)
S,Po
Depending on the transmission sizing option chosen (XMSNIND)
and the results of the sizing, one of the following four
statements will be printed:
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XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF TOTAL PRIMARY ENGINE
INSTALLED POWER
MAX. STANDARD S.L. STATIC H.P.
(printed if XMSNIND = 1.0)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF TAIL ROTOR HOVER
POWER REQUIRED
AT H = FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
(printed if'XMSNIND -- 2 or if XMSNIND = 3 and the
alternate payload hover is not critical)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF TAIL ROTORH-0VER
POWER REQUIRED AT ALTERNATE
PAYLOAD = LBS., ALTERNATE GROSS WEIGHT = LBS.
H = FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
(pr'inted if XMSNIND = 3 and the alternate payload
hover is critical)
i<
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF TAIL ROTOR CRUISE
POWER REQUIRED AT VC = KT.
H = .... FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
(printed if XMSNIND = 2 or if XMSNIND = 3 and the
alternate payload hover is not critical)
Which is followed by:
AUXILIARY PROPULSION DRIVE SYSTEM RATING H.P.
(printed if AUXIND = 3 or 4 and AIPIND = i)
Depending on the transmission sizing option _ chosen (XMSNIND)
and the results of the sizing one of the following three
statements will be printed:
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF TOTAL CONFIGURATION
POWER REQUIRED TO HOVER
AT H = FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
(printed if ESCIND = 1.0 and XMSNIND = 2 or 3)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF TOTAL PRIMARY ENGINE
INSTALLED POWER
MAX. STANDARD S.L. STATIC H.P.
(printed if XMSNIND = 1.0)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF AUX. PROPULSION
CRUISE POWER REQUIRED AT V C = KT.
HC = FT., TEMP., = DEG.F.
(printed if ESCIND = 2.0 and XMSNIND = 2 or 3)
AUXILIARY INDEPENDENT PROPULSION DRIVE SYSTEM RATING
(printed if AUXIND = 3 or 4, AIPIND = 2 ENGIND = 0)
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Depending on the transmission sizing option chosen (XMSNIND)
and the results of the sizing one of the following four
statements will be printed:
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF TOTAL AUXILIARY
INDEPENDENT ENGINE INSTALLED POWER
MAX. STANDARD S.L. STATIC H.P.
(printed if AIPIND = 2, ENGIND = 0, and XMSNIND = 1.0)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF MAX. AUXILIARY
INDEPENDENT ENGINE POWER AVAILABLE
AT H = FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
(printed if AIPIND = 2, ENGIND = 0, ESCIND = 1 and
_NIND = 2 or 3)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF MAX. AUXILIARY
INDEPENDENT ENGINE POWER AVAILABLE IN CRUISE
AT V C = KT., H C = FT., T_P. z DEG.F.
(printe--d-_ AIPIND _, ENGIND = 0, XMSNIND = 2 or 3
and FIXIND = 0.0)
XMSN SIZED AT PERCENT OF AUXILIARY PROPULSION
CRUISE POWER REQUIRED AT V C = KT.
H C = FT., TEMP. = DEG.F.
(printed if AIPIND = 2, ENGIND = 0, XMSNIND = 2 or 3
and FIXIND = 1.0)
6.1.3.5 Aerodynamics Data
Sin@le and Tandem Rotor Helicopter
TOTAL EFFECTIVE FLAT PLATE AREA
TOTAL WETTED AREA
MEAN SKIN FRICTION COEFF.
DRAG BREAKDOWN
WING FE
FUSELAGE FE
FORWARD (MAIN) ROTOR PYLON FE
AFT ROTOR PYLON FE
MAIN ROTOR HUB(s) FE
TAIL ROTOR HUB FE
VERTICAL TAIL FE
HORIZONTAL TAIL FE
PRIMARY ENGINE NACELLE FE
AUXILIARY INDEPENDENT CRUISE ENGINE NACELLE FE
AUXILIARY INDEPENDENT CRUISE ENGINE NACELLE STRUT FE
INCREMENTAL FE
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AERODYNAMICCOEFFICIENTS
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
WING LIFT EFFICIENCY FACTOR
VERTICAL TAIL LIFT EFFICIENCY
6. i. 4 Mission Performance Data
Two types of output are possible. If the OPTIONAL PRINT
INDICATOR = 0, a standard printout will occur. If the indi-
cator is input as i, a detailed printout will occur. This
will include all data printed in the standard printout plus
additional information.
6.1.4.1 Standard Printout
The mission performance data is printed out by segment in
chronological sequence. Up to 15 columns of data are printed
out depending upon the segment. For all segments, the follow-
ing information is printed:
t:
R:
Wf :
W:
h:
TAS :
Primary Turb. Temp:
PRIMARY ENGINE CODE:
time in hours
range in nautical miles
weight of fuel used in pounds
aircraft weight in pounds
altitude in feet
the true airspeed in knots
the primary engine turbine temperature
a code letter which designates the
condition governing the engine
performance:
P = power (or thrust) required
T = turbine temperature
(engine rating)
W = fuel flow limit
N1 = gas generator shaft rmp limit
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C = compressor (NI/8 I) limit
N2 -- output shaft rmp limit
Q = torque limit
PRIMARY ENG. PEHF : The primary engine horsepower fraction.
This is the ratio of power being used
at any altitude, }_ch number condition
to the maximum power available at that
condition.
In addition, the following data is printed out in different
segments:
AUX. TURB. TEMP: The auxiliary independent engine turbine
temperature.
AUX. ENG. CODE: A code letter which designates the
condition governing the auxiliary
independent engine performance: (code
is same as for primary engines).
AUX. ENG. PEHF:
AUX. ENG. FUEL FLOW:
The auxiliary independent engine thrust
or horsepower fraction. This is the
ratio of thrust or power being used at
any altitude, Mach number condition to
the maximum thrust, or power available
at that condition.
Auxiliary independent_engine time rate
of fuel consumption in pounds per hour.
TOTAL FUEL FLOW: Total time rate of fuel consumption
(primary plus auxiliary independent
engines) in pounds per hour.
T/W: The thrust-to-weight ratio (printed out
in takeoff, hover, and landing).
FM : Main rotor overall hover figure of merit
(for a tandem rotor configuration, this
includes rotor/rotor interference)
(printed out in takeoff, hover and
landing).
BHP: Total power required (printed out in
takeoff, hover, and landing, climb,
cruise, descent, and loiter).
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CT : Main rotor thrust coefficient (printed
out in takeoff, hover, and landing,
=
r climb-, cruise, descent, and loiter).
CT/SIGMA: CT/main rotor solidity (printed out in
takeoff, hover, and landing).
i....
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EAS :
MU :
CT PRIME/SIGMA:
ALPHA D/L:
NMPP :
GAMMA:
R/C :
The equivalent airspeed in knots
(printed out in climb, cruise, descent,
and loiter).
Main rotor advance ratio (printed out
in climb, cruise, descent, and loiter).
Main rotor cruise lift coefficient/main
rotor solidity (printed out in climb,
cruise, descent, and loiter) .
Angle of total rotor thrust (lift plus
propulsive force) vector with respect
to a line perpendicular to the A/C
flight path (printed out in climb,
cruise, descent and loiter).
The specific range in nautical miles
per pound (printed out in cruise).
The flight path angle in degrees
(printed out in climb and descent).
Rate of climb in feet per minute
(printed out in climb).
R/S: Rate of descent in feet per minute
(printed out in descent).
6.1.4.2 Detailed Printout
In addition to the data printed above, the following data
(unless noted otherwise) will be printed in takeoff, hover,
and landing, climb, cruise, descent, and loiter segments if
the OPTIONAL PRINT INDICATOR = i:
VRC RHP : Vertical rate of climb rotor horsepower
(printed out only in takeoff, hover and
landing).
FMI : Isolated main rotor hover figure of
merit (printed out only in takeoff,
hover, and landing).
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TOTAL FUEL FLOW: Total fuel consumption (primary +
auxiliary independent engines) - ib/hr
(printed out only in loiter).
M. ROTOR VTIP : Main rotor tip speed - feet per second
M. ROTOR RHP: Main rotor horsepower (no losses)
T. ROTOR VTIP: Tail rotor tip speed - feet per second
T. ROTOR RHP: Tail rotor horsepower (no losses)
PRIM. ENG. FUEL FLOW: Primary engine fuel consumption - ib/hr
AUX. ENG. FUEL FLOW:
ROTLIM CODE :
DELCDM:
CPPRO:
CPIND:
CDO :
PROP VTIP:
BHP AUX:
ETAP PROP:
Auxiliary independent engine fuel
consumption - Ib/hr
A code letter which designates whether
main rotor has exceeded the rotor limits
input to the program.
A = Within input rotor limits
E = Rotor limits exceeded
Compressibility drag coefficient incre-
ment to rotor profile power. In hover,
it is a function of rotor CT/C and
VTI P. In cruise it is a function of
rotor CT/_ and advancing blade tip Mach
number (only printed out when a rotor
"cycle" is input).
Rotor profile power coefficient (only
printed out when a rotor "cycle" is
input).
Rotor induced power coefficient (only
printed out when a rotor "cycle" is
input).
Rotor profile drag (total) coefficient
(only printed out when a rotor "cycle"
is input).
Propeller tip speed - ft/sec.
Auxiliary propulsion power required (not
printed out in takeoff, hover, and
landing).
Propeller cruise efficiency
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TAUX/T :
AUX. ENG. FUEL FLOW:
AUX. TURB. TEMP:
AUX. ENG. CODE:
AUX. ENG. PEHF:
Ratio of auxiliary propulsion thrust to
total configuration thrust required.
-i
Same as noted earlier
CPNUD:
AUX. ENG. BHP OR THRUST: Auxiiiarg_f_ndependent engine_P 6war
(if ENGIND = 0, horsepower required
printed out. If ENGIND = i, thrust
required printed out).
CPPAR: Rotor parasite power coefficient (only
printed out when a rotor "cycle" is
input) .
Rotor nonuniform d0wnwash p0wer--coeffi-
DELCDS :
CXR:
cient (only printed out when a rotor
"--cle" is input)
_y
Retreating blade stall coefficient
increment to rotor profile power (only
printed out when a rotor "cycle" is
input).
Rotor propulsive force coefficient
j Propeller advance ratio
CP Propeller power coefficient
CT Propeller thrus£ _coefficie nt ........__....
CLW Wing lift coefficient
CDW Wing profile drag coefficient
RN Fraction of total lift carried by rotor
6.1.4.3 Headings
At the beginning of each segment, a printout will identify the
segment data which follows. The following messages can be
printed:
a. TAXI FOR HRS. AT GROUND IDLE ENGINE RATING
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bw
Cl
do
e •
TAKEOFF, HOVER, OR LAND AT T/W =
or: TAKEOFF, HOVER, OR LAND AT PEHF =
CLIMB TO
CLIMB TO
CLIMB TO
RATING
CLIMB TO
RATING
FT. WITH MAX R/C AT
FT. WITH CONSTANT EAS AT
FT. WITH CONST. MACH NO. AT
FT. WITH CONSTANT TAS AT
FOR HRS.
, FOR HRS.
ENGINE RATING
ENGINE RATING
ENGINE
ENGINE
CLIMB TO OPT. ALT. FOR NEXT CRUISE WITH _{AX. R/C AT
ENGINE RATING, MAXIMUM ALT. FT.
CLIMB TO OPT. ALT. FOR NEXT CRUISE WITH CONSTANT EAS
AT ENGINE RATING, MAXIMUM ALT. FT.
CLIMB TO OPT. ALT. FOR NEXT CRUISE WITH CONST. MACH NO.
AT ENGINE RATING, MAXIMUM ALT. FT.
CLIMB TO OPT. ALT. FOR NEXT CRUISE WITH CONSTANT TAS
AT ENGINE RATING, MAXIMUM ALT. FT.
CRUISE AT ENGINE RATING
CRUISE AT KNOTS TAS LIMITED BY ENGINE RATING
CRUISE AT BEST RANGE SPEED WITH HEADWIND OF KNOTS
CRUISE AT SPEED FOR 99 PERCENT BEST RANGE WITH HEADWIND
OF KNOTS
CRUISE AT BEST RANGE SPEED WITH HEADWIND OF KNOTS,
CONSTANT W/DELTA =
DESCEND TO H =
DESCEND TO H =
DESCEND TO H =
PATH)
DESCEND TO H =
PATH )
DESCEND TO H
DESCEND TO H =
DESCENT PATH)
FT AT CONSTANT EAS
FT AT CONSTANT TAS
FT AT CONSTANT TAS (SPIRAL DESCENT
FT AT CONSTANT EAS (SPIRAL DESCENT
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FT AT CONSTANT MACH NO.
FT AT CONSTANT MACH NO. (SPIRAL
-- :Z
DESCEND TO H =
DESCEND TO H =
DESCEND TO H =
f. LOITER FOR HRS.
g. CHANGE FUEL, ADD
CHANGE FUEL, REMOVE
h. CHANGE PAYLOAD, ADD
CHANGE PAYLOAD, REMOVE
i. TRANSFER ALTITUDE TO
FT., R=
FT., R=
FT., R =
LB
LB
LB
LB
FT
NM AT CONSTANT EAS
NM AT CONSTANT MACH NO.
NM AT CONSTANT TAS
After the complete mission history has been printed, the fol-
lowing fuel summary will be printed:
MISSION FUEL REQUIRED =
RESERVE FUEL REQUIRED =
TOTAL FUEL REQUIRED =
NOTE: If segments 1 through 6 are used for reserve fuel
calculations, headings a. through f. will be followed
by the statement FOR RESERVE FUEL.
=
i
|
=
m :-
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6.2 LIST OF DIAGNOSTIC ERROR PRINTOUTS
6.2.1 Errors Affecting Main Control Loop
6.2.1.1 *** ERROR THE USER REQUESTED PRIMARY ENGINE CYCLE
NO. XXX BUT THE INPUT DECK WAS SET UP TO USE NO. YYY
The operator used an engine cycle whose identifi-
cation number differed frcm that requested by the
user (LOC 0217)
m
E
m
6.2.1.2
REMEDY: Use correct engine cycle
*** ERROR THE USER REQUESTED ROTOR MAP NO. XXX BUT
THE INPUT DECK WAS SET UP TO USE NO. YYY
The operator used a rotor map whose identifica-
tion number differed from that requested by the
user (LOC. 0170)
-- _._==
!_ZL__
I
i '_i]
N
6.2.1.3
6.2.1.4
6.2.1.5
6.2.1.6
REMEDY: Use correct rotor map
*** ERROR THE USER REQUESTED ROTOR CYCLE NO. XXX BUT
THE INPUT DECK WAS SET UP TO USE NO. YYY
The operator used a rotor cycle whose identifi-
cation number differed from that requested by
the user (LOC. 0171)
REMEDY: Use correct rotor cycle
*** ERROR THE USER REQUESTED AUXILIARY ENGINE NO.
XXX BUT THE INPUT DECK WAS SET UP TO USE NO. YYY
The operator used a auxiliary engine whose iden-
tification number differed from that requested by
the user (LOC. 0242)
REMEDY: Use correct auxiliary engine
*** ERROR THE USER REQUESTED PROP TABLE NO. XXX BUT
THE INPUT DECK WAS SET UP TO USE NO. YYY
The operator used a propeller table whose identi-
fication number differed from that requested by
the user (LOC. 0260)
REMEDY: Use correct propeller table
ERROR *** THE FIRST SEGMENT INDICATOR OF A MISSION
CANNOT BE 0., 100., or 5. (RMAXND = 0) SEE USERS
MANUAL
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...._a. CSegment _indicators-G./-100.,-repfe_sen_t the end
.....l, of a mission calculation and the end of a par-
ticular case-_resp-_£ively. _: E_t_er -o f these
in dicators_t_the..... beginning of a set would be
meaningless _ .........
_=_
E
E
b. Descent (RMAXND = 0) must be preceded by a
cruise segment.
REMEDY: Rewritei_segment indicator list (Starts at
(Loc 0035) .....
6.2.1.7 ERROR *** DESCENT (RMAXND = 0) MUST BE _CEDED BY
A CRUISE ............_-
see 6.2.1._ _(b) ..... .... _........
REMEDY: Redefine the mission with a different se-
_-_ _:_ence_of se_ent-in_ic-ators ........
T :
6.2.1.8 *** ERROR FUEL AVAILABLE AND FUEL REQUIRED DO NOT
__ : CO_R_T _A_OSITIVE GROSS _WEIGHT -
TSis-:indica£es that _e perf0__e_-_q-uirements
are too stringent-off'that _the_weight is excessive.
This may be due to pessimistic weight input con-
_ : _: stants bf_Tdrag characteristics, or it may be that
the_m_ssi0;n _ required Cannot be flown by any heli-
_op_e@ sized by HESCOMP. It may require some
noval design considerations.
6.2. i' 9 ,4, ERROR WFR WEIGHT OF FUEL REQUIRED IS LESS THAN
OR EQUAL TO ZERO
This -mesSage ca-n occu9 on_iy-_f-_a_£Yve- Val ue s: 0 f
reser¢e fuel factors are input (LOC 0032, 33, 34)
_ _i:_y-_ Correct reserve fuei _factors ......
6,2.1t10 :******** _zs _IRCR,_T _S _OT CO_R_D _TER 25
ATTE_T-S. THE W_IG_TOF FULL AVAZLASLE (_e"_) = XXX
THE WEiGhT OF FUEL REQU_m".D(_) = _YY. (_A) _UST
BE WITHIN ZZZ OF (W_R) FOR T_E _I_C_FT TO CONVERGE.
THIS TOLERANCE IS SET IN THE MAIN PROGRAM UNDER THE
NAME TOL.
If this message occurs _t is pr0bable that the
mission required cannot be flown by an aircraft
of the type specified by the input data. A pos-
sible cause may be unrealistic input values of
the reserve fuel factors or weights constants.
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6.2.1.11
6.2 .i .12
6.2.1.13
6.2.1.14
6.2.1.15
*** ERROR - NO TITLE CARD AFTER SEVEN CARD, COLUMNS
1 THROUGH 6 ON TITLE CARD MUST BE BLANK OR THERE
WAS A 6 IN COLUMN 5 OF AN INPUT CARD
This message is printed if the input card deck
is improperly set up. No output is generated.
REMEDY : Examine input deck for errors indicated in
message and correct them.
J DOES NOT CONVERGE IN 25 ITERATIONS - SUBROUTINE
POWER
L
This message is printed if a match cannot be
found between propeller thrust and available
power. The message is printed in forward flight
calculations.
REMEDY: Increase engine power, reduce drag or
modify propeller related inputs.
WARNING: THIS CASE HAS BEEN TERMINATED BECAUSE THE
CALCULATED FUSELAGE CONSTANT DIAMETER SECTION
(CABIN LENGTH) IS LESS THAN ZERO. CHECK ALL FUSE-
LAGE AND ROTOR SIZING INPUTS.
This message will be printed if in the process
of sizing a tandem rotor helicopter (FDMIND = I)
fuselage, £c is calculated as a negative number.
REMEDY : Review input data that specifies tandem
rotor helicopter fuselage size requirements.
WARNING: THIS CASE HAS BEEN TE_4INATED BECAUSE THE
CALCULATED TANDEM ROTOR OVERLAP RATIO EXCEEDS
CHECK ALL FUSELAGE AND ROTOR SIZING INPUTS
This message will be printed if in the process
of sizing a tandem rotor helicopter (FDMIND = 3)
fuselage, the overlap/diameter ratio exceeds the
value printed in the error message.
REMEDY : Review input data that specifies tandem
rotor helicopter fuselage size requirements.
AFTER 20 ITERATIONS, DTR DID NOT CONVERGE
(SUBROUTINE SIZTR)
This message will be printed if the tail rotor
diameter sizing iteration option (TRDIND = 3)
does not converge.
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6.2.1.16
6.2.1.17
REMEDY : Check all tail rotor sizing input data
((T/A)NE T, bTR, eTT R, XCT R, etc.)
AFTER 20 ITERATIONS, XM/£ B DOES NOT CONVERGE
This message will be printed if XM/£ B calculated
by the main rotor position sizing option
(MRPIND = 1 or 2) does not converge.
REMEDY: CheEk all input values required for this
option (LOC 2678 - LOC 2696)
GAMMA FAILED TO CONVERGE IN 20 ITERATIONS -
SUBROUTINE THRUST
This message will be printed if the propeller
thrust calculation routine cannot converge on a
thrust and efficiency that will match the re-
quired thrust. Such an error is unlikely and
would occur only in cases involving extreme
thrust requirements.
REMEDY : Review input data that specifies propeller
requirements.
Errors Related to Tabulated Inputs
Two Dimensional Tables
*** ERROR***THE FOLLOWING VALUES MAY NOT BE ACCURATE.
THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE WAS OUT OF RANGE OF THE
TABLE. THESE VALUES WERE CALCULATED USING THE YYYYY
VALUE GIVEN IN THE TABLE. THIS ERROR IS IN THE XXXXX
TABLE.
This message occurs whenever the computer is
required to look up a value in a table of input
quantities at a calculated value of the indepen-
dent variable which lies outside £he range of
the input values of the independent variable. I
If the calculated independent variable is below
the lowest value of the input table, the computer
uses the first value in th e table and YYYYY i n the
message reads FIRST. If it lies above the high _
est value, the last value in the table is used
and YYYYY becomes LAST.
XXXXX in the last line of this message identifies
the table in which the error occurs. The tables
in which this could occur are shown below. The
third column indicates the part of the message
which is shown above as XXXXX.
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INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE
DEPENDENT
VARIABLE XXXXX
M np4
CL CDwi
h e
M, ETAP4
CL, CDWI
H-THETA
CT KHOVA CT, KHOVA TABLE
(SUBR. ROTPOW) t
EPSILON KINTO EPSILON-KINTO TABLE
(SUBR. ROTPOW)#t
KNUD MU-KNUD TABLE
(SUBR. ROTPOW) %+
CT KHOVATR
CT, KHOVATR TABLE
(SUBR. ROTPOW) tt
(O/L)/D K2W
NII/NIIOPT KpN
SIZTR SUBR.
NSUB2 CORRECTION FACTOR
(NI/NI*) (D/u I) KpR REYNOLDS NU_iBER
Q/Q* T/8 TORQUE LIMIT LOOK UP
(SHP/6 JeSHP*) REQ T/e
CL Y
POWER REQUIRED LOOK UP
PROPELLER EQUIVALENT
LIFT DRAG POLARt
CTi Cp CTI- CP
t Strictily speaking, this table is not an input. The table
is calculated in the main control loop using BLOCK DATA and
the input value of INTEGRATED LIFT COEFFICIENT (LOC. 0259).
The error message indicates that the value of CL used was
above the maximum value in the table. This will occur only
if an unusual combination of high power coefficient and low
propeller activity factor exists. In such a case the user
should change the propeller input parameters to obtain a
propeller that more closely matches the performance
requirements.
ttThis table is not input. It is stored as BLOCK DATA
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6.2.2.2 Three Dimensional Tables
***ERROR*** THE FOLLOWING VALUES MAY NOT BE ACCURATE.
THE AAA INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IS OUT OF RANGE OF THE
TABLE. THE PROGRAM USED THE BBB VALUE IN TABLE TO
CALCULATE. THIS ERROR IS IN THE XXXX PART OF THE
YYYYY TABLE.
_ This message is printed whenever one of the
calculated independent variables lies outside
the range of the independent variables defining
the table input by the user.
The XXXX and YYYYY parts of the message respec-
tively n_e the independent variable and the
table in which the error occurred. AAA stands
for FIRST or SECOND, BBB stands for First or
LAST.
The tables in which this error could arise are
shown below. The items in parentheses show the
variables as they appear in the error message.
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT NAME OF
VARIABLE VARIABLES (XXXX) TABLE (YYYYY)
ACDM CL(CL) , M
FN/8 F N*
e
or
T/e (T), M
COMPRESSIBILITY
DRAG
REFERRED THRUST
T/0 (T), M REFERRED POWER
T/8 (T) , M REFERRED FUEL FLOW
N
T/8 (T), M REFERRED NSUBI
NIl/ON/_I
...... C T
C u, Cx/ 
REFERRED NSUB2
COEFFICIENT
CT'/SIGMA TABLE
(SUBR. ROTLIM)
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DEPENDENT
VARIABLE
KHOV 8T
_IF
Cp/_
CPH/U
REMEDY :
INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES (XXXX)
CT, %TMR
or
CT , 8TTR
of
CT , 8TRE F
S, ZW
CT'/_, CX/_
CT, MTIP
NAME OF
TABLE (YYYYY)
DELTA KHOVER -
THETA T TABLE
(SUBR ROTPOW) t
PRANDTL DRAG INTER-
FERENCE TABLE (AERO
SUBR) t
CTP/SIGMA ROTOR MAP
HOVER PORTION ROTOR
MAP
Rewrite the input table so that the inde-
pendent variable that was previously out of
range will fall into the range of the new
table.
tThis table is not input. It is stored as BLOCK DATA.
6.2.3 Errors Occuring in Performance Calculations
6.2.3.1 WARNING: ROTOR LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. FORWARD
FLIGHT SPEED HAS BEEN REDUCED ACCORDINGLY. CHECK ALL
VALUES OF TAS, MU, CT'/SIGMA AND CXR IN THIS PERFORM-
ANCE LEG.
This message will be printed in segments climb,
cruise, descent and loiter if a rotor limit has
been exceeded.
6.2.3.2
REMEDY: Check rotor limits tabular input values
(LOC 0347 - 0395) and segment input values.
WARNING: ROTOR LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. EITHER
REDUCE MAIN ROTOR THRUST REQUIREMENTS AT THESE OPER-
ATING CONDITIONS OR INCREASE MAIN ROTOR TIP SPEED,
CHECK ALL VALUES OF CT/SIGMA IN THIS PERFORMANCE LEG.
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This message will be printed in the takeoff
hoyer, and landing segment if a rotor limit has
_= beenexCeede_. ............
REMEDY : Check rotor limits tabuIar input values
(LOC -347 - 0395) and segment input values.
6.2.3.3 CAUTION: TAIL ROTOR ANTI-TORQUE THRUST REQUIRED AT
THiS OPERATINd CO_NDIT_ONIS NEGATIVE_ CHECK ALL
VALUES OF CLFIN.
This message is printed in forward flight (climb,
cruise, descent, and loiter segments) when single
rotor helicopter vertical tail fin lift exceeds
the total anti-torque thrust required at a given
operating condition (resulting in a negative
anti-torque thrust required for this tail rotor).
This condition can be the result of:
a) too much Vertical tail fin area
b) tail fin operating at too large a fin C L
REMEDY: Check size requirements for vertical tail
and input value f_r fin operating C L
(LOC 0216)
6.2.3.4 CAUTION: TAIL ROTOR CT EXCEEDS .030. TAIL ROTOR TIP
• SPEED RESET - CHECK ALLVALUES IN PERFORMANCE LEG.
• This message is printed when the tail rotor C T
exceeds .03. This condition can be the result of
a) too small a tail rotor diameter
b) operating the tail rotor at too low a tip
speed
L
REMEDY: Check the sizing requirements for the tail
rotor diameter, or increase the tail rotor
• tip speed.
INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE TO HOVER. _T/W) AVAIL-
ABLE LESS THAN (T/W) REQUIRED AT DESIGN DOWNLOAD.
This message will be printed out during the take-
off, hover and landing segment if the value of
" - T/W calculated from the input PEHF (TOLIND = 2 or
4) is less than that required to provide suffi-
cient thrust to overcome hover download (based on
the design (T/W) D LOC 0228). NOTE: (T/W) D is
always input.
REMEDY: Increase the input value of PEHF
6-_B
6.2.3.6
6.2.3.7
6.2.3.8
6.2.3.9
CAUTION ** PEHF IS GREATER THAN 1
This message indicates a condition for which
greater than I00 percent of maximum power or
thrust was required during takeoff, hover or
landing.
REMEDY : Increase engine power available or decrease
required thrust-weight for hover
WARNING: THIS CASE HAS BEEN TE_4INATED BECAUSE OF
INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE FOR CLIMB AT THIS FLIGHT
CONDITION. CHECK ALL INPUTS
This message is printpd if the engine thrust or
power input by the user is insufficient to allow
the aircraft to climb.
REMEDY: a) Increase the engine power or thrust,
whichever is appropriate, or
b) Inspect the inputs which determine drag
and adjust them if they appear to give a
grossly over-rated value of drag.
WARNING: THIS CASE HAS BEEN TERMINATED BECAUSE THE
CLIMB ANGLE IS TOO LARGE DUE TO EXCESSIVE POWER
AVAILABLE AT THIS FLIGHT CONDITION. CHECK ALL INPUTS
This message is printed if the engine thrust or
power input by the user is excessive (resulting
in climb angles greater than 450 ) for the flight
condition desired.
REMEDY: a) Decrease the engine power or thrust or
b) Increase the value of the drag input to
this segment
INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE FOR CRUISE AT INPUT
TAUXTT
This message will be printed during cruise, if in
the case of a compound or auxiliary propulsion
helicopter, the input value of TAux/TTo T does not
permit a power or thrust available-required match
at a given cruise speed.
REMEDY: Check TAux/TToT inputs in the cruise segment.
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6.2.3.10 ERROR ***** INSUFFICIENT POWER AVAILABLE FOR CRUISE
AT DESIRED SPEED
m
B
i--
L
This message will be printed during cruise if
CRSIND = 2 (cruise at specified true airspeed)
and insufficient power is available to maintain
steady level flight at the desired speed. The
remaining cruise calculations will be at constant
power setting.
REMEDY: Increase engine power, decrease drag level,
or decrease required cruise speed.
6.2.3.11 CAUTION SPEED LIMITED BY POWER/THRUST AVAILABLE AT
SPECIFIED POWER SETTING ....
This mess_e will be printe d when power or thrust
available is insufficient to allow the aircraft
to cruise at speed for 99% best range as speci-
fied by selecting CRSIND = 4. or 6. (LOC 0721
through_O)
6.2.3.12 INSUFFICIENT POWER FOR STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT
This message appears during the loiter segment
--calculations.
REMEDY: Check power available and drag level.
6.2.3.13 CLQS IS TOO LARGE FOR DESCENT AT REQUIRED SPEED
This message is printed out when, in the case of
a winged helicopter, the wing contribution to
the total aircraft lift is too high to permit
this aircraft to descend.
P
L
P
_- -
B_
REMEDY: Reduce wing operating C L
INSUFFICIENT POWER TO DESCEND AT THE REQUIRED SPEED
This message is printed out when the aircraft
has insufficient power to descend at the re-
quired speed.
REMEDY: Reduce value of drag input in this segment.
TERMINAL RANGE EXCEEDED, SPIRAL DESCENT REQUIRED
This message is printed when the predicted
flight path ends beyond the specified terminal
range (RMAXND = i).
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6.2.3.16
6.2.3.17
REMEDY : Reevaluate terminal range requirement or
increase value of drag input in this
segment.
TERMINAL RANGE NOT ATTAINED, USE MORE CRUISE OR A
SHALLOWER DESCENT
This message is printed out when the predicted
flight path ends before the specified terminal
range (RMAXND = i).
REMEDY: Reevaluate the terminal range requirement
or reduce the drag input to this segment.
**ERROR*** THE RANGE NECESSARY TO DESCEND IS GREATER
THAN THE RANGE OF THE TABLE CALCULATED IN CRUISE.
THIS MAY BE DUE TO A DELTA R IN CRUISE WHICH IS TOO
SMALL.
The computer saves the last ten points of the
cruise from Rma x backward so that an iteration
can be carried out to find the correct point to
start the descent when RMAXND = 0. This error
message is printed if the stored values do not
cover a sufficient range back from Rma x. Either
AR is too small or the angle of descent is very
small.
REMEDY: Check AR (LOC. 0771 through 0780).
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7.0 PRO6RAM USAGE
= .....
_.-:.... --:
?
i
__= ± _±
_L--....
7.1 COMMENTS ON PROGRAM USAGE
Following are a list of rules and suggestions for using the
program:
7.1.1 Rules
i. Do not use descent option RMAXND = 0 unless preceded by a
cruise.
2. Do not input a turbofan or turbojet engine cycle for the
primary engines.
..... , __-_. - ; _
3. (T/W) D (LOC 0228) must always be input. This is the basic
configuration desi_ thrust-to-weight ratio. It is used
to establish the basic configurations download for calcula-
tion of both hover and low forward speed performance.
4. If FIXIND z 0 and FIXINDI = 1.0, locations 0234 ÷ 0241
must be input to allow sizing of the auxiliary independent
engines.
5. If FIXIND = 1 and ESCIND = 1 only fixed size auxiliary
independent engines (FIXINDI = 0.0) may be input.
6. If OPTIND = 2, the helicopter parasite drag should be input
as two terms. The wing (if there is one) profile drag co-
efficient is input to the table of CDW i versus CL, and all
other component contributions are input by means of the
term AF e (LOC 0316). The terms CDA P, CDF P, CDCSM R, CDSHMR,
CDCSTR, CDSHTR, CDN, CDNI, CDN S, CDv T, and CDH T. KHPIM,
, , HKHPIT KN KNI, KNS, KF, KVT, and K T are not used in OPTIND
= 2. If the option indicator is I, all terms and factors
may be used.
7. If cruise is followed by descent with RMAXND = 0, the
cruise step size (LOC. 0771 - 0780) Should not be less than
10 to 15 nautical miles. This is necessitated by the fact
that a table of cruise conditions is compiled during cruise
to use in the determination of the starting point for
descent. This table consists of 10 points. The cruise step
size therefore must be sufficiently large to ensure that the
total of nine steps in range is greater than the range
required for the following descent. A cruise step size
which is too small will lead to termination of the case
with the printout:
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*** ERROR*** THE RANGENECESSARYTO DESCEND IS
GREATER THAN THE RANGE OF THE TABLE CALCULATED IN
CRUISE• THIS MAY BE DUE TO A DELTA R IN CRUISE
WHICH IS TOO SMALL.
• At present do not use SGTIND = 7 with OPTIND = 1 unless
a sufficiently large _Wf is input to completely refuel
the aircraft. This rule will be eliminated by future
modifications to the program. For the present, missions
employing change of fuel can be analyzed by running
separate cases, a new case each time the fuel is changed.
The aircraft can be separately sized for each case and
compared manually.
. The value for payload which is input (LOC. 2604) should
be the payload at initial takeoff.
7.1.2 Suggestions
i • Input locations 0005 ÷ 0022 are arranged in a sequential
order (Ist and 2nd order size trend and propulsion indica-
tors) which allows configuration types to be input in a
logical "building block" manner. Use of this arrangement
facilitates the input of data. For example if the user
wishes to input a single rotor auxiliary independent
engine compound helicopter, the following input sequence
follows:
a) Input CNFIND = 1 (single rotor helicopter)
b) Input AUXIND = 4 (compound helicopter)
c) Since a compound helicopter has wings, input desired
wing sizing options (SwIND and bwIND).
d) Input AIPIND = 2 (auxiliary independent engines)
e) Input desired type of auxiliary independent engine
(ENGIND)
f) Input those options pertaining only to single rotor
helicopters (TRDIND, TRSIND, VTFIND, HTIND, and
MRPIND)
.
•
If nonstandard atmosphere is required only for constant
altitude segments, such as loiter, cruise, and takeoff,
the table of temperature ratio versus altitude need not
be filled in. The nonstandard atmosphere may be obtained
by use of ATMIND = i.
If it is desired to run OPTIND = 2 for a helicopter which
has previously been sized in a separate case, the drag
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will be represented correctly if the output values of
a5 and a 6 from the sizing case are input for the OPTIND
= 2 case to _F e (LOC 0316) and KW (LOC 0327) respectively,
and if the CDW i table is filled in identically to the
sizing case.
4. To represent engines which are buried in the fuselage,
input KN (LOC 0323) or KN7 (LOC 0324), or both as zero
and ZI, Z2, z3 (LOCS 01427 0143, and 0144) or Z4, Z5, Z6
(LOCS 0146, 0147, 0148) or both as zero. The component .
drag will then be zero and the calculation of engine/
nacelle dimensions will be bypassed.
5. The order in which segments 7 and 8 are_used is important
due to the fact that the program will not permit the air-
craft weight, during a change of weight segment, to
exceed gross weight. As an example, to simulate adding
200 pounds of payload, followed by refueling back to gross
weight limits, the eighth performance segment (change of
payload weiqht) should be entered first with an input of
_Wp L (LOC-1161 _hrough 1170) of 200. Then, the change of
fuel weight segment can De entered with a large number
input for the _Wf quantity.
6. The weights factors K1 through K20 (LOC 2654-2673) have a
nominal value of 1.0 assigned to them by the program.
These factors need not be input unless a nonunity value
ks desired. Similarly, the incremental group weights,
dWFC (LOC 2605), dWp (LOC 2606), and _WsT (LOC 2607), are
nominally zero and need not be input unless a nonzero
value is desired. The reserve fuel factors K1 (LOC 0032)
and 6Wf (LOC 0033) are nominally unity and zero respec-
tively. The fuel flow multiplier KFF (LOC 0034) is
nominally 1.0.
7. A cruise may be run with a headwind for cruise options
3 through 6 by input of the headwind in knots in loca-
tions 0731 through 0740. For cruise option 2 (specified
constant true airspeed), the user can simulate cruise with
a headwind by inputting an "equivalent" value for Rma x
(LOC 0791 - 0800), obtained by adjusting the true ground
range desired by the ratio airspeed ÷ ground speed. The
program output values for range must then be readjusted
by the inverse of this ratio to obtain the correct ground
range.
7.2 DISCUSSION OF ROTOR PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS
As noted in section 4.5, three options for Computing rotor
performance are available to the program user. The first of
these (ROTIND = i) utilizes the "short form aero" rotor per-
formance method which can be described as follows:
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The short form aero rotor performance methodology is a
combination of momentum theory and empirically derived factors .
The four elements of the rotor power required are:
a) induced power (power required to generate lift)
b) profile power (power required to turn the rotor)
c) parasite power (power required to supply propulsive
thrust in forward flight).
d) nonuniform downwash power (power correction due to
nonuniform inflow and downwash effects in forward
flight).
Figure 7-1 is a summary of the major equations used in this
methodology. A brief description of their applications
follows:
In hover, the rotor power required is composed of only two
parts, induced and profile power. The induced power as repre-
sented by the equations in Figure 7-1 is a function of the
variables KHOV, KOL, and C T. KHO v is the adjustment for non-
uniform inflow and wake contraction effects and is a function
of C T, blade number, and blade twist. KOL is the correction
for overlapping rotors (as in the case of a tandem rotor heli-
copter) .
z
The profile power is simply a function of the integrated blade
drag coefficient (including compressibility effects) at a
specified operating CT/_ and blade solidity.
In cruise, the rotor power is composed of all four of the
components listed initially. The induced Dower, as reDresented
by the equations in Figure 7-1, is a function of the quantities
KIN D , KIN T, C T' and _', . KIN D is the induced power adjustment
factor which accounts for blade tip and other losses. KIN T is
the induced power adjustment for interference between tandem
rotors. Thus, for single rotor helicopters, KIN T is equal to
i. For tandem rotors, the value of KIN T is calculated based
on tandem rotor overlap and an empirically derived wake sepa-
ration angle, e'. Profile power is simply a function of the
integrated blade drag coefficient (corrected for retreating
blade stall and advancing blade compressibility effects) at
specified operating conditions (CT'/C, _, Cx), blade solidity,
and advance ratio (_). The parasite power is a function of
the propulsive thrust required and the efficiency of the rotor
in converting power into that propulsive thrust (in addition
to providing lift). The nonuniform downwash (NUD) power is a
correction which has been empirically derived from a compari-
son of uniform and nonuniform downwash rotor analyses. The
term KNUD, which is a function of the advancing rotor, is
stored as BLOCK DATA in this program.
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In order to obtain a reasonable estimation of power required
at very low advance ratios (_ < 0.i) where neither normal
cruise nor hover rotor characteristics totally describe the
operating environment of the rotor, an empirical fairing
technique is used. The method is based on the contracted
induced wake angle c:
The relationship:
¢ = tan -I <2vi/(l.689V) _
sin 2 2e + cos c = 1
is used to provide a smooth transition between hover and cruise
characteristics for the affected coefficients while insuring
that the resulting values will lie within the boundaries set
by hover and cruise limiting conditions.
A detailed description of the equations used in this method-
ology is provided by inspection of Figure 4-14 (subroutine
ROTPOW flow chart) and the input variable list included in
paragraph 5.3.1 of Section 5.0. The empirical factors used
in this methodology are input as noted earlier, in "rotor
cycle" format. The input sheet used for this purpose is in-
cluded in the specimen input sheets of Section 5.2. It should
be noted that since the factors specified in a "rotor cycle"
represent integrated blade characteristics, then a given "rotor
cycle" implicity represents a given spanwise chord and airfoil
distribution. Thus, it would ultimately be possible to build
up an extensive library of "rotor cycles" with varying combi-
nations of planform and airfoil distributions.
In the case of ROTIND = 2 (as noted in Section 4.5) input
rotor maps, corrected by the program for the specific rotor and
and helicopter configuration characteristics under study, are
employed. When ROTIND = 3, input rotor maps with no correc-
tions applied are utilized. A detailed description of the
equations and variables used for ROTIND = 2 or 3 is available
by inspection of Figure 4-14 and paragraph 5.3.1. Figures
7-2 and 7-3 show the corrections (KDLD, TIGE/TOGE) for hover-
in-ground effect applied to the equations:
T/W = 1 + D.L. (KDL D)
C T =
4W (T/W)
P _DMR2NRVTIP 2 (TIGE/TOGE)
used in calculating hover power.
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ROTOR
TANDEM
ROTOR
i _
I
0
0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0
±(hBF/DIA.) FUSELAGE BOTTOM/GROUND HT. RATIO
Figure 7-2. Download Sensitivity to Ground Proximity.
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I THRUSTIGE/THRUSToGE .06907 (i/X) +. 03364 (X) +. 90186 I
1.20
H
1.16
1.12
1.08
1.04
1.00
i
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d
0 .4 .8 1.2
O OH-6A
OH-58A
[3 UH-1C
CH-47
D CH-46
X UHM
X = ROTOR HEIGHT/DIAMETER
Figure 7-3. Thrust Augmentation in Ground Effect.
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7.3 DISCUSSION OF ROTOR LIMITS
The function of the rotor limits table input described in
Section 4.6 is to provide realistic (ig) level flight bound-
aries for helicopter rotor operation. This is important
because, although the rotor performance calculation (whether
using rotor "cycles" or maps) reflects operation near stall
through rapidly increasing power required levels, it would
still be possible, using a greatly oversized engine, to oper-
ate in this region, even though in actual fact the rotor could
be overstressed or subject to structural failure. A typical
rotor limits plot is illustrated by the sketch below:
CT '/_
i
_G 1 g LEVEL FLIGHT" _ HT
FoYer_purp_Ses of defining t]%e_tabular rotor limits fnput, the
level flight conditions are of interest only, although single
point values (CT/_) H, (CT/_)CR from the maneuver flight curve
are necessary for determining (sizing) main rotor solidity.
Rotor limits, then can be based on:
a) incipient rotor blade stall limits (ig level flight), or
b) incipient rotor blade stall and/or rotor blade struc-
tural limits for maneuver flight.
Figure 7-4 shows a summary of miscellaneous rotor limits data
(theoretical and flight test), for both the ig level flight
and maneuVer conditions. The rotor limit value (CT/a) H en-
countered in hover is typically due to stall flutter. This is
primarily an aeroelastic/control system stiffness problem.
Level flight rotor limit values, as noted earlier, are a func-
tion of incipient stall and/or stall flutter. Rotor limits in
maneuver flight are more complex to understand because of the
interaction of various rotor configurations and rotor para-
meters on the result. For example, a rotor system with
7-9
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CT '/u
0.08
0.16
0.14
CT'/C
0.12
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MANEUVERING FLIGHT
__" "\ ANALYTIC_LY
_, DETERMINED
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\
\
\
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I
0.5
PAPER,
I
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Figure 7-4. Summary of Typical Rotor Limits.
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relatively high rotor blade inertia in the flapwise direction,
should potentially (in a maneuver) exhibit a higher maneuver
g capability (due to gyroscopic precessional effects) than a
rotor with less inertia in the flapwise direction. Other
factors influencing rotor limits include the torsional natural
frequency of the blade as it interacts with stall flutter,
chordwise bending stresses of the blade, the type of maneuver
performed, etc. For a more detailed discussion of this matter
see References 12 to 15.
Provision has been made in the rotor limits table for inclusion
of rotor limits which are a function of CX/_ (based on rotor
propulsive thrust) as well as u (see the sketch below).
X/_ = 0
INCREASING
P
In those instances where CX/a is not a variable, the user
simply inputs CT'/a versus u at dummy values of CX/a (0 and
1.0) : If the user wishes to operate the program without using
rotor l_itS, large "dummy" values of CT'/C (say 1.0) are
input at Cx/_ 0 and 1.0
7.4 DISCUSSION OF PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
The final selection of a propeller blade design to best suit
a given compound helicopter mission is a rather arduous task
because t_e suboptimization of many considerations, Such as
propeller efficiency, propeller weight, power transmission
system weight, powerplant performance, and others, is required
for each mission segment followed by an overall mission optimi-
zation_- K single propeller design does not satisfy the re-
quirement.
The basic problem faced in evolving a single propeller design
to satisfy all flight conditions is that of achieving the
optimum blade loading for each of the flight conditions. This
7-11
is virtually impossible due to the degree and manner in which
thrust required and power available vary with engine and
vehicle speeds. From an aerodynamic viewpoint, this basic
problem manifests itself in terms of problems associated with
blade chord, twist and design C L distributions, engine-
propeller performance matching, and compressibility.
Propeller blade loading is a function of the spanwise distri-
bution of blade twist, blade chord, and blade section design
lift coefficient. These three parameters must be employed so
as to yield the optimum propeller performance at a given
flight condition. This will occur when each section of the
blade is adjusted to operate at or near its maximum lift-drag
ratio while maintaining an optimum spanwise load distribution.
As the operating conditions vary, the degree to which near
optimum conditions can be maintained changes for a fixed blade
geometry. Therefore, some compromise must take place, and
best efficiency cannot be achieved at each and every operating
condition.
As one can appreciate, with fixed blade geometry the attain-
ment of overall propeller optimization is somewhat limited
with regard to what can be aerodynamically achieved with twist,
solidity, and design lift coefficient. Furthermore, changing
these variables results in variations in blade centrifugal
twisting moment, hub centrifugal loads, blade pitch control
loads, and numerous other items which result in either opera-
tional envelope limitations or weight constraints. Variable
blade geometry can result in aerodynamic improvements, but
these may well be offset by increased weight and cost. Vari-
able geometry propeller blade development and application,
furthermore, have been quite limited.
The ability to alter propeller speed in cruise will help the
designer cope with blade loading problems and result in bettez
mission efficiency. This can be done whether by using a mul-
tiple speed power transmission system between the engine and
propeller or by exercising the variable output shaft speed :
capability of free turbine powerplants. The former method is
generally not used due to weight penalties, while the latter
method is extensively employed. Engine-propeller matching,
though, is not as simple as it may sound. Engine power does
fall off at nonoptimum turbine speed, and transmission torque
requirements and weight increase with reduced turbine speed.
The combination of vehicle speed, propeller speed, diameter
and altitude prpduce a constraint in the form of Mach number.
Exceeding a helical tip Mach number of about 0.95 appears to
significantly reduce propeller efficiency.
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Current state of the ar£ regarding propeller aerodynamics
appears to permit veryaccurate appraisal of a qiven propeller
design performance over most of the flight envelope. Per-
formance prediction capability is generally inadequate in the
following areas: I) static thrust, 2) at moderate to high
propeller shaft angles of attack (say 30 to 90 degrees), and
3) under the "mixed" flow conditions where the blade sections
are in neither wholly subsonic nor wholly supersonic flows.
For purposes of preliminary design, however, the short methods
for predicting propeller performance available from propeller
manufacturers (e.g., Curtiss-Wright and Hamilton Standard)
generally produce acceptable results, and should certainly
be given consideration.
Whenever possible, the aircraft desiqner should consult the
propeller manufactures' and his own propeller staffs early in
the preliminary design phase. Lacking this, he should freely
exercise the methodology published by propeller manufacturers.
These methods require only several minutes to manually com-
pute a propeller performance point and are well worth the
effort. Too many preliminary aircraft designs have proceeded
too far assuming propeller efficiencies in excess of the ideal
induced (i.e., zero drag) value.
7.5 DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM TOLERANCES
The tolerances tabulated in Table 7-1 represent the accuracy
required of iterated values calculated at certain points in
the program. Whenever the values of the quantities named in
Table 7-I become less than the value quoted, the iterating
calculation is terminated.
z _-- --_ - -
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TABLE 7-1. PROGRAM TOLERANCES I
I
VARIABLE BEING SITUATION
SYMBOL VALUE CALCULATED IN PROGRAM FUNCTION OF TOLERANCE
TOL 0.01 W G, Gross Weight Main Control When the quantity
Loop II-(Wf)A/(Wf)RI_ TOL, the
fuel required and available
are considered to be suf-
ficiently close and the
sizing calculation is
terminated.
47 0.i ° y, Flight Path Climb & De-
Angle scent Sub
routines
_BHP 0.01 BHPA-BHP R
BHPA BHP A
Cruise
_B 0.01 B 1 - B 2 CRSIND = 1
B2
(XM/£ B 0.01 (XM/£B) - (XM/£B) c Main control
loop(xM/_s) c (XM/_B) c
_DTR 0.01 DTR - DTR I Size trends
subroutine
DTRI DTR I
_TR 1 0.01 _TRI-_TR Main control
loop
CTR _TR
Determines flight path
angle to within 0.1 °
The cruise speed is set
when BHP R is within
0.01 BHP A
B 1 - B 2 is used to adjust
_V to expedite
B2
computation. If B 1 - B 2
B2
becomes less than dB,
BHP R always exceeds BHP A
The main rotor position
is determined when
WM/£ B is within 0.01
(XM/ZB) c
The tail rotor diameter
is determined when DTR
is within 0.01 DTR I.
The tail rotor solidity
is determined when _TR,
is within 0.01 CTR.
RTO L 5 nm R, Range Descent Sub
routine
If the range at the end of
descent is within RTO L nm
of Rma x the calculation
terminates.
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7 .6 SAMPLE CASES
To illustrate the use of the program, two sample cases have
been run and the output included here.
The first case is for a single-rotor compound helicopter with
auxiliary independent cruise propulsion (T/Shaft - Propeller).
This case illustrates main rotor (diameter and solidity)
sizing, wing sizing for maneuver conditions, auxiliary inde-
pendent engine sizing, tail rotor solidity sizing to meet
hovering turn requirements, vertical tail area sizing based
on tail rotor loss (in cruise) criteria, and the use of a
drag trend. The primary engines and drive system are sized
to meet specified takeoff and cruise requirements.
The second case is for a tandem rotor winged helicopter. It
illustrates the use of the component drag buildup option, fuse-
lage sizing based on specified rotor overlap and cabin dimen-
sions, aft rotor pylon sizing based on an input g_D/stagger
ratio, wing sizing for maneuver conditions, and main rotor (diam-
eter and solidity) sizing. The primary engines and drive systems
are sized to meet specified takeoff and cruise requirements.
7.6.1 Single Rotor Compound Helicopter (Auxiliary Independent
Engines)
The design mission profile is illustrated in Figure 7-5. The
more interesting and unusual inputs are discussed for this
case while the more routine information is only listed. A
complete copy of the program printout follows the description
of the input.
CRUISE AT SPEED
FOR 99% BEST RANGE
CRUISE AT SPEED FOR I SUFFICIENT RESERVE
TAKEOFF AT 99% BEST RANGE / FUEL TO LOITER FOR
T/W=1.06 _ TRANSFER ALTITUDE / 20 MINUTES
(6 MIN) . _ , TO 1000 FEET /
OUT I AT R>C
(2 MIN) _ / / \ @ % k TO 3000 FEET ALTITUDE
\. I J / HOVER AT T/W',l.06 \
_ Q_ _ / c12 MIN) \ \LOITER FOR
_ ONE-H_F HOUR
__0 LO2  0 o0°
CLIMB AT MAX R/C
TO 5000 FEET ALTITUDE
300 NAUTICAL MILES
Figure 7-5. Design MSN - Sample Case Number i.
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SAMPLE CASE NO. 1
GENERAL INFORMATION SHEET
VARIABLE LOCATION
OPTIND 0001
OPTIONAL 0002
PRINT
DRGIND 0003
VALUE ASSIGNED
1.0
1.0
2.0
OSWIND 0004 0
CNFIND 0005 1.0
AUXIND 0006 4.0
RDMIND 0007 4.0
FIXIND 0008 1.0
ROTIND 0009 1.0
SwIND 0010 3.0
bwlND 0011 1.0
AIP IND 0012 2 .0
ENGIND 0013 0
FIXINDI 0014 i. 0
REMARKS
Sizing run
Detailed printout de-
sired
GW/Fe Drag trend uti-
lized
User inputs Oswald
efficiency factor
Single-rotor helicopter
Compound helicopter
Main rotor diameter
sized based on input
disc loading; solidity
sized based on input
CT/ 
Program sizes primary
engines
Short form rotor per-
formance method used
Wing area sized by ma-
neuver conditions
Wing span sized based on
input wing span/rotor
diameter ratio
Independent auxiliary
engines
Turboshaft auxiliary in-
dependent engines
Program sizes auxiliary
independent engines
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VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED
TRDIND 0015 1.0
TRSIND 0016 2.0
VTFIND 0017 2.0
t-_ IND 0018 2.0
MRPIND 0019 0
ESCIND 0022 2.0
WG o 0023 25000
h o 0024 0
:$
R o 0025
to 0026
hOPTIND 0027
MMO 0028
0
0
VMO 0029
VDIVE 0030
0
E_
0.33
220
220
7-17
REMARKS
Tail rotor diameter
sized based on tail
rotor/main rotor diam-
eter trend
Tail rotor solidity
sized based on input
CT/a
Vertical Fin area sized
to meet configuration
anti-torque require-
ments upon loss of tail
rotor
Horizontal tail volume
coefficient _nput
Main rotor position (on
fuselage) input by user
Primary engines sized
for either takeoff or
cruise
First guess at design
gross weight
Start a iti-"
tude
Starting
range
Starting
time
Normally
0 except
for
partial
mission
analysis
cruise at specified
altitudes
Maximum operating Mach
number
Maximum operating EAS
knots
Design dive speed,
knots EAS
z
VARIABLE
MLF
K1
_Wf
KFF
SGTIND
LOCAT ION
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0 042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
VALUE ASSIGNED
3.5
1.0
0
1.05
1.0
2.0
4.0
3.0
4.0
9.0
2.0
8.0
6.0
3.0
4.0
60.0
100.0
REMARKS
Maneuver load factor
Factor on mission fuel
burned to give reserve
fuel, i.e., i.i would
give i0 percent re-
serves
Fixed fuel increment for
reserves or other use
Increase basic engine
SFC by 5 percent
Tax i
Takeoff
Cruise
Climb
Cruise
Transfer
altitude
Takeoff
Change pay-
load
Loiter
Climb
Cruise
Loiter (re-
serve fuel)
End of case
Sequence
of
_ Design
Mission
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HELICOPTER DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION SHEET
VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED REMARKS
bw/D 0103 0.5 Wing span/main rotor
diameter ratio
(t/c)R 0105 0.20 Wing root thickness/
chord ratio
(t/c)
T
Ac/4
0106 0.12
0107 0
0108 0.5
Wing tip thickness/
chord ratio
Quarter-chord mean
sweep angle, degrees
Wing taper ratio (tip
chord/root chord)
CF/C 010g 1.0 Ratio of download al-
leviating flap chord to
wing chord (1.0 signi-
fies a fully tilting
wing)
h_h F 0110 0.20 Ratio of-vertical wing
position on fuselage as
a fraction of fuselage
height
CL D 0111 0.8 Wing _esign lift coef-
ficient
ARHT
£TH'
0112
0113
4.0
1.15
Horizontal tail aspect
ratio
Ratio of horizontal tail
moment arm to main rotor
radius
(t/c) HT
%
1H
ASwet/SF
0114
0115
0116
0120
0.12
0.0162
0.5
0
Horizontal tail thick-
ness/chord ratio
Horizontal tail volume
coefficient
Horizontal tail taper
ratio
Fuselage wetted area
ratio
VARIABLE
ASwet
hF
WF
(_/d) p
(_/d) T
£
c
ZTB/d_B
dT--TB/d_B
_. STING
1VT
(t/c)VT
_VT
KZ
LOCATION
0121
0122
0123
0124
0125
0126
0127
0128
0129
0130
0131
0136
0137
0138
0139
VALUE ASSIGNED
0
7.0
6.5
1.3
1.0
12.
0
0.55
5.0
0.3
i.i
0.45
0.15
0.80
0.85
REMARKS
Incremental fuselage
wetted area
Fuselage height
Fuselage width
Fineness ratio of nose
Fineness ratio of tail
Constant diameter sec-
tion length
Length of ramp well
Main rotor position aft
of the nose as a frac-
tion of main fuselage
length
Fineness ratio of tail
boom
Ratio of average tail
boom tip diameter to
average tail boom
diameter
Tail boom extends aft of
the tail rotor disc by
i0 percent of the tail
rotor radius
Vertical tail taper
ratio
Vertical tail thick-
ness/chord ratio
Vertical tail fin/tail
rotor overlap ratio
Vertical position of the
tail rotor center (rela-
tive to the vertical
fin root chord) as a
fraction of tail rotor
radius
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FVARIABLE LOCATION
CLDES 0140
VALUE ASSIGNED
0.5
VDE s 0141 180
Z 1 0142
Z 2 0143
Z 3 0144
Z 4 0146
Z 5 0147
Z 6 0148
(t/c) RF 0152
(t/c) T F 0153
ARFp 0154
0.035 I
2 0
0 078
0.035 I
2.0
0 078
0.40
0.20
0.5
IFp 0155 0.4
hpl 0156 3.0
MAIN ROTOR DIMENSIONAL DATA SHEET
ROTOR CYCLE 0171 3
NO.
N R 0172 1.0
W/A 0173 ii. 0
bMR 0176 4.0
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REMARKS
Vertical tail fin de-
sign lift coefficient
Vertical tail fin sized
to provide aircraft
directional stability
at 180 kts in event of
tail rotor loss
Primary engine
nacelle constants
Auxiliary inde-
pendent engine
nacelle constants
Forward rotor pylon
root thickness chord
ratio
Forward rotor pylon tip
thickness/chord ratio
Forward rotor pylon
aspect ratio
Forward rotor pylon
taper ratio
Forward rotor pylon
height
Rotor blade section
aerodynamic charac-
teristics selection
Number of rotors
Disc loading
Number of blades/main
rotor
VARIABLE
8TM R
XCMR
XMR
(t/c) .25R
VTIP
(CT/_) H
T/W
VKT(C)
hc(C)
_TINc
(CT/O)CR
gREQM'T
g (ROTOR)
N (ROTOR
LOADING)
VCEHI
VCEH2
KpCLIMB
LOCATION
0177
0178
0179
0180
0181
0182
0183
0184
0185
0186
0187
0188
0189
0190
0191
0192
0193
VALUE ASS IGNED
-9.0
0.25
0.075
0.i0
725
0.12
i. 06
165}3000
43.2
0.110
1.75
1.35
1.00
1.53 I0
0.85
REMARKS
Main rotor twist (deg)
Main rotor blade cutout
as a fraction of radius
Main rotor blade attach-
ment point as a fraction
of radius
Rotor blade thickness/
chord at 25 percent
radius
Main rotor tip speed
Rotor "lift coefficient"
for hover sizing
solidity
Rotor design thrust/
weight ratio
Cruise flight con-
ditions for sizing
rotor solidity
Rotor "lift coefficient"
for sizing rotor solid-
ity in cruise flight
Total g requirement,
helicopter must satisfy
Maneuver g's carried by
main rotor
Rotor lift/GW for ig
cruise flight rotor
solidity sizing
Main rotor vertical
rate-of-climb effi-
ciency factors
Helicopter forward
flight climb efficiency
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TAIL ROTOR DIMENSIONAL DATA SHEET
VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASS IGNED
bTR 0203 5.0
8 TT R 02 04 -4.0
XCTR 0205 0.3
XTR 0206 0.075
VTTR 0207
(CT/_) DES (H) 0208
m
C
0209
02i0
CTG/CTN T 0211
0212
690
0.17
0.30
REMARKS
No. of blades/tail rotor
Tail rotor twist (deg)
Tail rotor blade cutout
as a fraction of radius
0.75
Tail rotor blade attach-
ment point as a fraction
:: :: ::: _ of radius
Tail rotor tip speed
Tail rotor limiting : _:_•
design rotor "lift
coefficient,,
1.00
0.72
KZZ z 0213 1.00
gMR/TR 0214 1.0
r
Helicopter yaw accel-
eration, rad/sec 2
Helicopter yaw rate,
rad/sec
Vertical tail fin/tail
rotor sideload ratio
(when input as 1.00,
program calculates a
value of CTG/CTNet based
on tail fin/rotor
geometry)
Tail rotor induced
velocity ratio for a
pusher type tail rotor
(see fig. 4-21, sect.
4.8)
Single rotor helicopter
yaw moment of inertia
trend adjustment factor
(nominally = 1.00)
Gap between main and
tail rotor disc (ft)
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VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED
KTRs 0215 i. 05
CLFIN 0216 0
REMARKS
Tail rotor solidity in-
creased 5 percent over
that dictated by hover-
ing turn requirements
Vertical tail fin op-
erating cruise lift
coefficient
PRIMARY ENGINE SIZING INFORMATION SHEET
VARIABLE
PRIMARY
ENGINE
CYCLE NO.
Np
XMSNIND
LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED
0217 1.761
0219 2.0
0220 2.0
SHP /SHP R 0221 1.0
D T 0223 0.97
A SHPAcc 0224 100
SHPTRx/TRP* 0225 1.0
W
SHPARx/SHPAu x 0226 1.0
h (H) 0227 4000
TO
REMARKS
Primary engine selection
No. of primary engines
Drive system rated at
power required to hover
or cruise (more critical
of the two conditions
selected by program)
Main rotor drive system
is rated at 100 percent
of main rotor design
power
Transmission efficiency
Accessory power losses
Tail rotor drive system
is rated at i00 percent
of tail rotor design
power
Aux propulsion drive
system is rated at i00
percent of aux propul-
sion design power
Design point hover al-
titude (engine sizing)
7-24
mF
E_
_1_ _k.
| _ _
F
VARIABLE
(T/W) m
LOCATION VALUE ASS GNE 
0228 1.06 configuration design
point hover thrust/
weight ratio
(NI I/NI IMAX) TO 023 0
i
Nps D 0231
SHP E/SHP * 0232
h c 0235
V c 0236
(TAux/TTOT) c 0239
0240
CLD p
1.105 Main rotor operating at
i00 percent of hover
tip speed (725 fps) ;
i.e.
I
NIIMAY_TO_NII. ] T
= (1.105) (.905) (725)
(NpsD) C 0241
0.95
3000
170
0.75
= 725
No. of engines inopera-
tive at hover design
point conditions
Engines sized to permit
operation in hover (OGE)
at 95 percent of the
maximum rated power
Design point (cruise)
altitude (engine sizing)
Design point cruise ....
speed (engine sizing)
x z[ _
75 percent_of propulsive
thrust provided by aux.
propulsion at cruise
conditions for engine
sizing
0.3 Wing operating lift co-
efficient at cruise
conditions for engine
sizing
No. of primary engines
shut down during cruise
(for engine sizing)
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AUXILIARY INDEPENDENT ENGINE SIZING INFORMATION SHEET
VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED REMARKS
AUXPROPUL-
SION ENGINE
CYCLE NO.
0242 1.761 Auxiliary independent
engine selection
Np 0245 1.0 Helicopter has one aux.
independent engine
POWIND 0246 2 Aux. independent engine
sized to provide 75 per-
cent of configuration
propulsive thrust at
NRP
PROPELLER DATA REQUIRED FOR COMPOUND HELICOPTER AUX
PROPULSION INFORMATION SHEET
VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASS IGNED REMARKS
VTA R 0249 900 Propeller tip speed
DiA 0250 i0 Propeller diameter
XAR 0251 0. O75 Propeller blade attach-
ment point as fraction
of radius
_TAux 0252 0.97 Auxiliary drive system
transmission efficiency
npIND 0253 0 "Point" propeller effi-
ciencies specified for
climb and cruise
_P3 0254 0.82 Propeller efficiency in
climb
No.AF/Bladeof 0257 140_
Blades 0258 3
3-way propeller, 140
activity factor/blade
7-26
HELICOPTER AERODYNAMICSINFORMATiONSHEET
VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED REMARKS
(GW/Fe) 0312 1130
J
KFE D 0313 .555
e 03 14 0.75
Drag trend constants de-
rived from data such as
illustrated by fig.
4-26, section 4-9
Wing "span loading"
efficiency factor
TFEF 0315 1.0 Tail fin aspect ratio
effectiveness factor
(nominally = 1.0)
(Re/Z) i 0328
C] 0329
CL-C D 0330
TABLE -0345
Mean Reynolds No./ft
based on primary engine
cruise sizing flight
conditions
6°28 _ Wing 2-D iift curve
slope
See input values:bn_sample
output sheets
= r
ROTOR LIMITS INFORMATION SHEET
0347 This case has been run using
-0377 "dummy" rotor limit values (as
explained in Sec. 7.3) . For
actual "dummy" values used, re"
fer to the appropriate locations
_ : on the output sheets
HELICOPTER WEIGHT INFORMATION
2601 This is fully explained in Sec-
-2673 tion 4.11. Refer to the output
sheets for the actual values
used.
TAXI INFORMATION
tT 0411 0.0333
KF I 0431 1.0
Taxi for 2 minutes
Auxiliary engine fuel
flow multiplicative
factor
7-27
TAKEOFF, HOVER, AND LANDING INFORMATION
VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED REMARKS
TOLIND 0461 1 .0
f0462 1.0
tH 0551 0.1
0552 0.2
Specify required T/W for
hover out-of-ground ef
effect
Hover for 6 minutes
Hover for 12 minutes
CLIMB INFORMATION
CLMIND 0571 1.0
0J0572 1
TAuX/TTOT 0692069! 00 t
0601 0 3_CLWING 0602 0:4
NpSDc L 06810682 ll'0_
NpSDicL 07010702 11.. _t
CRUISE INFORMATION
Climb at maximum rate
of climb, limited by
NRP available
All propulsive thrust
provided by main rotor
wing operating C L in
climb
One primary engine shut
down during climb
Auxiliary independent
engine shut down during
c i imb
CRS IND 072 1 2 .0
TAuX/TToT
CLWIN G
0722 4.0}0723 4.0
0841 0. 551
0842 0.60
0843 0 70
0751 0.5}
0752 0.5
0753 0.5
0791 60 1
0792 150
0793 300
Cruise at specified TAS
Cruise at 99 percent
best range speed
Propeller/main rotor
propulsive thrust split
during cruise segments
Wing operating CL in
cruise
values of range at end
of each cruise
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LOITER INFORMATION
VARIABLE LOCATION
TAuX/TToT 1111
1112
CLW 1041
1042
t L 1081
1082
VALUE ASSIGNED
0"35 I0.35
0.4_0.4
0,5
REMARKS
P ropel ler/main rotor
propulsive thrust split
in loiter
Wing operating CL in
io iter
Loiter for 30 minutes
0.25 Loiter for 15 minutes
for reserve fuel pur-
poses ,
TRANSFER ALTITUDE SHEET
i ! ;:i¸r
- - N21ND
I
! -
AWpL 1161 -i000 Unload i000 pounds of
. payload after 12 min-
• _ utes of hovering
PRIMARY ENGINE CYCLE DATA; NON-STANDARD PERFORMANCE
1204 2.0 A non-optimum NII vari-
ation will be used
NIIMAx/NI_I 1223 0. 905 Maximum power turbine
_u
speed is 90.5 percent
of rated value (static,
max power, sea level
standard)
AUX. INDEPENDENT ENGINE CYCLE DATA; NON-STANDARD PERFORMANCE
N2 INDI 22 04 2 .0
NII_/NI_ 2223 0. 905
A non-optimum NII vari-
ations will be used
Maximum power turbine
speed is 90.5 percent
of rated value (static
max power, sea level
s tanda rd )
The sample case output follows:
=
=
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SAMPLE CASE NO. 1 RAGE 1
H E 5 C 0 _ P
HELICOPTER SIZING C PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM B-91
THE _3LL)wlNG IS A CARO 8Y CARD REPRODUCTION OF THE INPUT _ECK FOR THIS CASE
LUC. CO_RESPOND$ TO LOCATION NUMBER GIVEN ON INPUT SHEET
K_H STANDS F_E THE NUMBER 3F SEQUENTIAL INPUT VALUES STARTING wITH L_C. INAXo -_)
VAL EQUALS VAtUE FOR VARIABLE CORRESPONDING TO LOC°
VALL VALUE CORRESPONOING TO LOC°_O001
vAL2 VALUE CORRESPONDING Tq LOC°*OO02
£TC.
L3C. NUq VAt VALI VAL2 VAL3
FOTE : I_ uSINb AUXILIARY ENGINES ; AUXILIARy ENGINE CYCLE INPUT LOCATIONS CAN BE CREATEO
flY PLACING A 6666_ C£RO IN FRONT AND BEHIND A STANOARO ENGINE CYCLE
VAL_
L 60l ; 3. 0000 -9.0030
!_ )3 5 U,, 99500E-02 -u. 28000E-Ol O. 26200 0,,-'7600 2 .¢500
| 6dB [ O,, 865U 0
160q 5 O. | 05_)OE-O 1 2 .B200 O. 900Q tiE-31 I. 1700 O. 12 _,OOE-O 2
t6 1_ 2 0.75BdO Oo T4300
lble, 5 lO.OOO 0.0 O. 40000E-02 O. 70000E-02 O. OOO00E-O;'
16 Z l S o. l Oud(_E-d I O. 110)flE-O l O. 1150DE-O | 0 • 1200UE-O 1 O. 15SqOE-O l
lO2b 5 O.22000E-Ot l .O180 1.085e i. L540 L.2330
1631 5 1.2790 1.3140 1.3270 1.3370 1. 364,1
163b l 1. 3970
1 5 l.t_O00 1o0030 Z.OOO0 0o0 1 °OU_);)
6 5 _*. OOt30 4.003r1 1. O,")O 0 1.0000 3.000tl
I i 5 I, )O00 2,00_0 _I.0 1,0(100 l .dl)r_O
lO _ 2. OitrlO 2.300_ 2.0000 0.0
23 * 2.00D0 25000. 0.0 0.0
2 6 S _').d 0 • 0 O. 33000 22U. O0 220. Od
3L S 3. SdOO 1.00_0 O.O I .0500 I.L]O,_O
_b 5 2.0000 4.0rlt)O 3 .ou_u _,. ClClC_I 9.oo00
t.l b 2. 1dot) B.O000 6.0(_00 ' 3.0OOO _,. rh'l,h)
0 _ 6d °lh)(t 100. 30
1,13 1 iI. 5Ut),10
lrl ¢. 5 O° 2')000 O. 12000 0.0 O. 50000 1 ._)0_1_
I t_ 2 o. 2.}OOn O, 80000
112 ._ 4o _tl_t} i.1 S_O O. 12000 u. 16200E-Ol O. 5o0,_o
i 20 2 I}°O (1°0
L 22 5 7,ouo0 b,S030 1.3000 1.0000 12.0.1,)
127 5 ,;.,_ O. 550J¢) 5,_¢tno u, 30;_00 1, lO_}_
1_6 9 l/. _SttOO O. 1503i) O. StOOl) _ O. 85000 O. 5_0_1_1
I_¢1 l 180.nO
1_2 3 t;, 35UOI)E -O [ 2.0000 O. ?8000E-u 1
1 ;_ ? d. 350[_OE-,ll 2.3030 O. 78oI_oE-31
19tl _ dot} 0.()
lS_ 5 U. _0(1,11) O° 2)000 O. 5OOOU O. ;0000 3.O0,lJ
171 I 3. _)0_1,)
172 2 l._O0 I 1.00_I
170 5 4.0tldO -q.oooo n. 25ti_)(t O. 75000E-dI d. lO0od.: [hi
1_.1 L ?._5°.10
1_2 2 O. [ 2it,t0 1 °db3U
7-30
__:::r_'_i _
± zL_
II .........
i ......
.+
llq4+
1_'1
1'_3
2-3
2u'l
216
217
:,l<l
27t_
Z23
725
227
_32
23+,
23b
247
245
263
261
262
272
328
32_
33o
J3t
3_o
34_,
34q
354
361
_b_t5
2_t3
2hi++
2_22
2o27
2632
2637
2111,2
2o47
Z65'.+
265++
266++
2665
26"I,1
5
g
2
1
$
5
3
L
1
l
Z
g
2
5
2
i;
3
t
1
?
5
1
2
1
4
4.
1
1
I
l
1
2
5
Z
3
?
3
5
5
5
b
5
5
5
5
2
5
5
l
5
1 _', _,. I'I II
1.35+10
1. 530n
I,+. 8 ,._()0 (11
+. 110 d+dl
U. i 7flUO
|. O0 I_U
II,fl
1.7610
2. dddO
2 • _+d,10
O. '.I 7i_ 0 tJ
1.oo,+o
400n. ,1
O. 9S*)O0
2.(J")_O
U. 75U,1(1
1.?610
I. O++,l('J
. l}l)(l|l
,I.+_
fd. _J_al_|ll
4. flU*I 0
*|.41
113(1. I
l,u2t;,)
+1. 146+*_E o7
6.2_lhl
7._,Od
l)*I)
1 * I)U,)d
c_. 120o0- _-_1
It**|
l'k. I|
1 . (tO+'bl
1 * _hl,|O
I • dd,}O
22d0.11
l_ld.tll)
I1.¢1
25.,1a0 •
_,e l.+l_ I ¢')
125.,+11
1 • 00,1+
i • d_O0
44+.,1,*0
I _. 2+i*+'I
3. OOt++l
i|. _ 71*,111
|. Ill)_ ) l|
1 • ,ldll 0
1. O0,h]
[. 00_) 0
30DO. l)
1.0,}00
,I. 0
-4.t)hO_
U. 3o Ot'h)
I .OOlY_)
1. ¢*t%},I
1 (1_!. I.}tl
1 *JOqO
I *l Tl_I! Ij
t;. *_1
3,._o.,)
O. 3.0;) 0
1.1050
q(kJ.'),l
O. 80IIU t)
3._)00_1
(l. 20 _')t')*'_
o. 83000
o. _5 5Phi
11. 2LIU_)_)
1 ._.dO¢l
0+620006-_12
t_. 2tlt')OO_ -_1
t). 5J i'll) d
_). 5OOO(1
1.0(lC)+l
1 .DO00
4.50.50
O.L)
I1.11
25°030
(e. 1800,1
4._Xt .,_*)
2.201n
L 4.20,)
2 50. (_,'i
O. 17b _1._
1.3tJ 3CS
1 .(.}{It) fl
l ._)OLl r_
I .j[l_o
43.2on
O* Jl)l)*l II
I1. 750_J U
1 .JS_O
50.3Uil
17,).,1'F$
lOodlllJ
I+|. _l|,lll l)
O. 8t)OU 0
ST. 75('141(I
O* %OUUU
O. ?_Jth) OE-'_ 2
l * _I (+11'1(
L .,1,1d 0
1 , dt')O 0
1. (li10 (I
2U,10.0
t_.(I
25.u,+0
25._100
O. 400tl 0E-(11
2.060,1
b 1 * 'l) d
I .ljl|*111
25+3 .,10
1.11('1_ U
1 .d(l(lO
I .,1¢)00
1 .It+)()O
7-31
O. 110+_,._
O. 75,lOOE-n 1
1. 0000
1 • 105,1
++3.2t_<1
O. 75_001-01
Oo 8UO0_l
O° 7BOO0
l • 0000
I|. (l
0.()
d.(I
O. 80+.)0,1
2. O_14kl
L7_. r_)
d. 286_|
_.. t)(ll_1
1.00+m
I * dOtkl
1 . _ifltWt
1 ,dO00
I .000,_
1.750A
bgd * LhJ
d°T2f1111
,).r)
1 • Io5_+
(1. 97000
(1o ,I
tl.(l
¢_I. II
Z4* 1,_0
11.1)
1.15,10
2'5_1.,h)
O. l 10.h)
1.00_0
1 .llO0O
1 .dth) (ms
4.11 i '_)._1
_,11 L U. J3300Z-O1
421 L o°d
_"_1 1 1 o _')(hlO
461 I I. 105o
461 2 l • UOq,_
681 Z O.O
5al 2 n.o
511 2 O.n
5ZI ? 1o06,i0
531 2 u. 2 ,k)dUE-t) i
5_i Z 1. I050
551 Z 0.100'10 =. _ld
571 Z I.OOI|Q
5ql 2 tloO
60L Z 0.3_k),l_l
b [ L 2 tl._)
621 Z 5 Ill. OQ
631 i Zo }Ollil
b6l 2 5dO0.O
bSL 2 L, 1050
66l 2 600000
671 2 I. I(150
6_t 2 1. ,ldtlO
bql 2 il.O
7dl _ lotkld')
721 J 2. _qod
731 I 170o,;0
7_,l 3 (loO
751 3 ¢1. bO,)d 0
7_,1 3 t)..)
77t 3 15.U00
781 3 2,1101|0
?q 1 _ 6c) .Oil(1
_ul 3 l • LOS(1
qll 3 Ood
_21 3 1. luSd
8q I 3 d. 55000
_51 3 I).,I
1'131 2 _).')
1_.I6 L Z _I.6_)qql¢_
115l 2 _,L}
1_16 1 2 0o5 _*)0 c--Ol
LLITI 2 l. lOS,)
In_l 2 O, 500b0
Idol 2 I. 1050
L l_) l 2 OoC)
l I II 2 0, 35000
L 121 2 n,n
1131 2 0.0
11_1 1 - lOn)).d
I IT1 I Oo I c_nI)O_.-,)I
L lSl I IO00. r)
I lgL I 1. dOe)t)
12nl _ tl._l
[ 2(16 1 O.U
L 223 I _).q0500
22d1 5 (,.,t
22n6 I (,.0
l oU000
(.l.O
tJ.O
I o)d3,)
o o 20000E -o 1
1.1050
O, 2_OOq
I o(}OOtl
0.0
O. 61)_lil(|
_l. II
500.00
Z 000_}_1
3 dO(;o I)
l • 105d
6.0000
I .l_95q
L. 0,)0 n')
U.D
L .llOOO
0.(I
O. 5_030
U.O
L 50 LIO0
2,00(10
l 5d o dr
1.105,1
f_. t"}
I ,1,)5(1
(1.0
O. 6_1100
1),,)
0.(1
O. 50tlOtIE-O I
l.lu50
Oo 250_0
I • I05 I)
0.0
O. 35000
0._
O.C)
I1, f}
6 .,)O_ln
C1°0
0 ° 500_ 0
I1.0
15.0;)0
Z.O000
3,)do(_U
I • Id50
f).d
t • 105n
O. t)
O. 7(100 0
O.t)
OoO
O° d
O* ¢)
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lm
F
_== _:
• ......
i Z±_
| _
s
|, _2"
2223 ! Oo 90500
1201 5 fl.O 0.0 O. 0 2.000Q
12(16 1 G..0
1223 1 0.q0500
1301 S 1. 7610 0.15900 0.0 O. 32000E-01
1306 5 IL00.0 1656.0 2000.0 2000.0
13 | 1 S 950.00 1200,, 0 14.00.0 1600 *0
1 3|6 S 2000,. 0 2200 • 0 2600, 0 S ° 0000
1 321 4 O. 20000 o. 40000 O. 60000 O. 80000
1326 S 0.25000E.-Q I O. 25700E-01 O. 27000(-01 0. 31304E-01
1 332 S O._'J_O O. 16760 O. 18130 0.20410
| 338 ="= S = G.33500 O. 3444.0 O. 37250 0.4.194.0
134,4 5 O. 54400 O, 55920 O. 604.90 0.68110
1.3_ 5 O. ?TOO0 O. 791.60 O. 09620 00 964.00
1.356 S _[._0 _ I,.0200 1.1120 1.2520
1.362 5 1. 2000 | .2336 1. • 334.4 1 • 5024
1368 ' 5 1. 5500 " 1.5934. 1..7236 1.9406
1374 S 8.00O0 _ 950.00 1.200.0 14.00.0
1379 5 1.800.0 2000.(1 2200.0 2600.0
! J8 J, S 0°0 0o 2DO_O Oo _0000 0. 60000
L 39() S -- _0.65_00E._.) | O. 65100E -o | _0.65300__-0 t 0. 67000E -01.
1396 5 = do_l_5UO 0.1.1630 0.11.800 0.1.2800
1402 S 0.,_000 O. 181.00 O. 1.9000 O. 20800
1.408 5 0.26000 _1° 26 | _0 (1.27300 O. 29500
14.14 5 0.34.200 0.34.700 0. 36200 0. 38900
142d 5 0o4250,1 O. 4.3sor) n. 4.5100 O. 48600
1426 5 0.50400 0.51 IOn O. 53000 O. 56000
|412 S : :0.62600 0.631_0 0.660013 O. 71800
14.38 4 _: : 3. d_¢)O gSO.O0 1600.0 2600.(1
l _.47" 4 " _,, _no O. 0 (1. 40000 O. 80000
1454 3 1 0o2(_00 " 0.27100 0.29000
1.460 3 .... 0.,8_)00 r). 84.000 O. 90000
14.66 3 ...... l, G000 1.11.80 1.1650
1502 S * 8. 400n 950.0,1 1200.0 1.4.00.0
1_07 5 " 1800.,} 2000. _ 2200.0 Z600.O
1S _ 2 5 _ U.O 0 • 20000 (1. ,_O_)oO O. 600t_q
15 i_ 5 -- -(1.26000 O. 26500 (1.27100 O. 28000
152'; _ O. 5200 0 0 • 52750 (3.54(1_ 0 O. 56000
L 530 5 O, 08,000 O. 69000 0. 705()0 O. 73000
1536 r o.820on O. 82400 0.84000 0. 8680_
1542 5 _|. ,)200,1 u. 930J0 O. 95000 O. 98000
1548 5 1 • _OOd 1.00211 1.020(1 |. 0500
1554 5 l.dS20 1.055_) L.n?oo L. tO00
156(1 5 1.0900 l.lO00 1.1180 1.1350
_),)01 5 _.`1 0.0 0.0 2.0000
22(16 [ 0.0
222_ 1 `1.<)05u0
230! S 1,76 I(i (I. 15900 0.0 0. 3200()E-()1
23`1_ 5 1100.0 1856.0 2000.0 2000.0
2311. 5 950. n_l 120(I. 0 14*)0.0 L 600.0
2316 5 2`100.() 2200.0 200,1.0 5.0000
232t _, (1.2,}0,)0 O. 4000o 0.60000 0.80000
232& 5 0.25000E -0 L U. 25700E-_)L 0. 17800E-C) 1 0. 31300E-0|
2332 5 o. L6300 ., 16760 _. 18130 u. 20410
2338 5 u.33500 O. 3_t,0 O. 37250 0.4 I(;40
Z 344 _ 0.54400 n. 55920 O. 604`)0 O. 681 It}
235(| 5 ,J. 770'10 ,1.791b0 O. 85620 0. 9640Cl
235b 5 1.0000 1. .028.) 1.1L_O 1.2520
7302 5 L. 2nOd L.2336 1.3_4 I. 5024
236'8 5 1.55_)d I .5934 1. ?23 e I .9406
0.0
950.00
8.0000
1800.0
0.0
O. 36200£-01
0.2360(t
0.48510
Oo 78770
1.. 115(1
|, 4._.80
107376
2°24.44
1600.0
5.0000
Oo 8000(1
O, 71000_-01
0, 14000
(!. 227(10
O. 32500
/I, 42500
0* 51700
0.61000
0. 78000
1600.0
5 • OOuO
0. 80000
O° 29040
0. 590(_0
0. 760_)0
"). g00_)0
1.0200
I .Og Chl
1.1310
1 • lb5,)
O.O
980.00
8.0000
1800.0
0.,I
O. 3_ 2,}_ =_-oI
0. 236)))
_o :)85 l ')
l'). 7_770
1.1150
1.44_0
1.7376
2.24_.4
E
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237g 5
23B_, 5
239r'1 5
23q0 5
2_.1)2 5
2_ltq 5
_41_ 5
2420 5
/426 5
2_,32 5
Z_.38
2,_7 4
2_5_. 3
2 _.6,) 3
2_,b6 3
25,2 5
:'5o7 5
25L2 5
?.BIB 5
2524 5
ZS_O 5
2530
2_42
25_,q
2554
250o
W.I, - ).ZbOO_JOk 05
WC, : 'I.25')1h() c. 115
W_. : 0.218'.5_E ,)5
WS = ..IQOO2_,E i)5
A. 0011(1 9 50,0(1 1 ZOO. (1 1 _,O0,O [ 600.0
|_00. o 2 _0. ,') Z2dO. o 2600.d 5.0000
u.. O. 20000 o. _,OnO 0 O. hOOd, O. 800(10
O, o 50dd£ -(11 O, 65 |_)(IE -O L (1, 65300=.-31 U, 670(W;E -O 1 O, 710,)UF-o l
II, 115oO O, |160d O, 11800 O, 1280_) u, 1_,oo0
(t. IBO00 d, 181¢),) O, I90vO t). 2080U tJ, 227,_0
U, 2600.) O. 2_: 1{10 r). 27300 O. 2qB_l O. 3250_1
,.3_200 O. 347ri0 O. 362u0 O. 38900 O. 425.)0
(1, _125o0 O. _,35_0 it, _fiL,'1(1 O, _.B6(1t) O, 517,)()
(% 50OOO O. 51 tO0 -. 53(100 O. 56000 O. 6100'J
U,bZ£ltO 0.83100 ,), 660,J0 O. 718(1il (1° 7BU_l,1
.* ,. ,1(1(10 950 • C)l) 16,00 ° 0 260U .0
5, 0(1d,1 O, (1 t), _.,)O)JO (1,80000
u. 2h0.(1 O. 27 L_)_1 .4.29(1_ (_
I)o82(1410 U, 80(1,)0 U. 90UO(1
l.09(_n I,I 11_0 l. 1650
8. (W)OI) 95,)._0 1200,0 I _(10.(1 1600,3
IROO. 0 2000, 0 22,)0. n 2600.0 5 .,lO,.)O
b.(1 O, 20000 (1, _00(1 O, 6(1(100 O, BOO00
It° 26(1(10 (1. ZbSO0 O, 2710(1 O° 280(10 O. ZqO(lO
O. 520(10 O. 527ll0 t_. 540,) d O. 56000 O. 5gO00
o.baooo U, 6c;,)OU 1),) 7,JSit _ U, 73011;'1 O. 761')_0
O. 82000 0. B2 _,[J 0 _i. Bt)(1,1i) O. A6BOO (1. 90000
O. g2000 O. g3O_O 0.950oo 0. g8(111o 1.02o0
1 • ,)OOO I .(IUZO ' l ..1200 L, 05CIO 1 ._|c;v,O
1.052U i,u55o l.O?Oo l. loot) I. 1310
1.09,h) 1.lO0(') 1,1 IPO 1.1350 1. lbSu
wFA = ().2bL_.B4E O,} WF_ = d. 2511g,)E 52
',,,FA = O.7L2L2QF 114 WFR = ,).491322_ (')4
wFA = (l,539bb_£ t)4 Wf:_ = i).43blbOC _4
Wr_ = ().4(12145E d4 wF_ - (I,3B7ORb r d4
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SAMPLE CASE NO. I PAGE 2
H E S C 0 q P
HELICOPTER SIZING _ P_kFORMANCE COK4)UTER PROGRAM B-91
SINGLE ROTOR CONPOUNO HELICOPTER AUX, INOEPENDENT T/SHAFT CRUISE PROPULSION
S Z Z E DATA
FUSELAGE
THIS RUN CONVERGEO IN 6 ITERATIONS
GROSS wEIGHT - 10581,
LF LENGTHIBODYeTA!LBOONI
L: LENGTH(CABINI
LE LENGTH(BOOYI
LrB LENGTHITAILBQOMI
x_ FWD. ROTOR LOCATION
WF WIDTH
SF wETTED AREA
LE
wiN(;
AI ASPECT RATIO
SW AREA
qk SPAN
C_ARw MEAN CHORD
LAM_DA C/_ _UARTER CH_RO S,EEP
LLM_DA TAPER RATIJ
(T/C]R ROOT THICKNESS/CHORD
(T/C|T TIP THICKNESS/CHORD
wblSw WING LOADING
GDk ROTOR/WInG GAP ......
_|/C F[AP CHO_D/_EAN CHOR_ RATIO
HJP, TAlL
&FHT ASPECT R_TIO
SHT AREA
RHT SPAN
E_AHHT M_ifl Ct4_RC
L_MBDA H TAPER IAT[J
TIC #HT THICKNE SS/CHORO
LTH l'tC_, TAIL ARM
VERT, TAIL
A_vT ASPECT OATID
SVT AREA
_VT SPAN
CBA&VT MFAN CHORO
LAM_DA vT TAPE_ WATIO
ZTP TAIL R_T_RiV_RT.) LO_ATION
ZFIAvT TAIL ROTJR/VERT. TAIL OVFRLAP RATIO
5|.0 FT.
12,,0 FT.
27.5 FT.,
Z3.5 FT.
1_,1 FT.
b.5 FT.
755.6 SQ. FT.
_,, 51
|19,,r, SQ. FT,
2].2 FT,
5.1 FT,
0.0 OEG,
(|,500
_).200
d,120
155.7 LBS/SQ. FT.
8.6 rT,
_°000
37._ S(J. FT.
12.2 FT.
].1 FT.
d°50d
U.L Z¢l
26,,T FT.
1.669
2,).6 SQ, FT.
5,_ FT,
3,5 ffTo
O°_. 511
t.,7 FT.
d ,Sd_)
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ITICIVT THICKN_SSICHORD
_l"I_ F-0Ynm PYLON
a_ ASPECT _T[O
SFP wETTED AREA
r_kP FRONTIL aREA
H_I HEIGHT
CBA_cP MEAN CH_O
LaWPo4 vp TAPER RATIO
(T/:IF ROOT THICKNESS/CHORD
(T/LIT TIP THICKNESS/CHORO
PRIWAPY ENGIN_ NACELLE
LN LENGTH
9N M@AN CIA_ETEw
54 wETTED 4_EA(TOTAL FO_ ALL ENGINES|
AUXILIARY [_EPENCENT ENGINE NACELLE
L_] LENGTH
DNI MEAN 91&qETER
S_*l w_TTEO AREAATOTAL FOR ALL ENGINES|
_UXILIAQY INCEPENDENT ENGINE NACELLE STRUT
SST_ WETTED A_EAITOTAL)
RNS SPAN
CkS MEAN CMQRD
PPOPELLFR(AUXILIA_Y PgUPULSICNI
PAR DIANETEP
&F ACT]vITY FACTOR RE_ BLAOE
SIGAn SCLIDITY
NPA N_, OF P_OPELLEPS
NC, BLADES NC. OF RLADES/PROP
VTI ° TIP SPE=D
MAIN ROTJ¢
DMm DIANETER
SIG_R SGLIDITY
WG/A DISC LDADING
:TIKI_MA ThruST COE_F, ISOLIDITY
_R 40, OF KOTORS
NO. BLAOES NC, OF BLADES/ROTOR
TH_TA BLADE TWIST
XS BLIUE CUtOuT/RAdIUS _ATI3
vTIP TIP SP_E_
T61L ROTOF
DT_ DIAMETER
SI&TR SOLIOITY
{TIa)NET NET DISC LRADIhG
ZTI_IGMA THRUST CJEFF. ISOLI}[TY
N_, BLADE_ hC, _F BLADFS/ROTOR
THETA BLAUE TWIST
XCTR BLAOE CUTOUT/RADIUS RATIO
G MAIN/TAIL ROTOR G_W_
VTIP TIP SPEED
d.I 50
39.1 S_. I:T,
0.2 SO. FT,
3,.3 FT.
,b,O FT.
d.60d
,)._,dd
0.20,)
.5.8 I:T.
2. FT.
6Z,6 SQ, _:T.
&*b FT.
l. r T,
16, S_. FT.
U. SQ* J=T°
O.d FT.
2,6 CT,
LIJ+O CT.
[_1,@
Q,17L
I.
93u. _T./S_C
_6.6 FT.
O.128
II.0 LBISI;. FT.
d,l 1O
I.
- 9._hlO DEGo
725, F T,/SEC.
II,I FT,
_,313
17.4. L@.IS_, CT,
'1,l 7,1
-4.000 DEG.
O.300
• l.O FT.
690. F T,/SEC.
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SAMPLF CAS_ NO. I PAGE 3
HES:0MP
hELICCPTER_IZIF.G&P_RFORMA_ECO_UT_RPD_]GPAM B-g1
d E I G _.t T S C A ,r t. IN L_S
MLF MANEUVER LOAD FACTOR
OfF GUST L(.JALJ FACTOR
JtF uLTIMATE LOAD FACTOR
PROPULSI ]h GROUP
WPPG
KI2 WPRB
KI3 WPI_
WBr
KIb WAR
WES
KI6 WPDS
'_2u WTRDS
KI7 wA[_S
KI8 wEP
KI_ w_A
WPEI
wAFT
WFS
9EL'rA WP
uP
q
3.53 }
I,SLI 8
5.25h
T_TAL MAIN ROTOR GROUP 18Tb.
_WAIN ROTOR BLADE IPEf ROTOR) IU96.
'WAIN ROTOR HUB IPER ;,oToRI 5)5,
BLADE _OLOINGIPER ROTGA) 345,
AUXILIARY PROPULSION ROTOR GgOUP 133,,
OPIvE SYSTEM 17._5,
qAIN ROTOR DRIVE SYSTEM 1422,
TAIL ROTOR DRIVE SYSTEM L21,
" " AUXILIARY PPO_LSIDN _RIvE SYSTEM I@2.
PRIMARY ENGINEs 762.
AL.X ILA_Y ENGINES 1Tl,
PRIMARy ENGINE INSTALLATION 13d.
AUXILIARY ENGIN_ INSTALLATI3N 20.
FUEL SYSTEM 4lb.
PPOPULSIdN GROUP wEIGHT INCREMENT ,).
TGTAL PROPULSIJN GKOUP wE IGH`r
STRUCTURES G_OUP
KB WW wING 746.
wTG TAIL G_ OAJP 228.
Kq WHT HOR. TAIL 75,
KI4 WTR TAIL ROTOR iS_.
Kb WB rUSELAG¢ . 1Q620
K7 _LG LANDING GEAr, 74_.
wNG NOSE GEAR 14_.
WWG MAIN &EAR 595.
wTES TOTAL ENGINE SECTION 8L5.
wPES PRIMARY ENGINE $_'-C'Y_Ok 61(I,
wAES AUXILIARY ENGINE SEC'rlON 2,5.
3ELTA wST STRUCTuR_ WEIGHT [NC_¶MENT _°
wST TUTAL STRI, JC,T_J;E wEIGHT
;LIGHT COhTRCLS GROUP
wPFC PI_IWARY I:LIGHT CONTROLS 7od.
wCC COCKP l'r CONTROLS 83.
K1 WnC MAI_'t _OTOR CONTROLS 38b,
K2 wSC MAIN POTOR SYSTEMS CCNTgOLS 261.
K3 WFW FIXEO WING CONTROLS _1,
WT_ TILT MECHANISM 0.
wSAS SAS 3_,
wAFC AUXILIARY FLIGHT CONTROLS 56.
K4 W_CA ,_UK, PROPULSION ROTOR CONTROLS f).
KS WSCA AU_. PROPULSION ROTOR SYS. CONTROLS 3Z.
WMC M1SCELLANE(_U$ CONTROLS O,
DELTA wFC CONTROL wEIG_4T INCREMENT 100,
WF_" TOTAL CONTROL WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF f:IXEO EQUIPHENT
WE IGHT EMPTY
FIXED USEFUL LOAD
OPERATING WEIGHT EMPTY
PAYLOAD
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
wFE
WE
WFUL
OwE
WPL
(WFIA
WG
5242.
3ggs.
915.
Z2_1.
12353.
450.
[Z803.
ZOOO.
3786.
18589.
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SAMPLE CASE NU. | PAGE 4
H c. S C 0 M P
HELICOPTER SIZING & PERI:DRMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM B-Ol
_ 0 T C) r- r) A T A
SAMPLE CASE NO. !
ROT[R CYCLE hO. _.OOuO
MAIN _CTO_ SCLI_ITY SIZED BY MANUEVER CON_ITIGNS
H • 3,JEll).() FT, e TEMP • gI.5 OEG. , V •
ROTOR MANUEVEP GtS • |.350 , CT/SIGMA - U.L[_
IO5.) KT.
TAIL aCT]R SIZED AT L.050 TINES THE SOLIOITY
REQUIQEL TO SAT[SEY HJV_RING TURN REQuIREMaNTS AT :
H •
TEMP
CTG/CTNET
YAW _ATE
YAW ACCELERATION
TAIL _OTUR POLAR
f,WOM. OF INERTIAIPER BLAOEI •
_ELICCaTER YAW
NOM. OF INERTIA
6,)0,1.0 FT.
q5,,135 DFG,,E,
l.ZZ1
,;.75_I RA) ISEC.
O.30n _A]/SEC2
q. RTO SLUG/FT2
39312,9 SLJG/FT2
PAGE 5
N E S C 0 M P
HELICOPTER SIZING & PERFORMANCE COM_UTER PROGRAM B-ql
P R 0 PU L S ION DATA
PRIMARY PROPULSION CYCLE NO. !,76|
TURBOSHAFT ENGINE
Z, ENGINES
BHPeP MAX, STANDARD S.L, STATIC H.Pt
ENGINE SIZED FOR TAKEOFF AT T/W -|.O&
H - 4000° FT, TEMPERATURE • 95,06 DEG.F.
AN_ 0.0 ._NGI NES INOPERATIVE.
AUX,, INDEPENC.CNT PROPULSION CYCLE NO. 1.76|
TUPBOSMAFT ENGINE
I. ENGINES
BHP'Pl NAX. STANDARD S,L. STATIC H.P.
ENGINE SILED FOR CRUISE AT VC •ITO. KNOTS,
HE - 3/}00. l:T, TEMPERATURE - gL. SO lEG.E,
AND U,CI FNGINE$ INOPERATIVE.
4Tg4, H.P,
1973. M.P,
MAIN AND TAIL ROTOR DRIVE SYSTFM RATING 3473. H.P.
MAIN R(_TOR OEIVE SYSTEM RATING 303g. H.P.
XMSN SIZED AT LO4_. PEQCFNT _IF MAIN ROT{'IR HOVER POWER REQUIRE_
AT H - _l}i;O. FT_ TEMP = g5*'16 OEG.F.
TAIL ROTOR DRIVE SYSTEM RATING _'3_'. H.P.
XMSN SIZE|) AT |_I,_. PERCENT OF TAIL ROTOR HOVER POWER REQUIRE{')
AT H = 4,lt_O° PT, TEMP = gS._)_ DEG. F,
AuxILIAPY INCEPENOENT PRUPULSION DRIVE SYSTEM RATIhG 880. M.p.
XMSN SIZE_ AT [_)U. PERCENT OF AUX. PROPuLSIOE. CRUISE PONE& REQUIRE[ AT VC -170. KI t
HC = 3Othl, FTt TFNP- • g|.5,) DEG,,F.
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SAMPLE CASE ND. i PAGE
H_ S: ONP
HELICOPTER Si_'lhG & PERFORMANCE CCMPUTER PR_IGRA_ 8-9L
A E Q P D ¥ N A N I C ,_,
FE
SwFT
CEARF
_ W _ G
FCW
FFF
FEFF
FEAP
FEMQH
FE'TRH
_rv Y
F FHT
OILTA FE
A E R 0 r,.y ,_ .% ,, I C
A5
AT
69
f
EVT
n A $ A
T_TAL _FFECTIv_ FLATPLATE ARE&
TGTAL NETTED AqEA
MEIN SKIN FRICTION C3EFF.
E = E A _ I_ O W N IN SOFT
wING F_.
FUSELAGE FE
FORwAR_IM&INi ROTOR PYLON FE
AFT ROTOR PlKLON FE
MAIN ROTOR {"IUBISI FE
T_IL ROTOR HUB FE
VE_'TICAL TAIL F'E
_,GRIZONT_L TAIL FE
PPIM_WR_F ENGINE NACELLE FE
AUX. INO_P;NOENT CRUI'_E EN_. NAC. FE
AUX,, INOPENOENT CRUISE =_NG. STkuT FE
INCREMENTAL FE
C r E F F ,
_,ING t IF_" EFFICIENCY P ACTOR
VERTICAL TAil LIFT EFFICIENCY FACT,)P
lq, 53_
LIT'}.
d. _llbbgT
(!. 765
LB. 7bq
U,.I_
J.O
ql • _)
Li,.U
CS,,O
den
O°d
_1=O
IB.TbBB8
L.O6R{J6
_). )*h) 1 1
o._2h17
*)° 75 U',ld
0.87677
SQF T
SQF T
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7.6.2 Tandem Rotor Win@ed Helicopter
The design mission profile is illustrated in Figure 7-6. The
more interesting and unusual inputs are discussed for this
case, while the more routine information is only listed. A
complete copy of the program printout follows the description
of the input.
TAKEOFF @ T/W=I.Q8
(6 MIN)
TAXI OUT CLIMB @ MAX
(2 MIN) _ /._/ R/C TO5000 FT, ALT
CRUISE AT
NRP POWER
/
TRANSFER
ALTITUDE TO i000 FT
CRUISE AT SPEED FOR 99%
BEST R_GE
cLIMB aT I--
z........cogs__Nt _ovER,,_=I08
s_ICR4....To3_ooVF_'_ _ =N, •
FUEL TO ALTITUDE
LOITER FOR
ONE HALF HOUR
180 NAUTICAL MILES
Figure 7-6. Design MSN - Sample Case Number 2
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SAMPLE CASE NO. 2
GENERAL INFORMATION SHEET
VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED
OPTIND 0001 1.0
OPTIONAL 0002 1.0
PRINT
DRGIND 0003 1.0
OSWIND 0004 0
CNFIND 0005 2.0
AUXIND 0006 2 .0
RDMIND 0007 4.0
FIXIND 0008 1.0
ROTIND 0009 1.0
SwIND 0010 3.0
bwIND 0011 2.0
AIP IND 0012 1.0
FDMIND 0020 2.0
APHIND 0021 2.0
REMARKS
Sizing run
Detailed printout de-
sired
Component drag build-up
desired
User inputs Oswald ef-
ficiency factor
Tandem rotor helicopter
Winged helicopter
Main rotor diameter
sized based on input
disc loading; solidity
sized based on input
CT/S
Program sizes primary
engines
Short form rotor per-
formance method used
Wing area sized by ma-
neuver conditions
Wing span sized by in-
put aspect ratio
No independent aux.
engines
Tandem rotor fuselage
sized by input of Zc
and ((O/L)/D)
Aft rotor pylon geom-
etry calculated based
on input rotor gap/
stagger ratio
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VARIABLE
ESCIND
WGo
h o
Ro
to
hOPTIND
MMO
VMO
VDIVE
MLF
K 1
6Wf
KFF
LOCAT ION
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
003 1
0032
0033
0034
VALUE ASSIGNED
2.0
30000
0.32
200
200
0.0
1.05
REMARKS
Primary engines sized
for either takeoff or
cruise
First guess at design
gross weight
Start
altitude
Starting
range
Starting
time
No rma I ly
0 except
for
partial
mission
ana lys is
Cruise at specified
altitudes
Maximum operating Mach
number
Maximum operating EAS
knots
Design dive speed,
knots EAS
Maneuver load factor
Factor on mission fuel
burned to give reserve
fuel; i.e., 1.1 would
give i0 percent reserves
Fixed fuel increment for
reserves or other use
Increase basic engine
SFC by 5 percent
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VARIABLE
SGTIND
LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED
0035 1.0
0036 2 °0
0037 3.0
0038 4.0
0039 9.0
0040 6O. 0
0041 3.0
0042 4.0
0043 9.0
0044 2.0
OO45 i00
REMARKS
Tax i
Takeoff
C i imb
Cruise
Transfer
altitude
Loiter (re-
serve fuel)
C iimb
Cruise
Transfer
altitude
Hover and
land
End of case
S egu enc e
of
Design
Mission
HELICOPTER DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION SHEET
AR 0104 6.0
(t/c) R 0105 0.20
(t/c) T 0106 0.12
Ac/4 0107 0
1 0108 O.5
CF/C 0109 1.0
Wing aspect ratio (in-
put because bwIND = 2.0)
Wing root thickness/
chord ratio
Wing tip thickness/
chord ratio
Quarter-chord mean sweep
angle, degrees
Wing taper ratio
Ratio of download al-
leviating flap chord to
wing chord (i.0 signi-
fies a fully tilting
wing)
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VARIABLE
h/h F
CL D
hF
WF
p
(k/d)T
Zc
£RW
((O/L) ID)
Z 1
Z2
Z3
(t/c) RE
(t/c) TF
ARFp
FP
hP 1
(t/c)RA
(t/C) TA
LOCAT ION
0110
0111
0122
0123
0124
0125
0126
0127
0132
0142
0143
0144
0152
0153
0154
0155
0156
0157
0158
VALUE ASSIGNED
1.0
1.2
7.0
6.5
0.70
1.2
35.0
5.0
0.22
0.035 I
2.0
0.078
0.45
0.25
0.4
0.7
3.0
0.50
0.30
REMARKS
Wing located at top of
fuselage
Wing design lift coef-
ficient
Fuselage height
Fuselage width
Fineness ratio of nose
Fineness ratio of tail
Constant diameter sec-
tion length
Length of ramp well
Tandem rotor overlap/
diameter ratio
Primary engine
nacelle constants
Forward rotor pylon root
thickness/chord ratio
Forward rotor pylon tip
thickness/chord ratio
Forward rotor pylon
aspect ratio
Forward rotor pylon
taper ratio
Forward rotor pylon
height
Aft rotor pylon root
thickness/chord ratio
Aft rotor pylon tip
thickness/chord ratio
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VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED
ARAp 0159 0.7
IAp 0160 0.75
g/s 0162 0.16
REMARKS
Aft rotor pylon aspect
ratio
Aft rotor pylon taper
ratio
Tandem rotor gap/stagger
ratio (input because
APHIND = 2.0)
MAIN ROTOR DIMENSIONAL DATA SHEET
ROTOR
CYCLE
NO.
NR
W/A
bMR
0171 3.0
0172 2 °0
0173 8°0
0176 4.0
8TM R 0177 -9.0
0178 0.2
XCMR
XNR
0179 0.075
(t/c) .25R 0180 0.12
VTI P 0181 700
(CT/_) H 0182 0.12
T/W 0183 i. 08
Rotor blade section
aerodynamic charac-
teristics selection
No. of rotors
Disc loading
No. of blades/main
rotor
Main rotor twist (deg)
Main rotor blade cutout
as a fraction of radius
Main rotor blade attach-
ment point as a fraction
of radius
Rotor blade thickness/
chord at 25 percent
radius
Main rotor tip speed
Rotor "lift coefficient"
for hover sizing rotor
solidity
Rotor design thrust/
weight ratio
7-53
VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED
VKT(C) 0184 160
Jhc(C) 0185 4000
ATIN c 0186 0
(CT/_)CR 0187 0.095
REMARKS
Cruise flight con-
ditions for sizing
rotor solidity
Rotor "lift coefficient"
for sizing rotor solid-
ity in cruise flight
g REQM'T 0188 2.0
g (ROTOR) 0189 i. 5
N (ROTOR 0190 1.0
LOADING)
Total g requirement
helicopter must satisfy
at VKT (c)
Maneuver g's carried by
main rotor at VKT(C)
Rotor lift/GW for lg
cruise flight rotor
solidity sizing
VCEHI 0191 1 .53
JVCEH2 0] 92 0 0
KPCL IMB 0193 0 .85
Main rotor vertical
rate-of-climb
efficiency factors
Helicopter forward
flight climb efficiency
PRIMARY ENGINE SIZING INFORMATION SHEET
PRIMARY
ENGINE
CYCLE NO. 0217 1.761 Engine selection
Np 0219 4.0
XMSNIND 0220 2 .0
SHPMRx/SHP_R 0221 1.00
No. of primary engines
Drive system rated at
power required to hover
or cruise (more critical
of the two conditions
selected by program)
Main rotor drive system
is rated at i00 percent
of main rotor design
power
n T 0223 0.97 Transmission efficiency
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Eb
VARIABLE LOCATION
_SHPAc C 0224
hTo (H) 0227
(T/W) D 0228
VALUE ASSIGNED
i00
4000
1.08
REMARKS
Accessory power losses
Design point hover al-
titude (engine sizing)
Configuration design
point hover thrust/
weight ratio
i
=
:!;i::5
- !!_IZI;!if!
(NII/NIIMAX)TO 0230
NpSD
SHP E/S HP *
0231
0232
1.i05
i.0
0.95
Main rotor operating at
i00 percent of hover
tip speed (700 fps) ;
i.e.
NII h __
NIIMAX/TO[ NIl* / VT
--i;105) (.9o5).(70o)
_00 -
= 700
One engine inoperative
at hover design point
conditions
Engines sized to permit
operation in hover (OGE)
with one engine out and
the remaining engines
operating at 95 percent
max rated power
i_i_:_¸
f7
{{
h
c
V C
CLDp
(NpsD) c
0235
0236
O24O
0241
3000
155
0.45
0.0
_ 7-55
Design point (cruise)
altitude (engine sizing)
Design point cruise
speed (engine sizing)
Wing operating lift co-
efficient at cruise
condition for engine
sizing
No. of primary engines
shut down during cruise
(for engine sizing)
_.
HELICOPTER AERODYNAMICS INFORMATION SHEET
VARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED REMARKS
0301
-0344
Use of the component drag build-
up option (DRGIND = l) is ade-
quately explained in Section 4.9.
For actual values used, refer to
the appropriate locations on
the output sheets.
ROTOR LIMITS INFORMATION SHEET
0347
-0377
This case has been run using
dummy rotor limit values (as
explained in Section 7.3). For
actual dummy values used, refer
to the appropriate locations on
the output sheets.
HELICOPTER WEIGHT INFORMATION SHEET
2601
-2673
This is fully explained in Sec-
tion 4.11. Refer to the output
sheets for the actual values
used.
TAXI INFORMATION
tT 0411 0. 0333 Taxi for 2 minutes
TAKEOFF, HOVER, AND LANDING INFORMATION
TOLIND 0461 1 .0
0462 1.0
tH 0551 0.1
0552 0.i
Specify required T/W
for hover out of ground
effect
Hover for 6 minutes
CLIMB INFORMATION
CLMIND 0571 1.0 climb at maximum rate
of climb
0572 4.0 Climb at constant TAS
0601 0.4}CLWING 0602 0.5
Wing operating C L in
climb
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iVARIABLE LOCATION VALUE ASSIGNED
NpSDc L 0681 2.0 _0682 2.0
CRUISE INFORMATION
REMARKS
Shut down two of the
primary engines in
c Iimb
CRSIND 0721 1.0
0722
cruise at specified
power setting
4.0
POWIND 0781 2.0
cruise at 99 percent
best range speed
0751 0.4 }CLWING 0752 0.45
RMA x 0791 80
0792 180 J
LOITER INFORMATION
Cruise at NRP for first
cruise segment
Wing operating CL in
cruise
Values of range at end
of each cruise
CLw 1041
tL 1081
0.4
0.5
N2IND 1204 2 .0
i
NI INAx/N_ I 1223 0 . 905
wing operating CL in
loiter
Loiter 30 minutes for
reserve fuel purposes
PRIMARY ENGINE CYCLE DATA; NON-STANDARD PERFORMANCE
q--_iC
A non-optimum NII vari-
ation will be used
Maximum power turbine
speed is 90.5 percent
of rated value (static,
max power, sea level
standa rd)
The sample case output follows:
J
_=
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SJ_PqE CASE m2 RAGE L
E S C C M P
_ELICGPTER SIZING & PEmFORMAkCE COMPUTER PROGRAM B-ql
TkE FCLLOuENG iS A CARD 8v CARC REPRCOUCTION OF THE INPUT DECK FOP THIS CASE
LOC, CCRRESFCNOS TO LOCATION NUNEER GIVEN ON INPUT SHEET
NUM STANC$ FOR THE NumBER OF SEQUE&TIAL INPUT VALUES STARTING dTTH LOC. (_AX. -5)
VAL EGUALS VALUE FOR vARIABLE COARESPONOING TO LOC°
VAL| VALUE CORRESPONDING TO LOC**OOO|
VAL2 VALUE CORRESPONDING TO LOC.*O002
ETC.
COC. _UH VAL VALI VAL2 VAL3
NOTE : IN USING AUXILIARY ENGIEES ; AUXILIARY ENGINE CYCLE INPU" LCCATIONS CAN BE CREATED
8V PLACtNG A 66666 CARO IN FROkT AND EEHIND A STANOARO ENGINE CYCLE
L t I.O000
2 L I.OOO0
3 1 1.0000
4 1 0.0
S S 2.0000 2.0000 4.0000 t,O000
10 3 3.0000 2,0000 1.0000
20 5 2.0000 2.0_OO 2.O000 3OOOO.
25 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.32000
30 5 200.00 3.0000 LoO000 0.0
35 .] 1.0000 2.0000 3.0000 4.0000
40 5 60.000 3.0000 4.0000 q.OOO0
45 1 LO0.O0
104 S 6.0000 0.20000 0.12000 0.0
lOq 3 1.OOO0 1.00OO L.2OOO
L20 2 0,0 0.0
122 5 7.0000 e. SO00 0.70000 1.2000
127 1 5.0000
132 1 0.22000
142 4 0.35000E-01 2.0000 0°78000F-01 0.0
152 5 0.45000 0.25000 0.40000 0.70000
157 4 O. SO000 0.30000 0.70000 0.75000
L62 l O. L6000
L7L ! 3.0000
172 2 2.0000 8.0000
176 S 4.0000 -q. O000 0.20000 0.75000E-01
L81 L 700.00
L02 2 0.12000 L.08OO
184 S 160.00 4000.0 0.0 o.qsOOOE-OI
18q 2 |..]000 L.OOOO
191 2 i.$300 O.0
193 Z 0.85000 0.0
2L7 L |.TbLO
21q 1 4.0000
220 2 2.0000 1.0000
223 2 0.97000 100.00
227 5 4000.0 |.0800 50.300 L.L050
232 2 0.95000 0.0
234 S 2.0000 3000.0 1.]5,00 0.0
240 2 C.45000 0.0
VAL4
1.0000
0.0
200.00
L .0500
9.O000
2.0000
O. SOOO0
3'].000
3.0000
0 • 12000
2 .OOOO
1,0OOO
L.L050
7-58
303
30q
316
3|q
3?.3
326
328
32q
330
331
336
33q
3_4
347
36,q
354
361
360
375
Z602
2605
Z608
2613
2618
Z6ZZ
26.?,7
2632
2637
264Z
26_.7
2652
,?.654
2659
2664
2665
Z670
401
431
44l
461
481
501
511
521
531
551
571
582
5ql
601
6LI
621
631
651
661
671
4
I
I
I
3
I
2
I
I
I
5
1
5
I
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
Z
5
5
1
5
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
l
2
2
Z
2
2
2
2
2
2
0,600001-02
O, 320001-02
O, 75000
5,5000
1.0+,50
2,8600
1,2500
O. 154401 07
6°2800
6.0000
0.0
1.0000
O, 590001-02
O. 116001-01
3,0000
0,0
0,0
1 • 0000
1 • 0000
1.0000
3000.0
0,0
C.O
26.000
100.00
125.00
1,0000
0.0
44.000
0.0
,,..ooo0
200.00
1.0000
1,0000
1,0000
1.0000
1.0000
0,0
O. 33300E-01
0,0
0,0
1.. 1050
1.0000
0.0
0.0
0o0
L.oeoo
O, |00001-01
1.1050
O, IO000E O0
L.O000
IZO.O0
0,0
C.L*O000
0,0
500,00
2.0000
5000.0
1,1050
0.0
1.1050
0,15000
1.2500
1.5400
O.ZO000
0.60000E-02
3,0000
0.50000
0.50000
1.0000
1.0000
1,0000
600,00
0.0
0,0
18,000
0,0
3,0000
0,0
120.00
1.0000
0.0
0.0
0.0
|.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0800
O,IO000E-OI
I.L050
O.lO000f O0
4.0000
0,0
0,50000
0,0
500.00
2.0000
3000,0
L.1050
0.0
L.1050
O, 75000
1,3000
O. 40000
0.68000E-02
|.0000
L.O000
1.0000
L.O000
1.0000
5_0.0
0.0
0.0
42.000
0o0
0.40000_-01
2.0600
0.0
61.000
0.0
0.0
1,0000
1.0000
1.0000
l,O000
!. _,000
0.60009
0.80000E-02
+
0,0
0.0
0,0
O, 80000.
0.0
0.0
I.. 0000
0.0
0.0
| o0000
i .0000
1.0000
L .0000
0.80000
0, q50001-02
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.2500
250.00
0 • I qO00
1.0000
L .0000
1.0000
7-59
681
701
721
732
741
751
'761
771
781
791
801
811
821
831
851
1031
1041
1051
1061
1071
1081
lOql
1101
1121
!131
1181
1201
1206
1223
1201
1206
1223
1301
1308
1311
1316
1321
1326
1332
1338
1344
1350
1336
1362
1368
t374
1379
1384
1390
1396
1402
1408
1414
1420
1426
1432
1438
1447
1454
1460
1466
1502
1507
1512
1518
1524
1530
1536
1542
1548
1554
1560
160l
160b
1611
1616
162. l
1626
163l
1636
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
I
1
1
1
i
!
1
I
1
2
S
1
1
5
1
1
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
200000
0,0
1o0000
25,000
0,0
0,40000
0,0
20,000
2.0000
80,000
1.1050
0.0
101050
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.40000
0.0
0,50000E-OI
1.1050
0.50000
101050
0.0
C.O
@.0
1000,0
0,0
C,O
C,90500
000
000
0.90500
1.7610
110000
950.00
2000.0
0.20000
0025000E-01
0.16300
0,33500
0054400
0077000
1.0000
1.2000
1.5500
8.0000
1800.0
0.0
0.65000E-01
0,11500
0.18000
0.26000
O. 34200
0.42500
O. 50000
0062600
3.0000
3.0000
0.26000
0.82000
1.0900
8,0000
1600.0
0.0
0.26000
0.52000
0060000
0.82000
0._2000
1.0000
1.0520
1.0900
3.0000
0,27600
0.90000E-01
LO.O00
C.IO000E*OI
0,22000
1.2790
1.3970
2.0000
000
4. _}000
000
0045000
0.0
200000
2.0000
180,00
1.1050
000
1.1030
0,0
0.0
0.0
0o0
000
0 • 15900
1056.0
1200.0
2200.0
O. 40000
O. 25700E-01
0.16760
O. 34440
0.55920
0079160
1.0200
1.2336
1.5934
950,00
2000.0
0,20000
0,63 lOOE-Ol
0.11600
0.18100
0.26100
0.34700
0.43500
0,51 I00
0.63100
950.00
0.0
0.27100
0.84000
1.1180
950.00
2..000,0
0.20000
0.26500
0.52700
0.69000
0.82400
0.93000
1.0020
1.0550
1.1000
-q.0000
2.4500
1.1700
0.0
0. I I000E-01
1,0180
1.3140
o:o
0,0
0.0
2000.0
140000
2600.0
0.6000O
0027800F-01
O. 18130
0.37250
O. 60490
0.85620
1.11Z0
1.3344
1.7236
120000
2200.0
O. _0000
O. 6S30OE'01
0. 11800
O. 19000
0.27500
0. 36200
0,45100
0.53000
0.66000
1600.0
O. 40000
0. 29000
O. 90000
1o 1650
120000
2200,0
0,40000
0.27100
0. 54000
O, 70500
0.84000
0. 95000
1.0200
1.0700
1.1180
0. 99500E- 02
0.86500
0. 12400E- 02
O. 40000E-02.
0.11500E-01
1.0850
1.3270
2.0000
2.0000
0. 32000E-01
2000.0
1600.0
5. O0 O0
0 • 80000
0031300E-01
0,20410
0.41940
0.68110
O. 96400
102520
1 • 5024
1 • 9406
1400.0
2600,0
0.60000
0.67000E-01
0,12800
0. 20800
0.29500
O. 38900
0.48600
0.56000
0.71800
Z600.O
0 • 80000
1400.0
260000
0.60000
O. 28000
0. 56000
0 • 73000
0.86800
00 c18000
1.0500
1. 1000
1.1350
-0. 28000E-01
O. 10500E-01
0. 75800
0. 70000 E-02
0.12000_-01
1. 1540
1.3370
0.0
0.0
950.00
8.0000
1800.0
0.0
0.36200E-0!
0.23600
0,48510
0.78770
1.1150
1.4480
1,7376
2.2444
1600.0
5,0000
0.80000
0.71000[-01
0.14000
0.22700
0.32500
0.42500
0,51700
0.61000
0.78000
1600.0
5,0000
0.80000
0.29000
0.59000
0.76000
0.90000
1.0200
1.0900
1.1310
1.1650
0,26200
2.8200
0.74300
0.90000E-02
0.15500E-01
1,2330
1.3640
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SAPPLE CASE 12 PAGE 2
E S C 0 M P
HELICOPTER SIZING ¢ PERFORMAACE CCMPUTER PROGRAM
TANDEM ROTCR N[NGED HELICOPTER
B-ql
S t Z E C A T J THIS RUb CONVFRGED Ih 3 [TERAT[ONS
GROSS kETGNT - 26_B2. LB
FUSELAGE
LF LENGTH 4T,B FT,
LC CAfilk LENGTk 35.0 rT,
CELTAXE [wO. ROTOR LCCAT[ON 9.2 FT,
CELTAX2 AFT ROTOR LCCAT[CN 4.6 FT.
MF W|OTH 6*5 Fm*
G/S ROTCR GAP/STAGGER DAT|C no16D
(C/L/C) ROTOR OVERLAP/DIAMETER RAT|O 0.220
SF METTEC AREA $36.4 _0. FT.
kING
AR ASPECT R&T|C 6.00
S_ AREJ 132.3 SQ. FT,
_k SPAN 28.2 FT.
CBAR_ MEAN CHORD 4.T ¢',
LA_BDA C/6 OUADTEA CHCRC SWEEP 0.0 OEG°
LA_BOA TAPER RAT|C 0.500
(T/CIR ROOT TH|CKKESS/CHOgO 0.200
(_IC)T TIP THICKNESS/CHORD 0.120
kC/SW WING LOAO[kG 185.0 LBS/SQ. FT.
GRE ROTOR/WING GAP 3.0 FT,
CF/C FLAP CHORO/_EAN CHOR0 RAT|O |.000
FORMAIE RCTOR PVLON
AR ASPECT RAT|C 0._00
SFP NETTED AREA 5O,O S_. FT,
FJfP EDONTAL ARE/ B.) SQ. FT.
HP| H[[GH T 3.0 FT.
C_ARFP MEAN CHORD T.S FT°
LAPBOA FP TAPER RAT|C 0*700
(T/C)R IOOT THICKhESS/CHORO O.450
(T/C)T TIP TH|CKN_SS/CH_gO C._O
AFT RCTQR PYLON
JR ASPECT RJT_C _.TOO
SAP NETTED AREA 232.0 SQ. FT.
_P2 HEIGHT 8.4 F T .
CBARAP M_AN CHORD 12.| FT.
LA_BOA AP TAPEP RATTC D.750
(T/C|R RO_T THICKkESS/C_ORO 0.500
(T/C)T TIP TH|CKNE_/CHORD D.300
PRIMAR_ EIqC.|NE NACELLE
L_ L_NGTH 5*2 FT,
C_ NEAk _|AMETEP 1. FT.
SN WETTED AREA(TOTAL FOR ALL ENGINES| q2°b SQ. FT.
AUXILIARY [NOEPENOENT ENG|NE EACELLE -NO AUXIL|ARY INDEPENDENT EhG|NE USEO
PROPELLER|AUX|LIJgY PR[PULSI_k) - NO PRCP_LLER USEC
_ArE FCTDR
CRP DIAMETER _.! FT.
SICNR SOLIOITY 0.|22
kGtA DISC LOAO|EG 8°0 LB/SQ. FT.
CT/SIGMA THfl uST COEFF.ISOLIO|TY O.OqS
kR NO. OF ROTCRS : 2.
NO. BLADES NO° OF BLADE_/ROTOR 4.
T_TA BLAOE T_|ST -q,O00 OEG.
XC _LACE CUTOUT/RADIUS RAT|O 0.200
_TTP T|P SPEED 700. FT./SEC.
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SAWPLE CASE m2 PAGE 3
P E S C 0 N P
HELICCPTER SIZING _ PERFORNAkCE CnWPUTFP PROGRAM B-91
wE [ G M T S C A T A
.ULF
CLr
LLr
RROPUL S ION GROUP
WPRG
K12 WPRB
XL] WPN
XL_ WAR
WOS
RI6 WP_$
K20 WTmDS
KIT WADS
KI_ 'dEp
Rl(; WEA
wP__t
WA_I
wFS
CELTA wP
wP
STRUCTLRE5 GROUP
KB WW
wIG
I(q wHT
RI_ WTR
K_ WB
¢7 Wt.G
WNG
wTFS
wPf_q
wAES
CELTA w_T
wST
IN LOS
MANEUVER LCJC FACTOR 3,000
_UST L_AD FkCTOR 1,43B
ULTIMATE LCJC FACTOR 4,500
TOTAL WAIN ¢CTOR GROUP 2093,
WAIN RCTCR BLADE IPER POTORI SST,
MAIN RCTCR HUB (PER ROTOR) 570,
BLAOE FCLDINGIPER ROTOR) 28q.
AUXILIARY FRCPULSION R_TOR GROUP O,
ORIVF SYSTEW 2230,
WAIN RCTCR DRIVE SYSTEM Z230.
TAIL RCTCR DRIVE SYSTEM O.
AUXILIARY PROPULSION DRIVE SYSTEM O,
PRIWARY ENCIkFS 1053.
AUXILARY FkGTNES O,
PRIMARY ENGIEE INSTALLATION 200,
AUXILIARY EkG|NE INSTALLATION O,
_UEL SYSTE _ 618,
RROPULSICN CROUP WEIGHT INCREMENT N.
TCTAL PROPULSIC_ GROUP WEIGHT
WING 273,
TAIL GROUP O.
HOR, TRIL O,
TAIL RCTCfl O.
FUSELAGE 3229.
LANCING GEAR qTq,
N_SE GEJR 196.
WAIN GEAR 703.
TOTAL ENGIEE SECTION |20,
PRIMARY ENGIEE SECTION IZO.
AUXILIAR_ ENGINE SECTION O,
STRUCTURE WEIGHT INCREMENT O.
TCTAL STRUCTURE wEIGHT
FLIGFT CDNTm_LS GnnUP
WPFC
wCC
KI WgC
x2 WSC
K3 WFw
WTM
w_AS
wAFC
X4 WRCA
x5 WSCA
PRIWaRY FLIGFT CCNTROLS IO36.
COCKPIT CONTROLS q6.
_AIN RCTC_ CrNTROLS 252.
WAIN RCTCfl SYSTEMS CONTROLS 5OR.
FIXED wlkG CCNrROLS O.
TILT MFCFANISW O.
SAS lO0.
AUXILIARY FLIGHT CONTROLS O.
AUX. PRCPULSIOfl ROTOR CONTROLS O.
AUX, RRCPULSION ROTOR SIS. CCNTROLS O,
6gg3.
4601.
w_C
CELTI WFC
WFC
wFE
wE
wFUL
CWE
wPL
IMF)A
MG
NISCELLIkEOUS CONTROLS
CONTROL wEIGhT IkCRFWENT
TOTAL CCNTROL wEIGHT
wFIGHT CF rIXEC EQUIPMENT
wEIGHT EMPTY
FIXEO USEFUL LCJC
OPERATING wEIGPT EMPTY
RAY_OAO
FLEL
GROSS WEIGHT
O°
O.
1036,
3000 •
1S630.
600.
16230.
SO00.
3252.
Z4482,
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SAMPt.E CASE R2 PAGE 4
P E SC 0 M P
HELICOPTER SIZING _ PERFORMAkCE CCMPUTEO PROGRAM B-qJ.
ROTOR OJTA
SAMImt.E CASE |2
ROTOR CYCLE hO. 3.0000
_AIN RqTOR SCLIOTT¥ SIZED EY MAhUEVER CONDITIONS
k • 4000.0 FT. , TEMP • 44.7 OEG* , V •
RCTOR MANuEvER GeS _ L.500 , CT/SIGMA = _.095
160.0 KT.
PAGE 5
E S C 0 H P
HELICOPTER SIZING K PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM B-q[
PROPULSION DATA
PtlNAm'V PROPULSICN CYCLE NO. t,761
TCJRBOSH&FT ENGINE
4. ENGINES
B$-PtP MAX. STANOARC S.L. STATIC H.P.
EkC, INE SIZEO FOR TAKEr]FF AT TIM ,,|.00
I- • 4000. FTe TEMPERATURE • g_o04 OEG.F.
AAC I.O00 E_,GINE$ |NOPERATIVE.
66Z|. HeM.
MAIN ROTOR OItlvE SYSTEM RATING 359¥, H.P.
XMSN _IZE_ AT 1JO, PERCENT OF PAIN ROTOR HOVER POWER REQU|REn
AT _ I 6000. F?_ TEMP • g_,06 CEG.F, : .....
SAMPLE CASE IZ PAGE 6
P E S C 0 X P
HELICOPTER SIZING _ PERFCR_A_C[ C_MPIJTF _ PROGRAM _-gL
iF R O CYN =_'4 I C 5 C A r m
FF TOTAL EFFECTIVE FLATPLATE AREA
SkIT TOTAL WETTEC IREi
C_JRF NFAN SKIN FQI_TICN COFI=F,
0 R A G _ e E it K n C _ N Tk _QFT
FEk
FEF
FFFP
F_AP
FrTRH
FFVT
FF_T
rFh
FF_I
F_S
CFLTA FE
A E _ 0 C v h I _ I C
A5
J6
A7
A_
A_
wING FF
FUS FL A(',F FF
F_RWAPn|_ATA) ROTOI_ PYLON F_
AFT P")T('IR P'vLCN FE
MA[h Rr)TrJR PL, E(SI FE
TAIL QOTC O F_P FF
VFI_TICAL TAIL FE
_ORIZCNTAL TaIL FF
PR|_AIZy FNCIkF NACFLLE rE
_lJX, [NDEPEkDFNT C¢_UTSE ENG. NAC. _E
AUX. INOPF_EF(_T CRU[SE EN_. STRUT re
I NC R_.ENTAL CE
C 0 E F F •
F
EYT
23._77
i521.
0.01543_
1.26T
_.47q
1._51
[,318
It. R25
0.0
O.Q
_.879
0.0
0.0
22./0q8_
I.6227_
0.0707_
O.O00IO
0.0
0.75000
0o0
WING LIFT EFF|CIE_CY FACTOR
VERTICAL TAIL L_FT EFfICIeNCY FACTOR
SOFT
SOrT
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